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 HOODOO IN AMERICA
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 Veaudeau is the European term for African magic practices and beliefs,
 but it is unknown to the American Negro. His own name for his prac-
 tices is hoodoo, both terms being related to the West African term juju.
 "Conjure" is also freely used by the American Negro for these practices.
 In the Bahamas as on the West Coast of Africa the term is obeah.

 "Roots" is the Southern Negro's term for folk-doctoring by herbs and
 prescriptions, and by extension, and because all hoodoo doctors cure by
 roots, it may be used as a synonym for hoodoo.

 22
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 3 18 yournal of American Folk-Lore.
 Shreds of hoodoo beliefs and practices are found wherever any number

 of Negroes are found in America, but conjure has had its highest develop-
 ment along the Gulf coast, particularly in the city of New Orleans
 and in the surrounding country. It was these regions that were settled
 by the Haytian emigrees at the time of the overthrow of French rule in
 Hayti by L'Overture. Thousands of mulattoes and blacks, along with
 their white ex-masters were driven out, and the nearest French refuge
 was the province of Louisiana. They brought with them their hoodoo
 rituals, modified of course by contact with white civilization and the
 Catholic church, but predominantly African.

 These island Negroes had retained far more of their West African
 background than the continental blacks. Many things had united to
 bring this about. When an island plantation was stocked with slaves,
 they remained together, as a rule, for the rest of their lives. Whole
 African families and even larger units remained intact. They continued
 to carry on their tribal customs in their new home without even the
 difficulty of struggling with a new language. The system of absentee
 landlords afforded scant white contact and the retention of African

 custom was relatively uninterrupted and easy. Moreover, the French
 masters were tolerant of the customs of others, even slaves, and the
 Negroes were encouraged to make themselves as much at home as
 possible in their bondage. So the African customs remained strong in
 their rew home.

 On the'North American continent the situation was different. Slaves

 were traded like live stock or any other commodity. They were bought
 for speculation and shipped here and there. No thought was given even
 to family ties, to say nothing of tribal affiliations. Virginia sold slaves to
 Georgia; Alabama swapped black men with Texas. The owners with
 their families lived on their plantations and were in constant contact
 with their slaves. In consequence the tribal customs, and the African
 tongue, were soon lost. The strong African admixture of words and con-
 struction in any West Indian dialect does not occur among southern
 Negroes except on the Sea Islands on the Coast of South Carolina, the
 swamps of the adjacent mainland, and the sparsely populated lands in the
 vicinity of the O'Geechy rivers in Georgia.

 For these reasons the Negroes fleeing Hayti and Santo Domingo
 brought to New Orleans and Louisiana, African rituals long since lost to
 their continental brothers.

 This transplanted hoodoo worship was not uninfluenced by its surround-
 ings. It took on characteristics of the prevailing religious practices of its
 immediate vicinity. In New Orleans in addition to herbs, reptiles, insects,
 it makes use of the altar, the candles, the incense, the holy water, and
 blessed oil of the Catholic church -that being the dominant religion of the
 city and state. But in Florida, no use is made of such paraphernalia. Herbs,
 reptiles, insects, and fragments of the human body are their stock in trade.
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 Hoodoo in America. 3 9

 At the present time there is another influence which is evident in Negro
 hoodoo in certain districts. This is spiritualism. The dead, and communi-
 cation with the dead, play traditionally a large part in Negro religions.
 Wherever West African beliefs have survived in the New World, this
 place of the dead has been maintained. In Hayti and the Bahamas there
 are all the beliefs and practices centering about the Zines, and among the
 Negroes of the North American continent the power of the dead to help
 or harm is common tenet even among those who have discarded hoodoo.
 Spiritualism, as a technique for communication with the dead, has a
 ready appeal to the black, and is often closely combined with hoodoo
 practices. There are many advantages to a hoodoo doctor in embracing
 spiritualism. Hoodooism is in disrepute, and certain of its practices
 forbidden by law. A spiritualistic name protects the congregation, and
 is a useful devise of protective coloration.
 Not all spiritualistic congregations practice hoodoo. The original

 Spiritualist church in New Orleans is apparently free of hoodoo. This
 congregation was established in 1918 by Mother Leafy Anderson and
 called the Eternal Life Spiritualist Church. Subsequently eleven other
 spiritualists grew up in the city, more or less affiliated with Mother
 Anderson's. A strong aroma of hoodoo clings about the other eleven
 congregations but "The Eternal Life" practices no hoodoo. Mother Leafy
 Anderson was not a hoodoo doctor in the phrase of her church members.
 Eleven of her congregations were "stolen" by hoodoo worshipers.
 At "The Eternal Life" church on Monday nights there is a meeting

 presided over by a woman, which the spirit of Mother Anderson (now
 dead) attends. One can get there a small vial of "Spirit oil" for fifty
 cents. The oil is used to anoint one's body against various illnesses and
 troubles. Mother Anderson's followers are not allowed to call the name

 of Jesus. The reason given is that Jesus as a man was not important -
 he was merely the earthly body of a nameless "Spirit" by which name
 the deity is always addressed.

 Mother Price ranks second to Mother Anderson. She also built up a
 chain of congregations. The "Spirit Uncle" attends her altars and is
 represented by a picture of St. George.

 The original of the Spirit Uncle was an uncle of Mother Price's who
 had died on the battle field. In all of her churches there is a special
 little altar built for him with a receptacle for money. One must give
 him three pieces of money (no pennies). The sand bucket is another
 sacred article on this altar. It is used to set candles in.

 The holy water for the altar is obtained in this way: Set a receptacle
 out to catch rain water. If it thunders while the vessel is exposed, the
 water is defiled. Take it in before the sun shines in the vessel. No thunder,
 no sun. Take it in immediately and say the Lord's prayer nine times
 with your hand in the vessel of water. Bottle it and put it on the altar,
 and give it out when necessary.

 22*
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 320 Journal of American Folk-Lore.

 Mother Hyde combines conjure and spiritualism. She burns candles
 as do the Catholics, sells the spirit oil, but gives a "cake" to be used
 with the oil. This bit of cake, saturated with spirit oil, is enclosed in a
 salve box with "God be with us" written on the top.

 Mother Hyde told me, "In case of trouble, arise at dawn and face the
 east. Take the vial of spirit oil in one hand and the cake (in its box) in
 the other. Read the Twenty-Third Psalm and let that be your prayer.
 When you come to the part, "Thou anointest my head with oil," shake
 the bottle well and pour three drops on your head and anoint your head.
 Do this every time you want to conquer and accomplish."

 A man or woman becomes a hoodoo doctor in one of three ways: by
 heredity, by serving an apprenticeship under an established practitioner,
 or by the "call". The most influential doctors seem to be those born to
 the cult. The celebrated Marie Leveau was the daughter and the grand-
 daughter of a conjure doctor. There is a general belief that the power
 can be transmitted, and for this reason most of the older doctors in
 New Orleans claim kinship with Marie Leveau.

 As in formal medicine, some of the doctors are general practitioners,
 and some are specialists. For instance, Dr. Grant makes court cases his
 specialty, while Dr. Barnes specializes in restoring broken relations, or
 breaking up relations if they displease his client. Some go in for driving
 off and causing death exclusively.

 All of the hoodoo doctors have non-conjure cases. They prescribe folk
 medicine, "roots", and are for this reason called "two headed doctors".
 Most of the prescriptions have to do with birth and social diseases. There
 is no formal training for this. Either men or women may take it up.
 Often they are not hoodoo doctors, but all hoodoo doctors also practice
 medicine.'

 BAHAMIAN OBIEAH

 This fragmentary description of hoodoo practices in the Bahamas is
 included here for comparative purposes. It was gathered on the island
 of New Providence, the island that is most under the influence of White
 civilization. Obeah there is very drastically suppressed by law, and is
 therefore difficult to know. A study of the outer islands would give
 much more material.

 In the Bahamas, conjure is called by its West African name - obeah.
 The Bahamas look to Hayti as the mother of obeah, but Cat Island of
 the Bahamas is not without its fame.

 The great one of Cat Island is Aunt Dangie Deveaux (pronounced
 Andangie Dewoe). She is said to have been able to boil a pot over a sail
 needle. She could throw her demijohn into the sea and send it straight to
 Nassau, a distance of more than ninety miles, have it filled and returned

 1 For prescriptions of this kind see p. 414 ff..
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 exactly to the spot where she threw it in. She sent a coconut shell with
 a letter in it to the East End, (extreme eastern point of New Providence,
 the island on which Nassau, the capital, is situated).
 On Cat Island, as in Hayti, the powerful obeah people fly on Tuesday

 and Friday nights. They have fire in their tails when flying - like a
 ball of fire. Now and then you see the lights fly into each other. They
 are doing business then. Many of the merchants, butchers, etc., go
 flying to get more luck and prosperity. The next day, as you see them
 about their businesses, you'd never think they had been flying the night
 before to meet the obeah to get power.

 The Zines.

 The Zines correspond roughly to our spiritualists. At a session held for
 my benefit, the Zine threw water into the four corners of the house, a
 one-room affair, then lit a candle in the center of the room. It began at
 twelve noon. He talked to the candle and sang a song about a ship on
 the sea- a sort of tom-tom rhythm to the clap of his hands as he sang.
 Then he was possessed. He ate glass, crockery and chewed a piece of
 wood. When he was fully possessed, he spoke. When he awakes he knows
 nothing of what went on. He is able to call at will the spirit he works
 with.

 Hags.
 The Bahaman hag is the witch and vampire. Hags suck the blood out

 of babies. They abuse sleepers- sometimes kill them. They come to your
 bedside and tell you bad things. When you wake up, you think you had
 a bad dream. They send you to do evil. When they go hagging they slip
 out of their skins and fold them up. Then they can change to anything.
 But if salt and pepper is put in the skins while the hags are absent, they
 will shrink and cannot be worn again. Then the hags die.

 Human Sacrifice.
 The idea of human sacrifice is widespread in the Bahamas. Suppose a

 merchant goes to an obeah for prosperity, or a politician for more power.
 The obeah performs the service. Perhaps the merchant is told to set a
 vessel on the floor in a certain room with a gold coin in it. He is told that
 somehow the vessel will always be full of gold. He finds it so and returns
 to the obeah to find out what he owes him.

 He is told: "We want a cow without horns." It means a human being
 being is wanted for the sacrifice. It must be a loved one, either a near
 relative or a close friend. The method of presenting the victim is to
 approach him or her anywhere and lay your hand upon him and say:
 "Don't you want to go with me ?" You have marked the victim and the
 spirit will see the mark. You have no more to do with the matter. The
 obeah will take him when he wills.
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 This sacrifice must be renewed every year on the same date. When no
 more dear ones are available, then you will be taken.

 There is a story of a business man who made the sacrifice of friends
 and relatives for several years on Christmas, but one Christmas he got
 drunk and forgot to send the sacrifice, and the obeah took him. He died.

 The sacrifice may be made in more ways than one. You may give the
 life of the victim, or his sanity, or his usefulness.

 There is a story of one man who gave one son for prosperity, but when
 the next year came around he gave the sanity only of another because
 he couldn't bear to give him altogether.

 The Use of the Human Body in Obeah.

 Important organs of the dead body are used in obeah. No doubt with
 the watchful British government at hand these occurrences are rare.
 But I am told that occasionally babies are dug up and the organ desired
 is removed. On Cat Island a case of this kind has happened in the last
 few years. The body was not mutilated because the grave robbery was
 discovered too soon. The dance-song tells the story very accurately:

 On a Thursday morning
 Uncle Duck was going to Tea Bay.
 He heard a rolling in the graveyard,
 It sound to him like an evil.

 Then he say, "Oh my! Johnny dig up Say-Dot
 And he hide it in de wild pine,
 Johnny dig up Say-Dot,
 He hide it in de wild pine."

 An Obeah Doctor.

 A preliminary ceremony was held in a secluded woody ravine to see
 if Simeon would see me. I had had to provide the properties: one rooster,
 six large candles, six small yellow wax candles, one quart white wine,
 one perfectly new earthen bowl, some good perfume, a picture of St.
 Antoine.

 The rooster was blindfolded in the center surrounded by the candles
 in a large circle. The picture of St. Antoine was placed before the rooster.
 Water was sprinkled all around. I was required to kneel about one
 hundred feet to the left of the priest while he performed a rite to see if
 I would be accepted. I heard footsteps while the ceremony was going on
 but saw no one. The next day I received word that Simeon would see
 me at ten o'clock.

 At the appointed hour I am admitted to the little house. Soon the
 shutter of the small window is closed. Simeon, the obeah, squats on
 the floor. An assistant takes a glass of holy water and goes to the four
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 Hoodoo in America. 323

 corners of the room and flicks a bit into the corner with a quick motion.
 He sprinkles the window to seal it against adverse spirits. At the door
 he sprinkles some at the edge on the door-knob side and at the crack
 of the hinge side. The bad ones are completely shut out.
 The sacred articles are placed before the silent and motionless Simeon.

 First a large candle. Then the glass of sand sealed with candle grease,
 just as a housewife would seal jelly with paraffin. Then a small nub of a
 candle, and lastly a small silver bell.
 The candles are lighted by the assistant who then withdraws, into a

 corner of the room. Everything is very still for a minute or two. Then
 Samuel picks up the bell and rings it insistently for a moment and sets it
 down. He does this three times, then waits a few minutes in motionless
 silence.

 The bell is rung to call the spirits and we wait the answer. The rude
 altar is set and the great ones are invited to attend to give Simeon leave
 to teach me the wisdom they have taught him.

 After a while he feels the presence. He picks up the stub of a candle
 and the glass of sand. He whirls the glass about and peers through it with
 the help of the candle. He circles the glass with the candle there times.
 Finally he turns to me.

 " You want to know?"

 "Yes, I have come a long way to learn."
 "Well, first you must get dirt in glass like this."
 "But how shall I get it ?"
 "Take money in your pocket. Go at twelve at night to a graveyard.

 Go to the first grave you reach. Take seven cents in your hand; say your
 prayers. Throw the seven cents to seven sides and say, 'Spirit, I come
 to work.'

 "The spirit says, 'What do you want? Must I come to you or you
 come to me ?'

 "You say, 'No, I come to you.' (It would be too awful and terrifying
 if the spirit left the grave and came to you.)

 "Spirit say, 'What you want?'
 " 'I want some dirt for myself that I may work for others.'
 "The spirit say, 'All right, it cost you seven cents.'
 "Then you throw the money and go in the cemetery. Next day, go

 again and put seven cents in a grave. Take some dirt from the head of
 the grave, some from the foot, some from the left side and some from
 the right side. Put in a plain glass and seal it with grease from a prepared
 candle. Use this always -look through it by circling it with the lighted
 candle in the other hand, and you will see what the spirits wish.

 "When you go into the cemetery take a bottle of wine and a bottle
 of rum. Throw some of both to the east seven times. When you are
 through your work in there, wash your face and hands with rum and
 walk out. But never look back or you will stay there forever."
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 Simeon's teachings follow:
 I. To fix a bottle: Six cents of guinea peppers, three cents of garlic,

 twelve cents of asafoetida, twenty-five cents of quicksilver, one-half pint
 of Jamaica rum. Drink it. It will keep off all evil and make you vomit up
 all poisons, snakes and spiders, etc.

 2. To guard your bed: Spread out salt all over your mattress before
 you put on the sheet, and no one will be able to harm your bed.

 3. To guard your person:
 a) Carry a little bag of garlic and brimstone on the person and it will

 safeguard you.
 b) Put bluestone in your bath.
 4. To break up a home: Scatter guinea peppers in the rooms.
 5. To prevent anyone's harming you: Get up early in the morning and

 walk barefoot out of your house backwards into the road. Never look
 back. Pick up your tracks and walk forward into your house again and
 stop the tracks with sugar and rum and drink water, and no one can hurt
 you.

 6. To cause another to sleep deeply: If the pad worn on the head to
 make loads easy to carry is placed under the pillow of a sleeper it will
 keep him asleep as long as you wish. You may walk about the room and
 be as noisy as you wish, but he will never wake until the cotta is removed.

 7. To prevent a person's return: When a person you do not wish to
 return is embarking, pick up his track and throw it into the sea behind
 him and he can never return.

 8. To cause disease in your lover: If your husband or lover has been
 untrue and you wish to hurt him, suck a copper cent while you have
 intercourse with him and he will have syphillis that cannot be cured.

 9. To catch a thief: Hang three sprigs of broomweed about the neck
 of the suspect and recite Psalm 50o: 18, and if he is the guilty one it will
 choke him to death.

 Io. To kill an enemy: Set your altar table with black and white
 candles. Put a mirror in the center and a white basin of water and a

 sharp knife or dagger. Read the scripture "Plead my cause, O God, with
 them that strive against me. Fight against them that fight against me."
 Then the looking glass will show you your enemy, known or unknown.
 When he appears, chop the water with the blade and it turns to blood
 in the basin. In two or three hours the enemy is dead.

 II. To protect your fields from thieves: Get a bottle of special water
 from the obeah and tie it up a tree in the field, and anyone who steals
 from the garden will die.

 12. To dismiss an evil spirit:
 a) Get a white cock, cut off his head and catch the blood in a white

 bowl that has never been used before. Cook the fowl with rice and set a

 feast and invite the dead there to come to it. Have white candles burning
 in the four corners of the room. Set the bowl of blood in the west corner
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 beside the candle. Have a basin of pure water in the center of the room.
 When all is quite ready, call the spirit and dismiss him after he has eaten
 all he wants of the fowl and drunk as much as he wishes of the blood and

 water. Never dismiss a spirit on an empty stomach.
 b) Set the feast and invite him. Sometimes he comes in the form of a

 wind or a fly. Catch him in a bottle and take him out in a boat and

 dump him overboard.
 13. To bind a lover to a place:
 a) This is for a girl: Let him look into a mirror but don't you look

 into it. Take it home. Smash it and bury it under the front steps and
 wet the spot with water. He cannot leave the place.

 b) This is for a boy: Take three locks of her hair, throw one over your
 head, put one in your bosom, and one in the back of your watch. Then
 do the same thing with a mirror that the girl does and she is tied. You
 can't undo this.

 14. To swell the feet. Sprinkle graveyard dirt at the front gate of an
 enemy and when he walks in it, it will swell his feet.

 15. Gambler's Luck: Put your cards or dice in the graveyard for nine
 days and ask the spirit to bless them. When you play with them, you
 can't lose.

 16. To kill: When the person wishes you to kill for them, they must
 bring you a young fowl that has never laid an egg, a large new candle, a
 pack of pins with different colored heads, and nine assorted candles. This
 must be passed into your sacred room before the person enters so that
 you may have the spirit bless them.

 Dress the nine candles with rum and stick nine various colored pins
 in each, and dress the large candle in blood from the one who wants
 the work done. The fowl is set before the altar with its head under its

 wing. The person getting the work done sits opposite you. Read the
 scripture, Job 14: 18-22. Let the client call the name of the victim
 seven times very fast as you light the candle, and dismiss the spirit of the
 victim from the flesh. "John Jones, you are gone forever from the flesh
 and bones and the places and people that know you. Amen." Send the
 person for whom you are working away. Tell him when he gets home to
 ask just as if he has been out of town for a while, "What has happened
 since I have been away?" They will answer, "Sad news, John Jones is
 killed." The casualty will happen while you are going from his house to
 yours. The fee for this is five dollars.

 17. There must be feasts for the spirits, for some once a month, for
 some every three months. Use plenty of perfume at these feasts.

 i8. Folk beliefs:
 a) If you throw a black cat into the sea it will cause a great wind to

 rise.

 b) If you throw a cooking pot into the sea it will cause a great wind
 to rise.
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 c) If you throw a louse into the sail it will cause a wind to rise.
 d) If anybody looks into the pot where candy is being cooked the

 sugar will granulate.
 e) If you put down an article with the left hand you will forget where

 you put it.
 f) Only a barefoot track is good to work obeah with.
 g) In getting graveyard dust, always get it from the grave of a friend,

 otherwise it may do you great harm.

 HOODOO IN THE SOUTHERN STATES.

 MARIE LEVEAU

 Marie Leveau is the great name of Negro conjure in America. There
 were three Marie Leveaux, of whom the last, the daughter and grand-
 daughter of the other two, was the most renowned. The first one is said
 to have been a small black Congo woman. The daughter was a mulatto
 of very handsome body and face. The granddaughter was an octoroon
 of great beauty. Her curly head is described as bandeaued with bright
 tignons clasped with expensive jewels.

 This granddaughter became the greatest hoodoo queen of America.
 She was born February 2, 1827, according to the birth records in St.
 Louis Cathedral, New Orleans and studied hoodoo with one Alexander.
 She was the natural daughter of Marie Laveau and Christophe Glapion.
 She lived on St. Anne Street, between North Rampart and Burgundy,
 in the French Quarter, but also kept a home on Bayou St. John near
 Lake Pontchartrain.

 There is very little contemporary record of her, but her glory has not
 suffered with the passing of time. She is traditionally said to have been
 consulted by Queen Victoria, who was so pleased with the results that
 she sent her a shawl and a large sum of money. An oil painting of her
 hangs in the Cabildo, the Museum of the State of Louisiana, and her
 fame extends far beyond the borders of hoodoo.

 She is supposed to have been attended by a huge rattlesnake. The
 morning after her death he was seen crawling away to the woods about
 Lake Pontchartrain and was never seen again.

 There is the story of the storm when she was at her home on the shore
 of Lake Pontchartrain. She refused to flee, in spite of urging. Finally
 the storm swept the cabin into the lake. She resisted rescue, saying that
 she wished to die there in the lake in the storm. She was always the
 magnificent savage, and she perhaps felt that, being old, her end was
 near. She preferred an exit with nature itself playing its most mag-
 nificent music than dry rotting in a bed. She was forcibly rescued, but
 it is said that neither wind, water nor thunder ceased until she had set
 foot on land.
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 She held a dance the first Friday night in each month and a grand
 annual dance on the eve of St. John's, June 24. The dance drums were
 made by stretching cow-hide over a halfbarrel. They were beaten with
 the jaw-bone or leg-bone of a jackass or some other large animal. Some
 people called the dance the can-can. It is said that when she held her
 dances on the shore of Lake Pontchartrain, every St. John's Eve she
 used to rise out of the lake with a huge communion candle burning on
 top of her head and one in each hand, all lighted and burning brightly
 as she rose from the bosom of the lake and walked to the shore upon the
 water. When the ceremony was over, she would go back upon the waters
 as she had come and disappear in the lake.

 People feared hoodoo in general and Marie Leveau in particular to
 such an extent that one day some one saw a sizeable cloth package lying
 in the mud in the street. No one would touch it. It lay there so long that
 the cloth rotted and a buggy driving over it tore it open and revealed a
 gold coin.

 When she lived in St. Anne Street the police tried to raid her place.
 One came and she confounded him. Two were sent and she put them to
 running and barking like dogs. Four came and she put them to beating
 each other over the head with their night sticks. The whole station force
 came at last. They knocked at her door. She knew who they were before
 she even went to the door. So she did some work at her altar and put the
 whole force to sleep on her steps.

 It is difficult to say how much of hoodoo in Lousiana today stems
 from Marie Leveau. Both Samuel Thompson and Albert Frechard told
 me in all seriousness that they were her grandnephews, which, however
 unlikely in a physical sense indicates that they count themselves spir-
 itually affiliated with her "works". It is probable that she sums up
 traditionally a whole era of hoodoo; she was the great name in its Golden
 Age.

 There is one body of lore that seems to be in comparative disuse, but
 which is always associated with her "works". This is a ritual consisting
 of a series of formal petitions with answering directions from the god.
 These formulas were taught me by Samuel Thompson, one of those who
 claim to be her grandnephew. In his own practice he relies upon his
 own specialties instead of these traditional routines. But he taught me
 the whole of what follows. They were also quoted to me fragmentarily
 by a doctor named Caldwell, and imperfectly by Barnes.' I found them
 in Bogalusa, La., and again in Shreveport I discovered a doctor who
 depended to a large extent upon the traditional "works" of Marie
 Leveau. In fact I came to know that practically all of the hoodoo doctors
 of Louisiana know the Leveau routines, though most of them have
 developed also techniques of their own.

 1 See pp. 390-393.
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 I. The Gambling Hand.
 Supplicant: Great Goddess of Chance, I would ask your favor. I would

 ask for pieces of gold and pieces of silver from your hand for when I go
 to the race course the horse does not heed me or make efforts that I

 may be victor. And the driver of the chariot does not lash his steed that
 I may come in first line, but instead lags behind that I may lose my gold
 and silver. When I pray to you with the dice in my hand, you do not
 smile on me, neither do you guide the dice that they may show a smiling
 face to me; but instead you guide them that they may turn to the help
 of other players and I go home with my pockets empty and my heart
 heavy. So again when I set me down among the select men and play
 with them the game of cards, you do not put into my hand the card
 which will undo my opponents; but instead you put into my hand the
 low cards which will be my undoing and into the hands of the other
 players the high cards which will be my undoing. Tell me, O great
 Goddess of Chance, what can I do to appease your anger and win your
 approving smile; that I may wax fat and I may have into my purse the
 bright gold and jingling silver of the empire? I am your steadfast
 worshipper and would fain win your favor so that my horse will come
 to the victory line the first one, and so that the high cards shall burn to
 get in my hand, and so that the dice shall be friendly to me.

 The God: My son, you have asked a great favor of me, but you have
 not burned any incense at my altar and have not made any offering to
 my spirit. For I look only on those who are my steadfast worshippers.
 For those who come for a day, I know them not, neither do I smile on
 them. But for those who worship, I smile on them; for those of good
 spirit, I love them. So if you wish to carry my favor, you will put into
 a small bag made of the skin of chamois the following holy articles: the
 grains of Paradise, the powder of the root called John the Conqueror, the
 powder of the Magnetic Stone, the Eye of the Eagle, the tooth of a
 shark. These you will close together tightly so that they cannot break
 out, and on the day you care to win, you will put on this bag the extract
 Hasnohanna1 and keep it in your left hand pocket and let no one touch it
 except the money you will wager on the games, so that it will multiply
 and grow. And on your hands when you are playing with the dice and
 the cards you will put the Essence of the Three Knaves and the Two
 Kings. Pour of these essences in the palm of your hands and rub it dry
 and in your room you will burn the incense and the spices of Saturn,
 so that you will quickly get your wishes and the cards, the dice and the
 horses will break in your favor and do as you wish. But fail not to
 worship me and love me, for the day you cease to worship me will be
 your loss. And the day you cease to love me will be your doom, for all
 things I have given I will take away. For those who never cease to love,

 1 For this and the other essences, etc. in these routines, see pp. 411-413.
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 I am a true mistress and shower my favors on them; and for those who
 love me for a while and forsake me, I am a hard mistress and cause them
 deep sorrow and desolation.

 So Be It.

 2. The Man Whose Children Do Not Help Him.
 The God:' You will take of the root of the Rattlesnake one ounce, and

 of the oil of Sassafras one hin. This oil you will sprinkle on the root of the
 Rattlesnake and then you will make four bundles of it, and one of these
 bundles you will put in each corner of the room so that the four evil
 spirits of the four winds will not be able to abide there any more. And if
 you have the privilege of staying in the house, then you will burn of the
 Red Devil's Cones, one every day for nine days into the same room, and
 you will not open the door until the smoke has penetrated into the four
 corners of the room. And in your own house wherein you live, there you
 will put apicture of the Holy St. Joseph just above your head wherein
 you take your rest, and before this holy saint you will burn a blue
 candle of pure wax every day until such time as the spirit of God enters
 the hearts of your children; and as this candle burns you will say unto
 Joseph that he intercede for you into the hearts of your children so that
 they will do those things for you which is their duty so to do.

 And you will take of the holy water and mix with it the essence of
 Cedar of Lebanon, one hin, and the Essence of Anger, one hin; this you
 will put on your clothes when you see your children, or when you go to
 see them, so that they can see your sorrow and they in their turn be
 sorry for you and a great pity shall swell up in their hearts for you. And
 in the clothing of your children you will put into them of the Essence
 of Do As You Please, if you can get to their clothing; and if, peradven-
 ture, you cannot get to their clothing, then you will write them a loving
 letter and sprinkle some of this Essence of Do As You Please onto the
 letter and all over the four corners of the letter, and send it to them so
 that it will get into their hands as they open it. But so remember at all
 times that you yourself must never lose the love you bear your children,
 for if you do -then your sin will be even greater than theirs and you will
 not succeed in your undertaking, for no matter what they may do or say
 against you, still it is your duty to love and protect them even unto the
 last day of your life.

 So Be It.

 3. The Man Whose Lodge Brothers Gainsay Him.

 The God: So as you go into the lodge and the guard of the Outer
 Chamber challenges you, give him the proper word and at the same time

 2 In some cases Samuel omitted the supplicant's plea.
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 sprinkle some of the Controlling Powders at the door just before he opens
 it, so that he will be your friend and tell you the news that is of some
 benefit to you. Then as you walk into the sanctum and get to the inner
 guard, and you are challenged, you will again give the proper word and
 at the same time you will sprinkle some of the Goofer Dust around the
 door as he opens it, so that he will not listen to mean words of those who
 are not your friends.

 And when you enter the lodge room, there you will have in your
 pocket the Eye of an Eagle. This you will have, together with a piece
 of Ruler's Root in a little bag of pure chamois skin, so that no one will
 be able to handle it after you have once touched it. These you yourself
 will not touch until such time as you are ready to address the Grand-
 master to ask for something to your advantage. Then, when you are
 ready to speak or seek to get the floor, you will keep the bag in your hand.
 This you will do so that the Eye of the Eagle will see far and make out
 hidden things and the Ruler's Root will bring your brothers to your way
 of understanding and acting, so that they will be your friends and support
 you in your undertakings. For some particular brother with whom you
 wish to get well acquainted with and friendly with, you will take a
 cigar and into this cigar you will put two drops of pure oil of rose of the
 kind that comes from Damascus, and be sure to attract his friendhip
 and good will.

 And, my son, be sure to bear with those who wish you ill and speak
 not too badly of them, but tell the whole truth and the naked truth. And
 for all of your brothers bear a glad hand and speak pleasantly to them,
 for he who smiles not, but bears a scowl upon his face, will surely not
 attract unto himself the good wishes and the helpful ways of all his
 brothers. It is only he who smiles and has a friendly spirit who attracts
 his brothers to him and makes them his brothers in truth and in faith.

 So now, good son, go you your way and treat others with good cheer
 and honest purpose that you may be loved and honored in your day and
 be remembered even after the cold grave has closed in upon you.

 So Be It.

 4. The Buried Treasure.

 The God: When you first go on the field of treasure you will walk
 around it in a square and on the north corner you will plant a piece of
 the Wonder of the World Root, and on the east corner you will plant a
 piece of the Wonder of the World Root, and on the south corner you
 will plant a piece of the Wonder of the World Root, and on the west
 corner you will plant a piece of the Wonder of the World Root, so that
 at all points of the compass you will ward off the work of the evil spirits.

 And in your right hand pocket you will carry a piece of Pierre Infernal
 Stone, that which comes from the bowels of the earth. This you will
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 wrap up in a piece of pure parchment paper and carry it so that no
 other human hands can touch it. Then at the place where you will dig
 there on the spot you will put a seal called the Highest and Truest Seal
 of Fortune, made also in pure parchment paper and traced with the
 blood of the hawk. This you will put on the ground and dig around it.
 And on your hands you will rub the spirit oil, which is made of the pure
 oil of China and the oil of Cedar of Lebanon. This you will rub in your
 hands before you touch the space to begin digging.
 And after you have placed your seal and rubbed your hands, no word

 shall be spoken that will call the spirits or disturb them in their medi-
 tation, for as you have placated them and made them quiet, so must you
 keep them so that you will have no further trouble with them. And when
 you find the box or chest wherein there is the treasure you must silently
 lift it out, for even when you have it in your hands, the gold and silver
 may be turned to dross and become of no value to you, and all of your
 work and troubles come to naught.

 So, my son, go you and do all these things that you may become
 proficient in your undertaking, and that you may find that which you
 seek, so that your days may be full of joy and that your table will groan
 under the good things which you have.

 So Be It.

 5. The Lady Who Cannot Face Her Landlord.

 The God: O, my daughter, you who come to me in your trouble and
 lay down your burden at the feet of the God of Peace and Plenty. You
 who come to me for advice and comfort, I say unto you, you shall sprinkle
 your raiment with a great help. You shall sprinkle it on your sleeves
 and your bodice, and you shall rub your hands with it, the liquid made
 of yellow duck and snake root and incarnations, the liquid called Bend-
 Over.

 And it shall so happen that when the lord of the house shall come to
 you, you shall receive him with kind words and a smooth tongue and
 tell him of your sickness and your tribulations, and ask him to bear with
 you and have compassion, until the God of Pity and Compassion dwells
 in his breast. And after he has gone from your house you shall pray the
 following prayer:

 O, Lord of Pity, O Lord of Comfort, look down upon your daughter
 and open the everlasting well of your goodness and change the heart of
 (name of the landlord) so that he will abide with me and forget that I
 owe him, and for worship to yourself I bind myself and truly promise
 that each night for nine nights, as the stars rise in the heavens, I will
 burn a candle of peace (white wax) to your memory and for thanks at the
 goodness received from your hands.

 O, my daughter, you will keep your promise you made to the God of
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 Pity by burning one white candle every night with the name of your
 landlord under your own, on a strip of parchment of paper, thus:

 (Your name)
 (Landlord's name)

 This you will put under the candle of peace so that the wax will flow on
 it, and bear in mind and be of good judgment that the candle does not
 go out until it shall be consumed.

 O, my daughter, go in peace and abide in plenty.
 So Be It.

 6. The Court Scrape.

 The God: 0, my daughter, you come to me in your trials and tribula-
 tions and say unto me: "0, good mother, I am sore of feet and heavy
 of heart, for the power of man has said that I shall be put in the darkest
 dungeon and that I shall be deprived of the beauty, pleasures and good
 will of the world, that my friends shall look down on me and that they
 shall show displeasure and pass me with their faces turned away; that
 my enemies will vilify me and say untruths, blasphemy, and perjure me,
 to my dismay so that they can point their finger at me and pass me by in
 the streets of the city with contempt and vile words and heap curses on
 my head on the heads of those dear to me and those who love me."

 0, daughter, I say unto you that you shall meet the judges and the
 scribes and the law men who will pass judgment upon you and according
 to your faith and hope, so will you be judged, and according to wise
 counsels and smooth tongues so shall you be judged, and according to
 your sacrifices and invocations you shall be judged.

 0, daughter, to cool the wrath of the gods you shall take of Big John
 the Conqueror two drachmas, of dried Dragon Blood one drachma, of
 Dove's Blood liquid one, and wrap them in bright colored tissue and put
 them in the farthest corner of your house so that no hand shall touch
 them. And you shall take nine brown candles and burn one every day
 with the names of your friends and helpers under them. And you shall
 take nine black candles and burn them, one every day with the names
 of your enemies under them, written in very small letters. And you shall
 burn one brown and one black candle side by side every day so that the
 waxes will not mix. For the brown candles are those for victory and the
 black candles are those for conquering your enemies; and on the day
 that the judges and scribes shall call to you, you will hearken and go to
 them with your man of law. And you shall take with you in your right
 hand pocket the beans of the wish plant called Wish Beans, and you
 shall chew them and drop the hulls about you so that the judges and the
 scribes shall hearken unto the testimony of your friends and bear with
 you; and so that they shall bear with pleasure the words of your wit-
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 nesses and believe them and at the end shall say unto you, "Be gone, 0
 my daughter, and abide in peace."

 So Be It.

 7. The Lady Who Wishes To Be Uncrossed.

 The God: O, my daughter, you come unto me and say: "Good mother,
 my house has been crossed and confusion reigns where there should be
 peace; words of bitter regret are spoken where there should be words of
 praise; words of jealousy and doubt where there should be words of
 love; only words of strife and crossed purposes where only confidence or
 good will should be found. My dear ones look with suspicion on me, and
 strangers hearken not to my voice, and neither do they believe my words
 even when spoken with respect and truth. The stranger leaves my house
 in anger; my loved ones do not come to comfort me; I am desolate,
 uncared for, unloved and miserable. 0, my good mother, I pray you to
 look with favor on your broken-spirited daughter and help me in my
 troubles; fill my house with good spirits; give cheer and comfort where
 there was only coldness and dissatisfaction, give love where there was
 only doubt, give peace where there was only strife. 0, my good mother,
 make the stranger speak to me with a sweet voice, make them believe
 in me, make them hearken to my word that I may have my way with
 them."

 O, my daughter, when your house is at crossed purposes it is decreed
 that you shall take of the Water of Notre Dame two parts and of the
 root in the Water of Notre Dame and keep them in your house; and you
 shall put of the root and the water in four corners of your house so that
 no one will disturb them and will not see them, and you shall burn of the
 Oriental Temple Incense - that of the Temple of Solomon made of the
 thirteen mixtures - a censer full. That you shall burn every day so that
 the smoke thereof will drive away the evil spirits and leave only good
 spirits remain in your house. And you shall take of the Essence of St.
 Michael and sprinkle your house with it, it being the same essence that
 the good St. Michael made to the Lord and drove the evil spirits from
 the house of the Lord. And you shall take the Essence of Van-Van, made
 of the root of vertivert, and scrub the front door steps every day as the
 sun falls low in the heavens. You shall sprinkle your raiment with the
 Essence of Three Jacks and a King, and when you meet your loved one
 at the door there shall be a smile on your face and you shall speak lovingly
 to him, and you shall sympathize with him so that he shall forget the
 hardships of his labors and the tribulations of his enemies. When the
 stranger comes to your door, you will meet him with a clear face and
 honest words, and you will sympathize with him, and you will keep in the
 right hand pocket a piece of White Violet Root, the Root of Attraction,
 so that the stranger will abide with you and bring cheer, and in order

 23
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 that evil spirits shall be conquered and remain away from your abiding
 place, and that the good spirits shall prevail and remain with you. You
 shall burn nine green candles before a picture of St. Expedite, you shall
 burn them every night for nine nights and you shall have great care
 that no ill wind will quench their flame.

 So Be It.

 8. The Lady Who Wishes to Cross Her Enemies.

 Supplicant: O, good mother, I come to you with my heart bowed down
 and my shoulders drooping and my spirit broken for an enemy has sorely
 tried me; has caused my loved ones to leave me; has taken from me my
 worldly goods and my gold; has spoken meanly of me and caused my
 friends to lose their faith in me. On my knees I pray to you, good mother,
 that you will cause confusion to reign in my enemies' house, and that
 you will take their power from them and cause them to be unsuccessful.

 The God; O, my daughter, I have heard your woes and your pains and
 tribulations, and in the depth of the wisdom of the gods I will help you
 find peace and happiness.

 It is written that you will take of the Vinaigredes Four Volleurs,
 four hin, and you will dip into it a sheet of pure parchment paper, and
 on this sheet you will write the names of your enemies and send it to
 house of your enemies, tightly sealed with the wax of the Porcupine Plant.
 Then when the sun shall have risen and gone down three times, you will
 take of the Water of Mars, called the War Water, alrd in front of the
 house of your enemy you will sprinkle it. This you will do as you pass by.
 It it be a woman, you will take the egg of a guinea fowl and put it into
 the powder of the fruit of cayenne and the dust of the Goofer, and you
 will set it on your fire in your own house and in clear water from the
 skies you will boil it until it shall be heard. This you will do so that there
 shall be no fruit from her womb, and you shall take of the Damnation
 Powders two drachmas, and of the War Powders two drachmas, and
 make a package of it and sent it to the home of the one who has spoken
 badly of you and has treated you mean, so that the damnation and
 troubles shall be on the head of your enemy and not on yours.

 And you shall burn nine red candles and nine black candles in your
 house. You will burn one red candle every time the sun sets in the west,
 and you shall burn one black candle every time the sun sets in the
 west - for the red candles are for trouble and the black candles are for

 sickness. Thus you shall burn them and let the waxes mix together, and
 you will then take nine pins - new and never used - and also nine
 needles - new and never used, and you shall boil them in Damnation
 Water and stick them in the waxes which have mixed and you will then
 throw them in drifting waters.

 You will do all of this so that you will undo your enemies and you
 will take the power to harm you away from your enemies. O, daughter,
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 go you in peace and do the works required of you so that you will have
 rest and comfort from your enemies, and that they will have not the
 power to harm you and lower you in the sight of your people and belittle
 you in the sight of your friends.

 So Be It.

 9. The Lady Who Lost Her Lover.

 The God: O, my daughter, you come unto me and say: "Good mother,
 the man of my heart has left me; he does not come to my house and tell
 me of his love. He passes me by without a smile on his face. His eyes
 no longer sparkle with love when he speaks to me. His heart is cold to all
 of my advances. He has eyes only for other women. I have no longer the
 power to hold his tender thoughts. He listens to the voice of the siren
 and does not hearken unto me. O, good mother, I come to you in deep
 distress and poor in spirit. I beg for your help that I may be comforted
 and loved, just as in the days gone by; and that my loved one may
 remain by my side for all of the beauty and sunshine have gone from my
 life."

 My poor downcast daughter, it is with deep feeling and regard that I
 hear of your pains and tribulations; but it is written that the sun shall
 again shine for you in gladness, and to accomplish this great desire you
 will take the Essence of Van-Van two hin, and of the buds of the Garden
 of Gilead one hin, and you will make a four-cornered package of the
 buds, and upon this you will put of the Essence of Van-Van. This you
 will put in the raiment of the one you love. If he should have no raiment
 at his home, then you shall make a small token of your skill - some token
 with which he shall adorn his person on the feast days. This you shall
 give him. And you shall make a small altar in your private room, and
 on this altar you shall put thereon a holy picture of Mary, and before
 this picture you shall burn the incense of the Temple of Solomon, called
 the Oriental Temple Incense, every day. You will burn a portion of the
 incense praying that your charms will cause your loved one to think
 deeply of you and that you shall never be absent from his mind; and
 before this altar you will burn nine pink candles while the sun is up in
 the heavens. So you will burn one of the pink candles every day for
 nine days, and under the candle you will put a piece of parchment paper
 on which you will write the name of the one you love best so that the
 wax will cover his name, so that no one can get his name but yourself.
 And when you shall seek your loved one you shall not upbraid him,
 neither shall you talk disapprovingly of him; but you shall smile on
 him and you shall be friendly and true to him. You will do all of these
 things, and you will be of good cheer and pure purpose so that the gods
 shall smile on your work, and that your life shall be only beauty and
 sunshine.

 So Be It.

 23*
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 io. The Lady Whose Husband Lelt Home.
 Supplicant: O, good mother, I come unto you in deep distress and

 tears have coursed my face in the dark hours of the night, for him who
 was flesh of my flesh, the blood of my heart and the companion of my
 soul, my dear husband, has left our home and gone from my side. Gone
 in the wilderness where my cries of distress will not reach him, where the
 tender words will not be heard by him, where the sirens and bad women
 will have sway over him and will make him forget me forever. He is gone
 where I cannot minister unto him, where I cannot show my love. He has
 left me desolate, and where darkness closes in and about me and drags

 me down to the depths. 0, good mother, I who cannot live, without him
 am sorely pressed and only ask for death without your help.

 The God: O, my good daughter, do not lose hope and faith, for the
 stars say that there is a way to make your loved one's spirit commune
 with you and to have him come back to your side, there to remain and
 to comfort and protect you. In order to bring this about, and to bring
 your troubles to the attention of the good spirits, and to get their help
 so that they will stop the work of the spirits of ill omen against you so
 that you will again find happiness, you will into your own house bring a
 magnetic horse shoe, that which is red in the circle and bright on the
 ends, and you will get of the Gold Magnetic Sand and the Silver Magnetic
 Sand, of each one drachma. These you will pour of each on the bright
 end of the magnetic horse shoe so that some will remain on it. This you
 will do to attract his love again, and so that his gold, his silver, his
 worldly goods shall remain with you. And further - the color of love is
 pink, so you will burn of the pink candle made of pure wax, nine of them.
 You will burn with his name under each one so that they will be for him
 only. One of them you will burn each day before the time he would be in
 the house, and you will wear a pink and gold garter of St. Matthew with
 the witch's charm made into it. This you will wear on your left leg and
 let no one but your loved one touch it. And if he does not come, you will
 write him a good letter, and on this letter you will sprinkle the Essence
 of Squint drops so that he will have eyes only for you, and so that he
 will not see the charms of other women, nor will he hearken unto them,
 nor love them.

 If for reason known to you only, you wish that he shall become jealous
 of you and that jealously will be to your advantage, it is written that a
 Novena made of nine green candles shall help you, and under each
 candle you will put your name and his name together, written on a
 piece of pure parchment paper. One of these you will burn for nine nights.
 This will make the green-eyed monster of jealousy enter his mind and
 he will think of you both night and day, and he shall stay awake in the
 dark hours of the night and think of you. Herein fail not, for your
 happiness and your love depend upon it.

 So Be It.
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 II. To The Man God (The Curse)'
 Supplicant: 0, great Lord, I have been sorely tried by my enemies and

 have been blasphemed and lied against. My good thoughts and my
 honest actions have been turned to bad actions and dishonest ideas. My
 home has been disrespected, my children have been cursed and ill treated.
 My dear ones have been backbitten and their virtue questioned. O Lord,
 I beg that this that I ask for my enemies shall come to pass.
 That the South Wind shall scorch their bodies and make them wither,

 and shall not be tempered to them. That the North Wind shall freeze
 their blood and numb their muscles, and that it shall not be tempered to
 them. That the West Wind shall blow away their life's breath and will not
 leave their hair grow, and that their nails shall fall off and their bones
 shall crumble. That the East Wind shall make their minds grow dark,
 their sight shall fail, and their seed dry up so that they shall not multiply.

 O Lord, I pray that their fathers and mothers from their furtherest
 generation will not intercede for them before the great throne, and the
 wombs of their women shall not bear fruit except for strangers, and that
 they shall become extinct; and pray that the children who may come
 shall be weak of mind and paralyzed of limb, and that they themselves
 shall curse them in their turn for ever turning the breath of life in their
 bodies. I pray that disease and death shall be forever with them and that
 their worldly goods shall not prosper, and that their crops shall not
 multiply, and that their cows, their sheep and their hogs and all their
 living beasts and fowl will die of starvation and thirst. I pray that their
 house shall be un-roofed and that the rain, the thunder and the lightning
 shall find the innermost recess of their home, and that the foundation
 shall crumble and the flood tear it asunder. I pray that the sun shall not
 shed its rays of prosperity on them, and that instead it shall beat down
 on them and burn them up and destroy them. I pray that the moon shall
 not give them peace, but instead shall deride them and decry them and
 cause their minds to shrivel. I pray that their friends shall betray them
 and cause them loss of power and loss of their gold and silver, and that
 their enemies shall smite them both hip and thigh until they beg for
 mercy which will not be given them. I pray that their tongues shall forget
 how to speak in sweet words, and that it shall be paralyzed, and that
 all about them will be desolation, pestilence and death. O great Lord, I
 ask you for all these things because they have dragged me in the dust
 and destroyed my good name, have broken my heart and caused me
 to curse the day that I was born.

 So Be It.

 1 The altar for the curse is set with black candles that have been dressed

 in vinegar. Write the name of the person to be cursed on the candles with
 a needle. Place 15 upon the altar to pay the spirit. Place your hands flat
 upon the altar and say the above prayer.
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 12. The Lady Who Had an Empty House.

 Supplicant: Oh, good mother, I come to you to ask your help for pros-
 perity and plenty is not for me. The stranger passes my door and sees
 me not, neither do they stop nor look into my inn. My house is empty -
 there is no laughter, nor is there any feast day, neither do they remember
 me or know me. The clink of gold has not passed my palm for these
 many days, neither friend nor stranger has brought me gifts. My purse
 hangs limp from my tassle with no hopes of having it filled.

 Oh, good mother, I am full of lamentations and the evil spirits live
 in my house so I beg that you shall hear my prayer and in the fullness
 of your wisdom give me help.

 The God: My poor helpless daughter, in the fulness of my heart I will
 help you to make prosperity smile on you that you will have again feast
 days and that your friends will remember you always and be at your
 side and that your raiment shall be of many hues and fine textures, and
 that it shall reflect your prosperity. For into each room of your house you
 will put at the front door the magnetic sand and you will put into your
 scrub water, on the days you dress up your house before the end of the
 week, The Essence of Fast Luck and with it you will cleanse the floors
 on the day before the Sabbath. You will add to the Essence of Fast Luck
 the essence of the Wintergreen which shows that your spirit will be ever
 gay and will not die. Into the hallway and by ways of your house you
 will burn of the powder of nine mixtures of St. Joseph made with the
 France incense of myrrh and the sandal wood of Egypt every day. You
 will burn one drachma of this powder so that the fumes and perfumes
 thereof will penetrate all of your home and drive away the evil spirit and
 make you whole again. On the sixth day you burn of this powder you
 will put into it a mite of the blood of the dragon and on the front door
 you will put a picture of the good St. Roch and on the back door you
 will put a picture of St. Roch also, so that when the good spirit enters
 into your house, they will find their friends and companion and will
 there remain and will not again leave. And on the seventh day of the
 week in the morning you will take of the salt of St. Peter, called Salt
 Peter, two drachmas and put it into the water and sprinkle your house
 with it so that those who have entered into your house on the sixth day will
 remain, and that their spirit will remain with you and that they will be of
 one mind with you and be pleased. Do all of these things so that the men
 folks shall enter and be entertained, and that they shall remain pleased
 with you and shall shower you with their gold and precious stones so
 prosperity shall enter into your house and shall drive away care and worry.

 So Be It.

 13. The Lady Who Lost Her Business.

 Supplicant: Oh, good mother, your daughter comes to you on bending
 knees to ask you a great favor, for where there was light and laughter,
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 now there is only silence. Where many feet wore out the threshold of my
 front door, now scarcely no one enters; where gold coursed my palm
 in a steady stream, not even a shekel is now seen. No gold or silver or
 worldly goods come to me. My goods remain in my storehouse with no
 one to buy or even ask the price thereof. So, good mother, if I do not soon
 get help and if you do not hear my prayer, the sheriff and his men will
 soon enter my household and my storehouse and take from me the poor
 little that I have left.

 The God: Oh, my daughter, it is said that she who has, shall be given
 again; so to make that come to pass, you will take of the steel dust and
 the powder of spices of cinnamon and the powder of Wonder of the World.
 These you will mix together and separate them into four packages and
 you will put one of them in each of the four corners of your room wherein
 the business is done. This is said by the spirits to make the mind follow
 your goods and chattles, so that the stranger will buy from you and that
 both gold and silver shall come again past your palm and you will put
 in your left hand pocket, the pocket wherein you keep your gold and sil-
 ver and the one wherein you put your hand the most, some quick silver
 powder, so that when you speak to the customer and the stranger will
 hearken unto you and believe you and have a great desire to get your
 merchandise. You will put into the water with which you wash your
 storehouse floor the azure stone powder, called blue stone, and Lucky
 Bluing Powder. With this you will scrub the floor of your storehouse.
 This you will do on the days wherein the great gathering in the market
 place wherein your store is placed. You will mix of the franc incense of
 myrrh and the Berries of the Fish and the flowers of the lavender plant
 each two drachmas, and this offering you will burn every day in your
 storehouse, so that the spirits of contention and strife will leave and only
 good spirits of friendship and help will remain within your storehouse.
 In the front door you will put the picture of St. Anthony so that faith
 will enter, and on- the back door you will put the picture of St. Anthony
 so that faith will not depart. Before the picture you will put the small
 seeds of the Egyptian Paradise plant which will help you to safety and
 plenty. Herein fail not, my daughter, to do faithfully each of these things
 so that prosperity will again smile on you and that you will wear beautiful
 raiment and you will jingle much gold and silver in your purse, so that
 the stranger and the friend will come unto you and say: "Lo, I am much
 pleased, sell unto me again of your merchandise, here take my gold, for
 I would show my gratitude, let the music begin for I am happy in your
 house."

 So Be It.

 z4. The Lady Whose Friends Spoke Meanly of Her.
 Supplicant: Oh, good mother, I am now before you that you may

 judge, for my lady friends have spoken my name from the house tops
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 and from the hills and have attacked my character and questioned my
 virtue. They have said jealous things of me and caused my name to
 become a by word among the people. Oh, good mother, I have to hang
 my head when I pass the friend or the stranger, for I know the viper's
 tongue has reached them and that scandal and untruths have been called
 to their attention, and that they have heard dark stories and low sayings
 about me. Tears are in my eyes and my lips tremble. Oh, mother, help
 your humble daughter.

 The God: Dear daughter, you who worship at the shrine, my aching
 heart and my pity is for you, so that I will again make the flush of pride
 brighten up your cheeks and laughter come into your eyes where there
 is now only tears. I will make it that you will walk with your head un-
 bowed, to look all in the face. And in order to accomplish this great
 work this you will do. When you speak to the stranger and to the friend
 you will chew a Wish Bean so that your words will sound true, and they
 will believe you and turn their minds towards you. These Wish Beans
 you will chew and spit the hulls around and about you before their
 houses before you have spoken to them. After you have said your words,
 you will put around your ankle the Japanese Tokay lucky bean. One of
 these you will put on your left ankle attached with a thread of pure
 silk made from the worms of China. And mark you well that you will not
 leave a human hand touch this bean after once it has been on your body,
 and after you have made it fast to you. And in your home you will burn
 the Sandalwood Temple incense, and while the fumes are rising from
 them you will stand in the center of the room looking towards the door
 that evil thoughts will leave your house just as the fumes are now slowly
 leaving and leaving you clear. And that evil spirits will rise and fade from
 your sight and from your thoughts just as the fumes are now leaving.
 This you will do for nine days without fail and with prayers on your
 lips. And in your bath you will put into it of the Oriental Providence
 waters known as the waters of Waterloo, such as the Great Indian Nabob
 used when he helped to conquer the great conqueror. And in your home,
 to obtain lasting peace you will burn the candles of pure white, every
 day one of them you will burn until peace shall have settled upon you
 and happiness is in your hands. All of these things you will faithfully
 do so that the tongue of the viper shall be everlastingly stilled and so
 that the scandal and jealousies will die and leave in its place only great
 joy and happiness'.

 So Be It.

 I5. The Lady Whose Men Friends Spoke Badly of Her

 Supplicant: Oh, dear mother, I come to you because of great vexation
 and a troubled mind. On every hand, I hear my men friends speak ugly
 words and tell mean stories of me, accusing me of unfaithfulness and
 double dealing, bad temper and flighty thoughts. They speak that I
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 cannot be trusted and that I love no one but myself. They accuse me of
 selfishness and meaness. They accuse me of untruthfulness and dis-
 honesty. Oh, good mother, they will drive me mad with their words of
 bitterness and scorn. No longer do my friends nor either the strangers
 meet me with a smile, but with their faces turned away they pass me.
 Seemingly I have no place in which I can go and be gladly received. My
 good words are turned to bad, my smiles are turned to frowns. Can I
 hope for relief and help from you and the good spirit? I pray you to
 use your good offices and the wisdom of the ages to help me in my behalf.

 The God: Oh, my good daughter, the wisdom of the serpent and the
 peace of the dove, and the fascination of the god of love will be appealed
 to for your help and promote your peace of mind. For this purpose
 you will take of the root of the Wonder of the World in powder one
 drachma, and on this you will pour of the essence of Babel, one hin,
 so that the tongues of your enemies shall become confused when they
 speak of you and so that they will themselves help to undo the early
 work they have already done which has caused you suffering and pain.
 This drachma of the powder of the Wonder of the World you will wear
 in your bosom, and every day you will put some of the essence of Babel
 there on. The most guilty of your enemies you will write them a letter
 commanding them to stop speaking ill of you and to desist in the under-
 hand work against you. On this letter you will sprinkle the water of
 Mars, called War Water, before you enclose it in the envelope. If they
 do not do as they are told, the water of Mars is to bring retribution,
 misfortune and sickness to them and put them in bad luck until such
 time as they will make proper amends to you for their bad conduct. To
 those whom you wish to think well of you, you shall go to their house and
 wherever you shall meet them you shall put of the essence of Civet on
 your palm, a few drops, so that when you bid them good day their hands
 will come in contact with yours and it will come to pass that friendship
 will become binding and strong. In your house you will take of the Herb
 of Lovage and sprinkle it on the floor therein during the night. This you
 will sprinkle in the four corners so that peace will remain with you.
 On your shrine you will put the picture of Mary Magdalene and before
 her you will say your prayers and you will ask her that your wishes be
 fulfilled.

 Go in peace, my daughter, and do each of these things so that the
 tongue of the gossiper shall be stilled and paralized and that their words
 shall be turned against them, and so that you will attain lasting peace
 and happiness.

 So Be It.

 z6. The Lady Who Cannot Get Lady Friends.
 Supplicant: Oh, good mother, the evil spirit seems to completely

 envelope me. I have no attraction, no sympathy from my kind. My lady
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 friends look on me with indifference. Their friendship is only lukewarm.
 Their indifference is great. Their sympathy for me has fled. I ask them
 and they promise, but they do not do as I ask. I invite them and they
 say yes, but they do not come. They pass me by in the market place and
 bow to me sometimes, but more often they look me not in the face.
 They stop to speak to others, but when I approach there is no more to
 speak about and everything becomes quiet. So I seem to have lost the
 power to hold my friendships. They look with their eyes and they see
 me not; they speak with their lips, but they are empty and of no value.

 The God: Oh, my daughter, you have truly lost your spirit and your
 words to your friends do not ring true, so they believe you not. You
 have lost your magnetism, so your actions do not attract others to you.
 Look well to yourself first. Take heed that you try to value your friends.
 For the spirits have said that she who wishes to get back her power to
 attract must put around her neck a small bag made of the skin of the
 chamois who lives in the mountain. And she must make the bag round
 so that there shall be no beginning and no end to her friendship. And into
 this bag she shall put a drachma of the silver magic sand and a drachma
 of the powder of the violet root made of the heart of the root, so that
 she shall receive of the heart of the earth, and the magic of the stars.
 And she who would attract her kind shall put on her body the attraction
 powder of pure white, so that the friendship she feels shall be felt by
 others. And in her house there shall be cheerfulness and no evil thoughts,
 and she will keep the spirit of cheer in her house by scrubbing the floor
 with the waters of lavender flowers made from the flowers which bear

 that name by the alchemists. And in her bath she shall put of the waters
 of Verbena and the waters of perpetual youth called Florida Water,
 and a handful of the salt of the earth that she will be welcome in com-

 pany of her kind. And so to intercede for her at the throne, she shall have
 a picture of St. Anthony of Padua in her house in the place wherein the
 company arrives so that they shall see the picture of the good saint as
 they arrive and he will warm their hearts towards you. Oh, daughter,
 do you all of these things faithfully and depart in peace.

 So Be It.

 17. The Lady Who Cannot Keep Men Friends.

 Supplicant: Oh, good mother, I pray you to judge me and give me
 advice for my men friends do not smile on me. They meet me and see
 me not. They do not speak to me in the warm words of friendship. They
 forget me even as I pass. They do not remember my name. When I go
 to the feast I sit near the wall, unadorned and uncalled for. They have
 no bright sayings for me and care not to curry my favor, so that I remain
 forlorn and forsaken while all about me is laughter and good fellowship.
 Lo, I am with them, but not of them. When I ask them to come to my
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 house to visit me, neither do they say yes, neither do they say no. If
 they come, they make no effort to entertain me nor to make me carefree
 or mirthful, and they speak to me only in a cool or distant manner.

 The God: Dear daughter, I have heard your words of trouble and
 sympathise with you .In order that your bright star will shine again
 and that your mind will prevail, you will do the following things faith-
 fully. On your left leg you will put the garter of St. Michael, made of the
 golden yellow and red. And in this garter there will be a bag made of
 pure chamois skin in the shape of the human heart. And in this bag
 you will put of the golden magnetic sand and the blood of the dove.
 This you will put on your left leg at all times that you are away from
 your house, and let no human hand touch it after once you have it on
 your body, except your own. And in your house you will burn the incense
 made up of the lump incense and the blood of the dragon, of each one
 drachma. These you will mix and burn every day for nine days in your
 house so that the smoke thereof shall penetrate the innermost corners
 of your house and drive away the spirit of evil that has caused your
 downfall. And on yourself you will put Essence of Bendover and the
 pure oil of roses. This you will put on your raiment when you are on
 your way to visit either your friends or your enemies. And you will put
 on your shrine the picture of Jesus and before him you will burn every
 day the pink tapers of the sacred heart in the pure taper oil. Be sure that
 the tapers that are blessed are the only ones used so that they will have
 effect on the great one. And, oh, my daughter, you will meet your friends-
 with a cheerful face and a smile, so that they will say, lo, she is light
 of heart and must be wholesome --let us remain with her that our hearts
 will also be light and that we may be cheerful and in good spirit. So,
 my daughter, attain your wish and you will have many men friends and
 many beautiful presents.

 So Be It.

 I8. The Lady in the Law Suit.

 Supplicant: Oh, good mother, I am on my knees before you to pray
 for help as I am deeply troubled and persecuted by my enemies. They
 say unto the judge: "So this woman has broken the law, she has made
 war on us and caused disturbances in our family." Another one says:
 "Oh, most learned judge, this woman has taken weapons of war and
 has attempted to spill my life's blood." And still another one says to
 the High Sheriff: "Oh, sir, I pray you to help me for this woman has
 taken my worldly goods and has entered my house when I was away
 doing my labor in the fields."

 Oh, good mother, now the learned judge and the high sheriff and the
 men of the law have threatened to put me in the dungeon where there
 is no light and the vermin crawl over you and eat out your heart. Where
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 only gloom will be my companion; where I will never see the face of the
 sun. Oh, good mother, help your down-trodden daughter.

 The God: My poor daughter, I hear your prayer and will hasten to
 your help with heartfelt sympathy and tell you the secrets of the learned
 judges and the high priests so that you can conquer your enemies and
 once more breathe the air of freedom; so that the sun shall shine on your
 head and bring you comfort; so that the good moon shall bring you peace
 and smiles on your face.

 You shall take the herb of the golden thread and the essence of Gera-
 nium and put them together and wrap them up in the paper of the court
 when the low sheriff brings it to you, so that the power to soothe the anger
 of the law will be worked on it until the time comes when you shall come
 before the judge.

 And in your house you shall hang the picture of the Sacred Heart of
 Jesus on your front door so that peace only shall enter, and around your
 neck you shall wear a scapular of the Lamb of God. This you will allow
 no one to touch with their hands but yourself, and you will not take it
 away from your body until your troubles shall be over with.

 And in your house shall burn nine candles of pure wax, brown in color.
 One of these candles you will burn every day for nine days after the
 sun has gone down and under each of these candles as you burn them
 you will put of pure parchment paper with the name of your enemy on
 it. Do this so that his testimony will not be believed by the learned
 judges and the high sheriff, and so that he will become confused when he
 speaks to the judge.

 And on the day of your trial before going to the court house you will
 burn of the Oriental Temple incense one drachma, as this is the incense
 the great King Solomon used to give his words wisdom. So also you
 will give your man of law wisdom in his words so that they will be be-
 lieved by the judges and high sheriffs and you shall at once be set free.

 It is also said that the magnet made in the shape of the horse shoe,
 nailed to your door, will keep away law suits and give you luck in your
 undertakings.

 So, my daughter, do you all of these things so that you can triumph
 over your enemies and have power and happiness.

 So Be It.

 19. The Woman Whose Children Have Deserted Her.

 Supplicant: Oh, my good mother, with tears in my eyes and my heart
 broken with grief, I come to you. in my distress. For the flesh of my
 flesh, the blood of my blood, and the bones of my bones have deserted
 me and have gone against me. My own dear children have turned their
 faces from me and have ceased loving mie. But instead of their fondness,
 I have cold sneering words; instead of their caresses, I have rough actions.
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 They do not ask me for advice, but instead do things they know are
 against my wishes. Instead of praising me, all of my actions seem to
 displease them. They go from home in the hours of darkness and come
 not again until the break of day. Their companions instead of being
 meek, pure and righteous, are noisy, vile and insulting. They whisper
 that I may be dead so that they may do as they please and divide my
 worldly goods between them. They covet my raiment, my jewels and my
 household goods. They know no respect and kindness towards me. They
 take the veriest stranger for their friend, while they take me for their
 enemy. Ingratitude is in their eyes, their actions, their words. Oh, good
 mother, help me, I beseech you.

 The God: Oh, my daughter, I have painfully heard your prayer and
 I say unto you that the ingratitude of your children shall be punished
 if they do not come in meekness and ask your forgiveness. For the love
 of the Mother is eternal, while the love of the lover is passing and the
 love of the friend is changing and quickly forgotten. Be you of good
 cheer and stout heart, for the help of the Man God is with you and the
 help of all the good spirits and the great angels is for you. And they shall
 see that you fail not in your undertaking. So my poor daughter, these
 things you will do to enlist their attention, and the help of the Man God,
 the good spirits and the high angels.

 In your front room wherein you take your rest, you will put the
 picture of Mary, the Virgin Mother, and you will ask her help by burning
 in front of her every day the frank incense and myrrh, one drachma,
 and every day you will also burn a candle of pure wax, pink in color,
 and under these candles you will put the name of the child you wish to
 come back to your arms, and you will bear with this child and have
 patience. And on your raiment you will put of the essence of Geranium.
 This you will put in the evening when the children will come in from
 the fields and from their labor so that they will come to you and be
 pleased. Neither will you upbraid them in sorrow for their mind is not
 your mind.

 And in and around your house you will put the powder that is called
 the Wonder of the World, made from the roots of this plant picked when
 the sun is up. And in the shoe or raiment of the one who is the leader
 among your children you will put of the powder called the powder of
 Babel, so that this child will confuse those to whom it would give advice
 and censure will not be believed. But those who hear it shall say "Liar
 and blasphemer, be gone from me, for the truth is not in you and you
 shall be cursed and shall be damned for every day that the sun shall
 shine on you."
 And if this one of your children with the poisoned tongue shall see

 the men of the law, then you shall burn nine black candles of pure wax,
 one every day for nine days with his name under each one written on
 pure parchment paper. And you shall pray to the Man God every day
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 for nine days as the black candles burn, that he shall still his tongue
 and heap ill luck and sickness upon his head. So that he shall repent and
 ask your forgiveness and your ministrations and these shall you give
 freely when you are asked. It is your blood which speaks and you shall
 forgive.

 So Be It.

 20. The Man Who Cannot Face His Debts.

 Supplicant: Oh, good mother, I pray you hear your son in his deep
 misery for I am beset with the landlord, the keeper of, the storehouse
 and the greedy money lender. I am deeply in dept and cannot see the
 way to clear my debts away and have a peaceful mind. The landlord has
 sent me word that I will either pay him or that he will set my goods and
 chattels out in the sunshine. The keeper of the storehouse has said to
 me: "Lo, my good man, if you expect me to get provisions and fodder,
 then you must come to me with money in your hands, for I can no
 longer wait for a settlement from you." And the money lender pursues
 me with the men of the law and the low sheriffs, beset me even where
 I labor and in the house where I dwell. So that I have no peace and am
 hounded at all times by his collections.

 The God: My dear son, your tales of trials and tribulations came to my
 ears and I have concern for you. So I will tell you how to appease the
 wrath of the landlord, the anger of the keeper of the storehouse, and the
 greed of the money lender.

 The landlord you will meet with a good face and sweet words and un-
 fold to him the store of the money lender, and he will give you advice.
 But you must also seek to help yourself in his eyes by giving him a small
 amount of silver. When he comes to your door you will sprinkle upon
 your clothing the liquid called Bend Over, made of the yellow dock and
 the snake root and the flowers of the field, so that he will hearken unto
 your words and his mind will be set to help you and also that he will
 believe you and give you more time in your house.

 To the keeper of the storehouse you will go unto him and speak
 smoothly and give him great promises, and while you are speaking to
 him you will have in your mouth the Wish Bean. These you will chew
 and spit out the hulls in and around the store so that the keeper will
 do as you wish and give you more provisions and more time in which to
 pay him.

 And for the money lender you will take the advice of your landlord
 and also take nine candles of pure wax, blue in color. These you will
 burn, one every night for nine nights and under the candles as they
 burn you will put the name of the money lender written in parchment so
 that he will lose the power to do you harm and he will forget your debt
 to him and make no more effort to collect it. And you will go to the money
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 lender and say "Lo, I have paid you in money twice the amount you
 have loaned me and now you have two pieces of silver where only one
 was before, and this is enough for you" and then as you go out of his
 presence you will let fall from your hand the powder of Perdition so that
 he will lose some of the money he already has.

 So Be It.

 21. The Court Scrape.

 Supplicant: Oh good mother, the law of the land is on my trail and
 I am compelled to hide myself away from the eyes of the sheriff and the
 bailiff, for they seek me at all times, in all places. My body is not my
 own and I dare not walk in the streets for fear that I will be put in the
 dungeon and kept there for a long space of time away from the sunshine
 and smiles of the outer world.

 I have been accused of all sorts of things which are against the law
 of the land and at all hours of the day and night I am searched for and
 hounded so that I have no peace and like a wild animal shun my kind.
 I do not know who is my friend and who are my enemies. For my friends
 will point me out when I do not wish to be pointed out and my enemies
 see me not when I am in sight. My mind is uncertain, my life is in danger
 one time after another, and I know not whether I will see the sun rise or
 the good moon go down behind the clouds from one day to the next.

 The God.- My poor son, I hear your cries of anguish and hasten to give
 you advice that the blight may be taken from you, that you may walk
 the streets in peace and security.

 You will take of the Big John the Conqueror powder, made of the root
 and also the Blacksnake root powder, made of that root, each one drach-
 ma. This you will make into a small package, and on this package you will
 pour of the pure oil of wintergreen. This so that you will always see the
 green fields and they will not be shut from your eyes. This you will hang
 around your neck and keep it on you at all times until danger is past.
 Fail not to see that no human hand but yours touches it after you have
 let it touch your body.

 To make your enemies leave so that they will not come back--take
 of Hot Foot Powders and the Moving Powders and mix them together.
 These you will sprinkle where your enemies are sure to walk over it and
 mash on it with their feet, or if possible, put it in their shoes. And in
 order that the sheriff and the law men will not think of you and have
 trouble of their own to think about, you will burn nine candles of pure
 wax, black in color. These you will burn side by side, one of each every
 night for nine nights, beginning to bulrn them as the sun goes down, so
 that they will have sickness and trouble in their house. And as these
 candles burn, you will say the prayer to the great High God and ask
 him his help to overcome your enemies and have peace and happiness
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 for your own. And if the sheriffs have already taken you before the
 learned judge you will take of the pure white dove's blood and write
 with it: "Oh, pure blood without sin, like the pure white dove that you
 come from and represent, so make me pure in the eyes of men and make
 it so that the judges shall see only purity and no sin, and that I shall
 be made whole again."

 This must be written on pure parchment paper and after reading it
 over to yourself on your knees, it is to be burned and the ashes scattered.

 This you will do every time you get a paper from the low sheriff com-
 manding you to appear before the judges. Fail not in carrying out this
 covenant if you value your life and liberty.

 So Be It.

 22. The Man Who Wishes to be Uncrossed.

 Supplicant: Oh good mother, look down on your son as he is in deep
 trouble and cannot see his way for the darkness that surrounds him. It
 has been whispered to me that I have been crossed and nothing seems to
 go well with me. All of my undertakings go wrong and the head man of
 my work does not seem to like me, and all of the worst and the hardest
 labors are put on my shoulders and even then he is never pleased no
 matter all that I may do to try and earn his good word. When I go to
 ask for a chance to make bread and meat for my wife and little ones,
 I am put off and excused. The head man cannot find work for me, but
 it seems easy to find work for others. And again at home everything
 seems to go wrong. There is no pleasure and kindness between the neigh-
 bors and myself. There is continued cross talking and heated words in
 my house and also on the outside so that I am disgusted as all my am-
 bitions and all my hard labor goes for nothing. I am disgusted with
 trying and have no reason to try and better my conditions.

 The God: Oh my son, be light of heart and do not let the dark clouds
 which surround you bear you down, for no matter how dark it looks,
 there is always a way that will give you help, for the god of prosperity
 smiles on all those who pacify him and worship at his altar.

 It is said that if you wear around your neck a finger of the root called
 the Wonder of the World tied with a thread of pure linen, this will give
 you luck in finding work, particularly if you write the name of the
 headman with whom you wish to work with the blood of a white dove
 on it.

 To untie yourself you will take of threads of purse silk, you will tie
 nine knots in it at equal distance one from the other. This you will wear
 upon your body for nine days and for every day of the nine days you
 will take of the Oriental Temple incense one drachma and burn it before
 a picture of the good St. Joseph and on the last day of the nine days
 you remove the string of silk which you have been wearing and burn
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 it along with the temple incense which you will burn that day. And be
 sure that all the knots are burned so that you will be untied and free
 again.

 And when you go to the head man to ask for a place to labor you will
 have with you some of the Wish Beans which you will chew as you
 speak to him and you will spit the hulls out in and around the field of
 labor wherein you wish to work. This you will do so that your words
 will have weight with the head man and he will hearken unto you and
 give you the task you wish for and that he will pay you highly for your
 labor.

 And on your raiment you will have a few drops of the oil of Rose and
 Mary so that all of the evil spirits will be driven from you and only the
 good spirits will commune with you and give you good thoughts and tell
 you what is best for you to do. For you must not listen to the evil spirits
 when you are in bad luck, only listen to the voices of good spirits. For
 in the end only they will smooth your path for you and lead you to peace
 and good fortune. And at all times remember well that the good workman
 is worthy of his hire and that the bad workman is not fit even to lie
 down with the pigs and the cattle. That the good workman will always
 find a good head man who will hearken unto him and support him in
 all his efforts and that the bad workman will hear nothing but curses
 and groans and will not remain long with any head man, but will change
 often going from bad to worse all the time. So do your duty well and
 faithfully so that you will be looked up to and respected by the ones
 whom you labor with and those whom you serve. For this way only
 is the true way and the wide and free road to prosperity.

 So Be It.

 23. The Lucky Hand.

 Supplicant: Oh good mother, I come to you to lay at your feet my most
 deep trouble. It seems that everything that I may try to do goes against
 me. When I think that I have something with which I can gather more
 pieces of gold and wax fat and prosperous, lo, it is but clay in my hands.
 I can get no encouragement from the women and men with whom I
 speak and I am turned a deaf ear so that they will not hear me. When
 I see a place with which I can succeed and put my gold into it, lo, the
 customers do not come and they pass my door and do not even look
 around. When I see good merchandise and good cattle which I can
 easily get and sell them at much profit, lo, when they come into my hands
 they are only dross and have no value. When I go to the see big chiefs
 and talk pleasantly to them that I can do many things to their advantage
 and will make them wax fat with riches, lo, they turn their heads and
 will not even hear me. So it is, one failure after another, one disappoint-
 ment after another, and here I am on my knees before you with very

 24
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 few shekels and very poor heart, so that my spirit is broken and I know
 not what to do. Will you, oh good mother, also turn me away empty
 handed and leave me in despair ? I pray you that you will call upon the
 good spirits to help me and take me as your own.

 The God: My son, rise up and take heart, for those stout of heart and
 willing of hands I say that they shall not fail, even if the evil spirits have
 conspired against them. For I will lend my hand, my help and uphold
 them and make them strong again.

 So this token I will anoint with the bag of many lucks which will
 make your mind clear and your heart stout and your hands willing so
 that you cannot fail to gather upon yourself the great success. To
 accomplish this purpose you will take a nutmeg of the Indies, well
 shaped and whole, for that represents the world. Into this nutmeg you
 will bore a hole so that it will come almost through it. And into this
 hole you will pour the quicksilver and argentorum and at once seal
 it up with the blood of the pine tree while it is hot.

 This nutmeg you will put into a bag of pure chamois skin and you
 will put into this bag the small Wish Beans, the Powder of Attraction,
 the powder of Wonder of the World, the powder of frank incense of
 myrrh and as you pour each thing into the bag you will say the following
 prayer:

 Oh, good Lord, make me stout of heart.
 Oh, good Lord, let my sight penetrate the innermost things.
 Oh, good Lord, give me power to speak.
 Oh, good Lord, let my words be hearkened to.
 Oh, good Lord, drive the evil spirits from me.
 Oh, good Lord, give me success.
 Oh, good Lord, let me hold all of these things into this bag.
 Oh, good Lord, let them never leave me.
 And after saying the last prayer of the last thing as you put it in

 the bag, then sew it up tightly and put it around your neck and next
 to your body so that it will never leave you and be with you always.
 And when you wish to make the spirit help you, you will take of the
 spirits of Geranium, the essence of Cinnamon, of each one hin. Mix
 them together and you will pour a little of this on the bag that is with
 you always. Lo, my good son, this is the secret of the lucky bag. Put
 it next to your body that you may feel it in the morning when you first
 wake up and look upon the sun, that it will give you power and confidence
 in yourself and you can go forth without fear that all things must come
 to you and that you shall not know any such word as fail.

 So Be It.

 24. The Man Whose Wife Left Home.

 Supplicant: Oh, good mother, look into your son's upturned face and
 bear with him until he has told you of his troubles and sorrow and poured
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 his tale of misery at your feet. He comes to you for help and comfort,
 knowing that in all your wisdom he can count on you for help if you so
 will and he can count on happiness if you so wish it.

 Dear mother, the woman of my heart has left my roof and my place
 of rest. She has gone from me with very few words and has left me broken-
 hearted, for I have her always in my mind and cannot sleep for her face
 is always before me, and for the remembrance of old times when so many
 sweet words were spoken to each other and so many tender moments
 were passed in each other's company.

 Tales have come to my ears that she has left me for another man
 whom she loves better than she loves me. Other tales that she simply left
 me because she does not love me any more as she used to do. I come to
 you that you may quiet my mind and make her think of me, and make
 her come back to me and love me in the same way that she did before.

 The God: My dear son, your heartbroken story has come to me and
 I hasten to answer your prayer that you may take your place again in
 the house of happiness. For love is at the bottom of all things and rules
 the world.

 So in order that you may win back the love of your wife and in order
 that she will come back to you, you will do the following things:

 In and around the house, wherein you dwelt in happiness with your
 wife you will sprinkle of the gold magnetic sand one hin, and if you still
 live in the same house you will scrub the floor of your room on Saturday
 with the essence of Rosemary and with the essence of Verbena mixed
 together in equal portions, but if you have moved and want her to
 follow you to your new home, then you will scrub with the essence of
 Verbena and the essence of White Rose. Be sure to cover well the floor

 and front steps while scrubbing. And you will go to see her and upon
 your raiment you will put the extract of Hasno-Hanna close to your
 body and you will speak to her with sweet words and many promises
 that she will believe and hearken unto you. And if you cannot see her
 wherein she dwells, then you will write her a letter of love and forgiveness
 and in that letter you will put of the extract of Bendover so that she
 will read the words written therein and believe them. And in your house
 you will burn nine candles of pure wax, red in color, so that the flames
 of love shall be rekindled and shall burn again. And under each of these
 candles as they shall burn you will put her name on pure parchment
 paper so that the wax shall fall over it as the candles burn. One of these
 candles you will burn every night for nine nights without intermission.

 And to make her jealous of you, you will burn nine pure wax candles,
 but green in color with the name of the one she is jealous of under it, if
 it be someone other than you. You will burn them also for nine nights
 without intermission.

 And after you get her to come to you, you will then take the pink love
 powder and put it in her shoes, or on her raiment, or on her powder rag

 24*
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 so that she will increase her love for you, and that her mind will not
 change and that she will remain with you to her last day.

 So Be It.

 25. The Man Whose Lady Friends Speak Badly of Him.
 The God: You will take of the extract of Hasno-Hanna and sprinkle

 it on your garments wherever you may go, so that it will act as a shield
 to your good name. And you will put into your shoes the Powder of
 Attraction so that all women will be drawn to you and will not believe
 ill tales told about you and will rush to your defense. This powder you
 will put every morning in youf shoe, one day in the right shoe, and the
 next day in the left shoe.

 And you will make a novena of nine days with nine candles of pure
 wax with your name underneath the candles on pure parchment. And in
 your pocket you will carry a piece of She lode stone. You will put this
 lode stone in a bag of chamois skin and after you have put it in the bag
 you will put of the powder of She lode stone in it and you will then
 tightly close it so that no one can look into it and this bag you will
 carry in your left hand pocket and let no one put their hands on it. And
 for those who are leaders in speaking meanly of you, you will punish
 thusly:

 Take of the four Thieves Vinegar and pass in front of their house and
 pour some of this vinegar on their front steps so that they will walk over
 it and step on it and make their tongues paralized when they speak
 badly of you. Go, you my son, and do just as it is written so that you
 may enjoy peace and happiness for the rest of your life.

 So Be It.

 26. The Man Who Lost His Sweetheart.

 Supplicant: Oh, dear mother, you see your son before you with tears
 in his eyes and a downcast look in his face, for I have lost my beautiful
 sweetheart whom I have loved for many a day and whom I cannot
 forget. She is always in my mind and I cannot sleep for the thoughts
 of her. Even in the day time in my fancy I see her just out of my reach.
 I see no more her sweet smile when she receives me. I hear not her sweet

 voice when she speaks to me. I would gladly give half of my life for
 another moment of happiness with her such as there were before she left
 me. Oh, mother, I come to you for help.

 The God: My dear son, you will send to your sweetheart a box of
 sweets and in each one you will put one grain of Pink Love Powders,
 made of the petals of the Pink Rose of Damascus. And the night after
 that you will call upon her at her place of abode so that you may speak
 sweet words to her, and when you call upon her you will have upon
 your raiment the Essence of Attraction. This you will put upon you
 so that she will notice it and so that she will ask that you shall put some
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 of the same upon her, so that the both shall come together in one blend
 and in one odor. And to accomplish this you must use your wits and your
 persuasion so that she will be willing that you shall put the Essence of
 Attraction upon her. This to make her think of you while you are gone
 from her presence.

 And in your shoes when you are going to speak to her, or you are
 going to pass the place wherein she lives, you will put on the Powder
 of Attraction so that she will be willing to come out to you and speak to
 you and hearken to your words of passion.

 If for any reason she will not see you, or you cannot see her, then you
 will write her a letter of sweet words with much promises of presents and
 many entertainments and in this letter you will sprinkle of the Essence
 of Attraction before you send it to her. This so that she will do as you
 ask and see you again. And at all times when you write to her, pass her
 house, or speak to her, you will have in your left hand pocket a piece
 of the Wonder of the World root. This piece of root must be completely
 sewed up in a chamois skin bag and on this bag you will sprinkle of the
 extract of Jack of Clubs so that you will win her over and so that the
 spirits of evil influence will not cause her to change her mind to leave
 you, and will make her hearken to your words and listen to your voice
 with pleasure.

 And then if you cannot help yourself, then you will make a novena
 of nine days and nine candles as follows:

 You will take of the pure wax candles, pink in color, nine of them, one
 for each of the nine days following each other, and under each candle
 as it burns you will put her name written on virgin parchment paper.
 This you will put so that the wax will flow upon it as it burns and cover
 it. Fail not to burn one each day for nine days as the novena calls for.
 And behind the candles as they burn hang a picture of Our Lady of the
 Sacred Heart, so that she will help you in your sorrow. And be sure
 when you get her back that you will treat her with kindness and you
 will be true to her so that her love for you shall grow stronger instead
 of slowly dying, and that she shall have no thoughts of no one else but
 of you.

 So Be It.

 27. The Man Who Has Been Slandered.

 The God: Make an offering to the good spirits. You will take of the
 red wash and put it on your door step so all can see. And when you go
 in and out of your house you and all those who are your friends will
 step over it.

 And on your person you will put of the essence of Wintergreen together
 with the oil of Wintergreen so that the thoughts of your good friends
 will always be for your good luck.
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 And for the chief of your enemies you will put on his front door steps
 of the Powder of Confusion so that when he speaks ill of you his words
 will not be clear and will not be understood, but will be confused and do
 him harm instead of you.

 And if he continues in his blasphemies about you, you will take nine
 black candles of pure wax and burn them one each night for nine nights
 and under each one of the candles as they burn you will put his name
 written on pure virgin parchment so that the black wax will cover it
 as the candle burns. This you will do so that he will be covered and
 forgotten and seen no more in his usual place.

 But in your mind you will have good thoughts for all of your brothers
 and sisters, and you will always go about with a kind word and a smile
 on your lips, even for the stranger. For you know not whom the stranger
 may be or whereon he is going, or even or where you will meet him again.

 Fail not to do all of these things which are commanded so that peace
 will abide with you forever.

 So Be It.

 28. The Man Who Cannot Get a Sweetheart.

 The God: You will get of the Waters of Lourdes and sprinkle it in front
 of the house wherein lives the lady of your choice. Sprinkle it in such
 a manner that she will step on it, or over it, and sprinkle it so that you
 will step over it when you happen to go into her house to speak to her.
 You will do this for three days every day before you go-into the house
 to see her. And be sure to step over it when you go in to see her. And when
 you do see her you will sprinkle on your garment the extract of Bendover
 so that she will hearken unto you and listen to your words with interest
 and when you speak to her you will be sure to flatter her and tell her in
 words of love how beautiful she is and how sweet is her voice when she

 speaks, and that you love to hear her words, so that you will impress
 her mind that you really think very much of her.

 And in your left hand pocket you will carry a piece of white lode
 stone; this lode stone you will put in a bag of the chamois skin and on
 it you will pour the essence of Van Van, so that you will attract to you
 the spirit of love and it will help you to gain your desire. You must make
 sure that no one touches this bag after once you have started to make it
 work, and once it is in your pocket.

 And in case you cannot see her and speak to her, then you sit yourself
 down and write a letter to her. In this letter you will praise her and
 speak of her beauty and before you seal this letter you will put a few
 drops of the Extract of Three Jacks and Kings all around the edges of
 the sheet.

 And when you get so that you are well acquainted with her and she
 thinks well of you, but not before then, you will put some of the Pink
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 Love Powder on her, either on her powder puff, shoes, or garments, so
 that her love for you will grow and she will never forget you or turn
 from you.

 So, my son, do you all of these things to get the help of the God of
 Love so that he will smile on your efforts and reward you greatly and
 give you many happy days. And remember well that a faint heart shall
 never win you a sweetheart. So you must go manfully about your duties
 and when the lady of your heart has smiled upon you, be sure not to
 lose her by coldness and neglect.

 So Be It.

 29. The Man Who Lost His Business.

 Supplicant: Oh, dear mother, I pray come to my rescue as I am almost
 to my last resort and my last shekel. For all my business is gone from
 me and my pockets are no more heavy with gold and silver like in
 the olden days. My old friends who at one time came to me and were
 pleased with my goods are now gone from me. They pass my door and
 do not even look in. All those who were glad to bid the time and eagerly
 take my advice when they were in need of my goods now believe me not.
 Once in a while when a stranger stops in my house of business it seems
 as if I cannot please them with my goods or with my sweet words and,
 lo, they walk out empty-handed.

 Where there was gay laughter and many pieces of silver changed, now
 we hear only silence. My goods remain on my shelves until they are
 spoiled and I cannot even get what the merchant prince has asked me
 to pay for them. So, good mother, if I do not soon get help and bring
 once more the tinkle of silver to my purse, I will be beset by the money
 lenders and the sheriff and woe will be my lot and gone will be my house
 of business. Good mother, I can only go to you for help, I pray that
 you hear my cry of distress.

 The God: My good son, I have heard your plea and I think that the
 God of Mammon will help you in your need and show you the way of
 good business and much customers, and also make some of your old
 customers come back to you as in the old days. You will have to pacify
 the God of Mammon as follows:

 Take of the Blue Attraction powders and sprinkle it on the front
 steps of your house of business, but remember that the Blue Attraction
 Powder does not like to be mixed with the grime and dust, so be sure
 that your house is clean, and then sprinkle this powder on the steps and
 not before. And when you close up the house for the night, then you will
 take of the St. Joseph Mixture one hin, and burn it in the house so that
 the smoke will spread in and about all the house. And for yourself you
 will take of the root of Big John the Conqueror and put in your purse,
 and when you get up and open your store for business the first thing you
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 will do is to put ten drops of the Essence of Three Jacks and a King on the
 root of Big John the Conqueror inside of your purse. So that it will
 attract money to you. Then you will take the power of talking to your
 customers in such a way that they will buy your goods. But be sure
 that once you have made the root of Big John the Conqueror work for
 you that no other human hands shall ever touch it but yours so that the
 power of attraction shall be only for you and no other. And, my son,
 be sure that you treat your customers with due consideration and with
 honesty of purpose and always show to your customers your goods and
 that you will barter your goods for a fair sum of silver so that your
 prosperity will continue. And always have the kindness of your heart
 showing on your face so that the customers will hearken unto you and
 give you their confidence and respect. Herein fail not as the Gods of
 Mammon will not continue to smile on you and give you gold and silver
 if you do not heed their advice. For the Gods of Mammon have two heads
 and can speak both good and evil at the same time.

 30. To Make Them Move Out of the House.

 Supplicant: Oh, dear mother, I come unto you to tell you of my un-
 settled mind and my grave troubles. There is some one who lives near
 unto me but who has no neighborly love for me nor any one else. But is
 only full of selfishness and of a mean mind and makes continual trouble
 for everyone who lives close near and around me. So that there is a
 continuous strife and wailing wherever that person may be. When I
 pass near their place of living they at once utter mean words.loud enough
 so that they will reach my ears, in order that I may stop and say mean
 things in return, so that this will lead to a court scrape and that the men
 of the law will interfere with me. Also when any of my loved ones pass
 the place wherein they live, then again slander reaches their ears so
 that there shall be no peace in the neighborhood. When anyone comes
 to visit the place where I live they lie in wait for them until they come
 out and words of blasphemy and reproach reach their ears.

 Can you not in your great wisdom tell me which evil spirit makes
 them successful in their work of the devil so that I may hope to protect
 my home and my loved ones, and in the end attain peace of mind?

 The God: My dear son, I hear your prayer and will hasten to enlighten
 you so that all things you have asked me for shall come to you and all
 things you wish for will come true.

 It is the spirit of restlessness and envy that urges your neighbors to
 bother you and speak words which may cause trouble and war among
 you and your neighbors. And if you wish to placate this spirit it is
 necessary that you proceed as is commanded you.

 You will take of the Hot Foot Powder and sprinkle of this powder
 at a place where your enemy will walk so that the fever to move will
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 take hold of them and enter their body and they will become dissatis-
 fied with their place of living and move away and not bother either
 you or your good neighbors any more.

 And your home wherein you abide, you will take of the Peace Powder
 and you will sprinkle of it all around so that the powder of the Spirits
 of Evil who hold your enemy will not prevail against you and that there
 shall be peace in and around you at all times. And on your garments
 you will place of the Essence of Peace made from the Holy Oils of
 Cinnamon and the Oil of Geranium and the Oils of Cedars of Lebanon

 mixed with the Pure Spirits of Wine. Of this you will put on the hem
 of your garments when you pass the one who wishes to do you evil.

 And in your home you will take the picture of the Holy One, the
 Sacred Heart of Jesus and put it on an altar. There you will burn the
 candles of peace made of the pure white wax and you will burn one of
 these, one every day for not less than nine days, nor more than nine
 days, if your object has not been accomplished. So now my blessed one,
 go your way in peace.

 So Be It.

 SAMUEL THOMPSON.

 Samuel Thompson is in his seventies, a Catholic hoodoo doctor of
 New Orleans. He says he is a grand-nephew of Marie Leveau. He has
 a snake skin which he says is the skin of the great snake that served
 her altar, and which other tradition says was seen upon her death
 disappearing toward the woods about Lake Pontchartrain. Samuel
 always wrapped this snakeskin about him before attempting any serious
 work. His mother was a hoodoo worker and her mother before her. He says
 that his remote ancestors brought the power with them from "the rock"
 (Africa) and that his forbears lived in Santo Domingo before they came
 to the region of New Orleans. It was Samuel who taught me the ritual
 of petitions and responses which is associated with the name of Marie
 Leveau and traditionally ascribed to her. He seldom uses these forms,
 operating usually with the ones I have included in this section.

 When I first went to his aging pink stucco house, he received me very
 reluctantly. When I told him that I wanted to become a disciple of his,
 he grew even more aloof. I could see distrust in his eyes. The city of New
 Orleans has a law against fortune-tellers, hoodoo doctors, and the like.
 I could see him searching my face for whatever lay behind my lips. He
 had a client waiting in the altar room, too, so he tried to shoo me away
 by a show of brusqueness. Finally he named me an impossible price for
 tuition. I told him that three hundred and fifty dollars was unthinkable,
 but I stayed to dicker with him. He all but threw me out, but I stayed on.

 I made Samuel three visits and each time we dickered over terms.

 He told me repeatedly that it was all one to him whether I returned or
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 not. But the fourth time he softened somewhat. Then I saw it was not

 money he sought, but sincerity. Not only sincerity, but -did I have the
 soul to see ?

 He bade me sit before the altar for an hour. We sat there silently
 facing each other across the candles and incense, for those sixty minutes.
 Then he rose and put the sacred snake skin about his shoulders and stood
 behind me with his hands upon my head. It seemed a long time to me.
 I was full of anxiety lest he tell me he had nothing to say to me. After a
 while I forgot my fears, forgot myself, and things began to happen.
 Things for which I can find no words, since I had experienced nothing
 before that would furnish a simile. I became conscious after a while of

 a minute rhythmic tremor that communicated itself to me through his
 hands on my head. He murmured in low syllables in some language very
 rapidly. A violent retching of his body all but threw me from the chair.
 He held still and stood silent for a minute listening. Then he answered:
 "Yeah, I goin' tell her. Yeah, I tell her all you say -yeah, unhunh, yeah."

 To me he said, "Sit there before the altar. The spirits says be here on
 Thursday at eleven o'clock. Sit there until you feel to move, then go
 without saying a word."

 He left the room and went into the outer room. I sat there before the

 altar for a long time. Then it occured to me to light a candle and I did
 so and set it atop the glass under which rested an eel's skin. Then I
 went out and spoke to no one for the remainder of the day.

 On Thursday morning at eleven I was at the shuttered door of the
 ancient house. He let me in cheerfully and led me straight to the altar.
 There were new candles unlit. He signalled me to help. We dressed the
 candles and lit them and set three upon tumblers filled with honey,
 three filled with syrup, and three with holy water, and set them in a
 semi-circle upon the altar. A huge bouquet of flowers was in the center.

 I was told that I must begin my novitiate. I must sleep for nine nights
 with my right stocking on. I must have clean thoughts. I must neither
 defile body nor spirit. Certain monies were necessary for the ceremony.
 I paid the sum. I was told to be seated before the altar and offer myself
 with absolute sincerity to the Great One. But once I was seated I was
 not to utter a sound. When the spirit was through with me I must leave
 in silence.

 I sat obedient before the altar, shivering unknowingly. I knew when
 I was dismissed. I rose and turned from the altar. Then Samuel spoke
 "The spirit says you must bring three snake skins next time." I passed
 out with bowed head.

 At a little curio shop in the Vieux Carre I found the skins - a king
 snake, a rattlesnake, and a moccasin. There were others, but I selected
 these.

 At the end of the nine days I returned with the skins and again sat
 before the altar. Samuel was most joyful when he saw what I had brought.
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 "Oh, you have got the right ones. I did not say what skins to see if the
 spirit would tell you. You see, I teach nothing. I bring you to the Great
 One. If he take you, he tell you what to do; if he don't tell you, you
 are nothing. The spirit don't want you."
 He prepared the skins and placed them before the Great One. He

 called him and admonished him to enter into the skins and give them
 life.

 Then I rose from the altar and helped prepare the sacred couch, that
 is, the moccasin hide was fixed to green cloth and spread over the couch
 in the altar room. My sacred garments were made, including the crown.
 At three o'clock, naked as I came into the world, I was stretched face
 downwards with my navel to the serpent and a pitcher of water at my
 head that my spirit might not wander in search of it, and began my three
 day search for the favor of the Great One. Three days I must lie silently,
 that is, my body would be there. My soul would be standing naked before
 Spirit to see if he would have me.

 I had five psychic experiences during those three days and nights. I
 shall not detail them here; but I knew that I had been accepted before
 the sixty-nine hours had passed. Strangely enough, I had no sense of
 hunger -only exaltation.

 At eleven o'clock on March 19, St. Joseph's Day, I rose and was led
 through the running water and again stretched upon my face upon the
 couch. Samuel approached me with a brother on either side of him. One
 held a small brush with red paint, the other a brush with yellow paint.
 With ceremony Samuel painted a lightning symbol down my back from
 my right shoulder to my left hip. This was to be my sign forever. The
 Great One shall speak to me in storms. I was now dressed in the new
 clothes, stockings, underwear, dress and veil. After I was dressed, a pair
 of eyes was painted on my cheeks just below my eyes as a sign that I
 could see in more ways than one. The sun was painted on my forehead.
 Many came into the room and performed ceremonial acts, but none
 spoke to me. Nor could I speak to them while the veil covered my face.
 Then Samuel entered and all of the others retired. Samuel cut the little

 finger of my right hand and caught the gushing blood in a wine cup.
 He added wine and mixed it with the blood. Then he and all the other

 five leaders let blood from themselves also and mixed it with wine in

 another glass. I was led to drink from the cup containing their mingled
 bloods, and each of them in turn beginning with Samuel, drank from
 mine. At high noon I was seated at the splendid altar. It was dressed
 in the center with a huge communion candle with my name upon it
 set in sand, five large iced cakes in different colors, a plate of honeyed
 St. Joseph's bread, a plate of serpent-shaped breads, spinach and egg
 cakes fried in olive oil, breaded Chinese okra fried in olive oil, roast
 veal and wine, two huge yellow bouquets, two red bouquets and two
 white bouquets and thirty-six yellow tapers and a bottle of holy water.
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 Samuel seated me and stood behind me with his ceremonial hat upon
 his head, and the crown of power in his hand. "Spirit! I ask you to take
 her. Do you hear me, Spirit? Will you take her? Spirit, I want you to
 take her, she is worthy!" He held the crown poised above my head for
 a full minute. A profound silence held the room. Then he lifted the veil
 from my face and let it fall behind my head and crowned me with power.
 He lit my candle for me. But from then on I might be a candle lighter
 myself. All the candles were reverently lit. We all sat down and ate the
 feast. First a glass of blessed oil was handed me by Samuel. "Drink this
 without tasting it." I gulped it down and he took the glass from my hand,
 took a sip of the little that remained. Then he handed it to the brother
 at his right who did the same, until it went around the table.

 "Eat first the spinach cakes," Samuel exhorted, and we did. Then the
 meal began. It was full of joy and laughter, even though we knew that
 the final ceremony waited only for the good hour of twelve midnight.

 About ten o'clock we all piled into an old Studebaker sedan - all but
 Samuel who led us on a truck. Out Road No. 61 we rattled until a certain

 spot was reached. The truck was unloaded beside the road and sent back
 to town. It was a little after eleven. The swamp was dismal and damp,
 but after some stumbly walking we came to a little glade deep in the
 wood, near the lake. I could hear the occasional slap-slap of the water.
 With a whispered chant some twigs were gathered and tied into a broom.
 Some pine straw was collected. The sheets of typing paper I had been
 urged to bring were brought out and nine sheets were blessed and my
 petition written nine times on each sheet by the light from a shaded
 lantern. The crate containing the black sheep was opened and the sheep
 led forward into the center of the circle. He stood there dazedly while
 the chant of strange syllables rose. I asked Samuel the .words, but he
 replied that in good time I would know what to say. It was not to be
 taught. If nothing came, to be silent. The head and withers of the sheep
 were stroked as the chanting went on. Samuel become more and more
 voluble. At last he seized the straw and stuffed some into the sheep's
 nostrils. The animal struggled. A knife flashed and the sheep dropped to
 its knees, then fell prone with its mouth open in a weak cry. My petition
 was thrust into its throat that he might cry it to the Great One. The
 broom was seized and dipped in the blood from the slit throat and the
 ground swept vigorously - back and forth, back and forth - the length
 of the dying sheep. The sweeping went on as long as the blood gushed.
 Earth, the mother of the Great One and us all, had been appeased. With
 a sharp stick Samuel traced the outline of the sheep and the digging
 commenced. The sheep was never touched. The ground was dug from
 under him so that his body dropped down into the hole. He was covered
 with the nine sheets of paper bearing the petition and the earth heaped
 upon him. A white candle was set upon the grave and we straggled back
 to the road and the Studebaker.
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 I. To Gain All Power.

 Go to the graveyard the night of All Saints at twelve o'clock. All of
 the blessed are gone from the cemetery at that time and only the damned
 are left. Go to a sinner's grave1 and get nine hairs from his head and give
 the spirit in there a drink of whiskey. (They'll do anything for a drink
 of whiskey.) Just leave a pint of liquor in there with the stopper out.
 Go home and burn nine red candles and the spirit will do anything
 you want.

 2. To Keep Secret.

 If you want a secret kept, put it in the care of the dead by writing it
 on a piece of paper and folding it small and slipping it into the hand
 of the corpse, of whispering it in the ear.

 3. To Drive A Person Away.
 Take nine black chickens and nine small sticks and some fighting

 vinegar. Drive a stake in the ground and tie the left leg of each chicken
 to the stake by a short string. Make a fire of the nine sticks - each one
 with the victim's name on it. When the fire begins to burn well, dance
 and call the victim's name, whirl around three times after each call. The
 chickens will flutter. That shows they are taking the message on to
 Spirit. Pick the feathers from the heads of the chickens and scatter them
 to the four winds. The chickens must be killed during the dance without
 knife or weapon, but you will not know when. The spirit will show you.
 Sprinkle the dead chickens with the ashes and throw them a mile apart
 up the road, and the victim will wander forever.

 4. Snake Dust.
 One snake sacrificed with the oil and dried in an oven slowly. Powder

 the dust and put it near the steps of an enemy and madness will follow.
 This is War Powder also when mixed with gunpowder or red pepper.

 5. To Keep a Man True.
 a. Measure his penis with a piece of string. Then tie nine knots in the

 string. Curse outside women while you are tying each knot and say,
 "Albert Jones, fall in de bed." Tie this knotted string to another string
 and wear it about the waist, and he can never have intercourse with
 another woman.

 b. Cut some hair from under your left arm-pit and some from the right
 side of the groin. Then cut some from the right arm-pit and from the
 left side of the groin. Burn this hair with a wish for this man to love you.

 1 Because the ground upon which the city of New Orleans stands is delta
 bottom, it is too low and wet for interment. Therefore burials are in vaults
 and crypts above ground.
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 Put the ashes - made into fine dust - in his food secretly and he will
 love you and do as you wish.

 c. Turn down the sweat-band in a man's hat and pin two needles
 crossed in there so that they will not be discovered, and he will love you.

 d. Take the dish-rag to bed with you. Sleep with it under your pillow
 for three nights, burning a white candle each day for one hour from
 twelve to one. Then use the dish-rag with your husband in the place of
 a towel, and he can never have intercourse with another woman. He
 will lose his erection as soon as he attempts to copulate.

 ALBERT FRECHARD

 Albert Frechard is a hoodoo doctor of the old school. He belongs to the
 Catholic community of New Orleans, and like Samuel Thompson he
 claims to be a grand-nephew of Marie Leveau.

 On Saturday I was told to have the materials for my initiation bath
 ready for the following Tuesday at eleven o'clock. I must have a bottle
 of lavender toilet water, Jap honeysuckle perfume, and orange blossom
 water. I must get a full bunch of parsley and brew a pint of strong parsley
 water. I must have at hand sugar, salt, and Vacher Balm. Two long pink
 candles must be provided, one to be burned at the initiation, one to be
 lit on the altar for me in Albert's secret room.

 He came to my house in Belville Court at a quarter to eleven to see
 if all was right. The tub was half-filled with warm water and Albert put
 in all of the ingredients, along with a handful of salt and three tablespoons
 of sugar.

 The candles had been dressed on Saturday and one was already burn-
 ing on the secret altar for me. The other long pink candle was rolled
 around the tub three times "in nomina patria, et filia, et spiritu sanctus,
 Amen." Then it was marked for a four day burning and lit. The spirit
 was called three times. "Kind spirit, whose name is Moccasin, answer
 me." This I was told to repeat three times, snapping my fingers.

 Then I, already prepared, stepped into the tub and was bathed by the
 teacher. Particular attention was paid to my head and back and chest,
 since there the "controls" lie. While in the tub, my left little finger was
 cut a little and his finger was cut and the blood bond made. "Now you
 are of my flesh and of the spirit, and neither one of us will ever deny you."

 He dried me and I put on new underwear bought for the occasion and
 dressed with oil of geranium, and was told to stretch upon the couch
 and read the third chapter of Job night and morning for nine days. I
 was given a little Bible that had been "visited" by the spirit and told
 the names of the spirits to call for any kind of work I might want to
 perform. I am to call on Great Moccasin for all kinds of power and also
 to have him stir up the particular spirit I may need for a specific task.
 I must call on Kangaroo to stop worrying; call on Jenipee spirit for
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 marriages; call on Death spirit for killing, and the seventeen "quarters"'
 of spirit to aid me if one spirit seems insufficient.

 I was told to burn the marked candle every day for two hours - from
 eleven till one, in the northeast corner of the room. While it is burning I
 must go into the silence and talk to the spirit through the candle.

 On the fifth day Albert called again and I resumed my studies, but
 now as an advanced pupil. In the four months that followed these are
 some of the things I learned from him:

 I. For a Death.

 Take a beef brain, a beef tongue, a beef heart and a live black chicken.
 Split the beef heart. Write the name of the person to be killed nine times
 and put the paper inside the split heart. Now put the heart in bad vinegar
 (four thieves vinegar) and point downward in jar.

 Now make a crown for the spirit of Death. Burn blue candles during
 all this work to shield you from the spirits who will kill you if you are not
 shielded.

 Make a coffin one-half foot long. Dress a small doll in black and put the
 doll in the coffin. Write the victim's name on paper and put it in the
 coffin under the doll. Don't cover the coffin. Dig a trench much longer
 than the coffin. Take a black cat and put it in the grave. Cover the open
 grave with cheesecloth and fix it so the cat can't get out. Take the black
 chicken and feed it one-half glass of whiskey in which a piece of paper
 with the victim's name has been soaked. Put the chicken in with the cat
 and leave them there for a month. They will die. Then put the coffin in
 and bury it with a white bouquet at the head and foot.

 Take the victim's name nine times and throw the paper in an old open
 tomb.

 Get six boxes of black candles and burn them nine at a time in a

 barrel. Go to the barrel at twelve at night and call the spirit of Death to
 follow the victim.

 Take two cabbages and bury one beside the doll and bury the other
 in the tomb where you buried the doll.

 Keep the black candles burning for sixty days, and the victim has
 got to die. While the candles are being burned, put the beef brain in a
 plate. Put nine hot peppers around it. Sprinkle three cents worth of
 sugar over it with the name of the victim under the heart nine times on
 paper. Place this beside the candles. Put the heart also beside the candles.
 Split the tongue and insert name of victim and take a pack of pins and
 close it up. Bury the tongue in the tomb for ninety days.

 Dress the candles head down and bite off the bottoms as you call for
 vengeance. Light the bottom ends.

 Catch the spirit from twelve to twelve, or from six to six.

 1 Quarters is used to refer to the calendar of hoodoo spirits.
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 2. To Prepare the Altar for the above Ceremony.

 Build a rectangular altar with or without steps. Put candles in
 three rows on the floor before the altar. Each row must have one green
 candle, two red, three black and four blue candles. Burn these contin-
 uously for nine days. When a candle burns out, replace it.

 After the nine days, get a box of clear candles. Take the same water
 in the tub and wash the candles. Now put a green cover on the altar and
 put the clear candles in two rows across the altar and light them. Write
 the victim's name lengthwise on each of the floor candles. While the
 clear candles are burning on the altar, burn incense on the floor beside
 the altar to clear the way for the spirits. Take whiskey in your mouth to
 blow on the burning candles to drug them.

 If you can get a photograph of the person, turn the face against the
 mirror at the tub to draw the person into the zone of your influence.

 Wear rubbersoled slippers for this ceremony. This work must precede
 all death ceremonies. You must wear the moccasin skin and sleep in the
 coffin in sight of the altar all during this work.

 3. To Dress Candles for Death Ceremony.

 Wash candles in whiskey. Then take the candles to hydrant and let
 water run on them upside down. Bring them inside and before you light
 them, say: Dobinus, Bobinus, Spiritus! Kind spirit, I want you to
 dress this candle. I call on the king of the spirits, which is Moccasin."

 Now take sand and throw on the floor. Write on paper the names
 of the people concerned, and throw it on floor. Rub the paper back
 and forth with your foot (like cleaning a needle). Pick up all the sand
 along with the particles of paper. Take a large bottle of iodine. Make a
 box and mix the sand with iodine. Put two black candles in the sand -

 one on each side. That starts your work. It drown the enemies of the
 person for whom you work. Place water in a tub of water before the
 altar. Fix a mirror to the inside edge of the tub overlooking the water.
 Stand a large communion candle in the center of the tub of water. A
 board with a hole in it placed across the tub will support the candle.
 On the floor between the tub and the altar place nine rows of candles,
 of nine candles each.

 Light first the black candles. Then the one in the tub; then the nine
 rows of candles. Be sure to have one black candle on each side of the
 altar in black sand.

 Burn this ceremony for nine days.

 4. Between the Snakes.

 The king of snakes is the moccasin. When you have your altar set
 and call upon him, he (in spirit) passes between the candles. There are
 seventeen quarters of the spirit, and when you call on Moccasin, he
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 connects with them all. He covers all the candles and they shake, and
 the end candle of the row falls down.

 Dress your coffin in appropriate color for each piece of work and
 sleep in it when you wish to exert great power.

 5. Sand.
 For certain rituals Albert used colored sand in which to set his candles.

 The sand was dyed and kept in a trough which was divided into several
 compartments - a place for each color. Whenever any of it was needed,
 it was dipped up and put into the receptacle in which the candle was to
 be set.

 6. To Make a Marriage.
 You are going to take the girl's name nine times, also the man's name

 nine times - put the man's name at the bottom.
 You are going to take three pounds of fine perfumed candies, nine

 bottles of honey, two bottles orange flower water, one bottle rose water,
 one gallon whiskey, nine rosy apples, three dozen finest bananas, a big
 iced cake. Take one beef heart and put it in alcohol in a jar with both
 names. Set it on the floor with a big sheet as tablecloth, two boxes all in
 white to go into and work, with white curtains. Use yellow cotton in
 rolls to dress the outside of the box. Four great big bouquets, all white,
 nine deep vegetable dishes, nine plates (soup), nine glasses, and nine
 pointed knives.

 If you go to get him from across water to marry - take a brand new
 tub (big) and fill it with clear water. Get a three dollar candle. Place
 candle in the center of the water (tub), take a large mirror, place it in
 front of the tub and candle. Take your rubber hammer, knock three
 times to call the spirit to advocate the man's mind to come marry. Give
 a supper at the start and one at the end. Take a white tablecloth. Take
 one whole goose and boil in sweet oil, lay him out on a big platter and get
 a whole ham uncut, drip coffee pot, nine cups, nine spoons, six pounds of
 rice, six pounds of sugar, four pounds of coffee, a dollar and a half
 cheese, a whole bologna, nine boxes sardines and nine pears to set upon
 the table.

 At two A. M. set this feast in a green where there is no traffic passing
 by. Nine green candles, nine red, nine yellow and nine clear, and fifteen
 cents in middle of the cloth where feast is spread to pay the spirit. After
 supper, take up sheet and everything in it and throw in running water.
 Never fix anything on the bare floor.

 7. How to Make a Man Love You.
 Take orange flower water, five cents rose water, three bottles honey,

 nine lumps sugar with his name and the girl's name together nine times.
 (To make a man fall in love, put his name first; to make a woman, put
 hers first.) Burn a pink candle every day in this for nine days.

 25
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 8. To Hold a Man True.

 You are going to take his semen in a piece of cloth. Take a spool of
 thread No. 8, black and white, four pins, four needles. Make a ball of
 this. Take some arnica, some gin, one glass of whiskey, bad wine (sour),
 and vinegar. Take nine black candles, nine red, nine green and nine
 yellow. Take the ball and roll it in the four corners of the place where you
 are working. Have it soaked in the solution nine days. Put the man's
 name in the ball on a piece of paper nine times, then deliver it to the
 woman to conceal in her mattress.

 9. To Fix a Landlord.
 Take a pop bottle, mark the landlord's name nine times on paper.

 Take gin, whiskey, rum and put it in the bottle with his name. Take two
 spoons of sugar and put in bottle with river water, cistern water and well
 water. Shake well every day at twelve o'clock. Burn a whole box of
 green candles. Put the bottle with neck down behind the bed in the
 corner.

 io. Law Suit.

 Names: Take the opponent first; second the judge, third the district
 attorney. Take one box of green candles, one box of yellow, and write
 parties' names on candles with hair pin. Light the candles and burn
 them heads down - upsetting the judge's head, also the lawyer's and
 the opponent's. Burn this in honey, orange flower water and rose water,
 nine candles at a time. Take three rosy apples and put them in front of
 the lights for nine days before the trial. Put the opponent's name in each
 apple, and bore it. Go by the court house and roll one toward the river;
 roll two toward the jail house, one by the left corner and one by the right
 corner of the jail. Leave the apples where they stop rolling. You are
 rolling him out of jail.

 ii. To Drive Away.
 Draw a picture of your enemy on an egg, with his name written twice

 at right angles so that it crosses itself. Throw the egg over the house and
 he must move.

 Quicksilver placed in his track will drive him away also.
 Nail a person's dung in a tree at sundown and he must die. Choose

 either a hickory or gum tree, and use sundown side of the tree.
 Nine hairs in a sinner's grave will drive the person to whom they

 belong crazy.

 I2. To Make a Fight.
 Take the parties' names nine times and cross. Put the names in bad

 vinegar (fighting vinegar), two pounds of gunpowder, one dollar of
 cayenne pepper, two dollars of mercury, one box of black candles, fifty
 cents of blue stone, sour wine, two pounds snuff, nine packs King Bee
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 tobacco. Burn in a barrel for nine days. Go to the corner nearest the
 parties and throw some of this mixture diagonally, then cross the street
 and go up the block and cross and throw again, then pass the gate or
 steps and spill some.

 13. Pay for the Spirits.

 Spirits will do anything for whiskey. Pay them also with sugar.

 14. Dirt from a sinner's grave is dangerous, as the spirits are apt to
 get out of control.

 i5. Uses of Dragon's Blood.

 a. For Luck.

 Mix Dragon's Blood with powdered sugar and steel dust and incense
 - to be worn in shoe or pocket. First wash your face with rose water
 and Jockey Club to give you a good front.

 b. To Harm.

 Dragon's Blood powdered and mixed with gunpowder and blue stone
 is a fight powder. Sprinkle it about the steps.

 z6. To Remove Bad Luck.
 Two pounds of bird seed, three pounds of brown sugar, two boxes of

 cinnamon (powdered), two whole ginger cakes. Powder the ginger bread
 and mix everything together, and throw it all around the step and let the
 seeds grow and their luck will grow.

 17. Dressed Boxes.
 Albert always worked in a cabinet which he called a box. The inside of

 this box was lined with cheesecloth in the color of the candles being used
 for the particular job. Sometimes he had more than one cabinet dressed
 at the same time. They were mostly converted goods crates. His best one
 was a piano box.

 Blue - Disappointment
 Red - Success

 Yellow - To put them down
 Green - Bring wishes
 Black - Death
 White - Clear road

 z8. How to Remove Neighbors.
 You are going to take nine black candles in their names (write name

 on candles). Take one pound flax seed, one pound Epsom salts, one
 quarter pound of good gumbo filet, cayenne pepper. Mix and burn for
 nine days (with candle in it), and then throw it in the door or in the yard
 of the offensive neighbor.

 25*
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 z9. How to Swell a Person with a Brick.
 You are going to take nine black candles (name on them), steal one

 new brick, two yards of red flannel. Take name on large piece of paper
 nine times and put face down on the brick and tie it tight with strong
 twine. Burn nine candles each day for nine days. Dig a well for brick to
 the water table and on ninth day slip it down slow to bottom; and just
 as that brick soaks up the water, so the victim will swell.

 20o. To Kill or Harm.

 You are going to take a beef gall, some vinegar and some pepper. Put
 some black mud in a rusty can with the name of the victim at bottom.
 Write name, crossed, on candles; use six black candles. Light them four
 or five times and blow them out each time. Curse the candles to what yon
 want done. Cut butt of candle and reverse (light bottom instead of tip).
 Put can in a pan and put candles in pan around it to burn. Rap three
 times before lighting candles. Burn candles one at a time.

 20o. To Harm with the Heart.

 To give suffering with heart: one sheep's heart, enough good whiskey
 in a jar to cover the heart. Split it and insert the name of the victim.
 Nine pins stuck inside slit, and nine needles to close slit. Take a piece of
 new twine and tie tightly about middle of heart. Mix gin with whiskey
 and pure alcohol, and place heart in jar, and cover with fluid. Take nine
 black candles and burn one each day for nine days. He will die of heart
 trouble.

 RUTH MASON.

 Ruth Mason is a well-known hoodoo doctor of New Orleans, and a
 Catholic.

 It was in October, 1928, when I was a pupil of hers that I shared
 in a hoodoo dance. This was not a pleasure dance, but ceremonial. In
 another generation African dances were held in Congo Square, now
 Beauregard Square. Those were held for social purposes and were of the
 same type as the fire'dances and jumping dances of the present in the
 Bahamas. But the hoodoo dance is done for a specific purpose. It is
 always a case of death-to-the-enemy that calls forth a dance. They are
 very rare in New Orleans now, even within the most inner circle, for
 they are forbidden by law and the noise of the drums is certain to reach
 some policeman's ear. So on the rare occasions when one is held, no
 drum is used. Hand-clapping and foot-patting take the place of other
 music.

 The neighborhood of the Bayou, St. John, is a very modern suburb
 now, so hoodoo dances are out of the question in that former stronghold
 of the great Marie Leveau.
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 This is how the dance came to be held. I sat with my teacher in her
 front room as the various cases were disposed of. It was my business to
 assist wherever possible, such as running errands for materials or to
 verify addresses; locating materials in the various drawers and cabinets,
 undressing and handling patients, writing out formulas as they were
 dictated, and finally making "hands". At last, of course, I could do all
 of the work while she looked on and made corrections where necessary.
 This particular day, a little before noon, came Rachael Roe. She was

 dry with anger, hate, outraged confidence and desire for revenge. John
 Doe had made violent love toher; had lain inher bed and bosom for the
 last three years; had received of Rachael everything material and emo-
 tional a woman can give. They had both worked and saved and had
 contributed to a joint savings account. Now, only the day before yester-
 day, he had married another. He had lured a young and pretty girl to
 his bed with Rachael's earnings; yes, had set up housekeeping with
 Rachael's sweat and blood. She had gone to him and he had laughed at
 his former sweetheart, yes. The police could do nothing, no. The bank
 was sorry, but they could do nothing, no. So Rachael had come to Ruth.

 Did she still love her John Doe? Perhaps, she didn't know. If he
 would return to her she should strive to forget, but she was certain
 he'd not return. How could he ? But if he were dead she could smile

 again, yes - could go back to her work and save some more money, yes.
 Perhaps she might even meet a man who could restore her confidence in
 menfolk.

 Ruth appraised her quickly. "A dance could be held for him that
 would carry him away right now, but they cost something."

 "How much ?"

 "A whole lot. How much kin you bring me?"
 "I got thirty-seven dollars."
 "Dat ain't enough. Got to pay de dancers and set de table."
 One hundred dollars was agreed upon. It was paid by seven o'clock

 that same night. We were kept very busy, for the dance was set from ten
 to one the next day, those being bad hours. I ran to certain addresses
 to assemble a sort of college of bishops to be present and participate The
 table was set with cake, wine, roast duck and barbecued goat.

 By nine-thirty the next morning the other five participants were there
 and had dressed for the dance. A dispute arose about me. Some felt I
 had not gone far enough to dance. I could wait upon the altar, but not
 take the floor. Finally I was allowed to dance, as a delegate for my master
 who had a troublesome case of neuritis. The food was being finished off
 in the kitchen.

 Promptly on the stroke of ten Death mounted his black draped throne
 and assumed his regal crown, Death being represented by a rudely carved
 wooden statue, bust length. A box was draped in black sateen and Ruth
 placed him upon it and set his red crown on. She hobbled back to her
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 seat. I had the petition and the name of the man written on seven slips
 of paper - one for each participant. I was told to stick them in his
 grinning mouth. I did so, so that the end of each slip protruded. At the
 command I up-ended nine black tapers that had been dressed by a bath
 in whiskey and bad vinegar, and bit off the butt end to light, calling
 upon Death to take notice. As I had been instructed, I said: "Spirit of
 Death, take notice I am fixing your candles for you. I want you to hear
 me." I said this three times and the assembly gave three snaps with the
 thumb and middle finger.

 The candles were set upside down and lighted on the altar, three to
 the left of Death, three to the right, and three before him.

 I resumed my seat, and everyone was silent until Ruth was possessed.
 The exaltation caught like fire. Then B. arose drunkenly and danced a
 few steps. The clapping began lightly. He circled the room, then prostrat-
 ed himself before the altar, and, getting to his hands and knees, with
 his teeth pulled one of the slips from the jaws of Death. He turned a
 violent somersault and began the dance, not intricate, but violent and
 muscle-twitching.

 We were to dance three hours, and the time was divided equally so
 that the more participants, the less time each was called upon to dance.
 There were six of us, since Ruth could not actively participate, so that
 we each had forty minutes to dance. Plenty of liquor was provided so

 that when one appeared exhausted the bottle was pressed to his lips
 and he danced on. But the fury of the rhythm more than the stimulant
 kept the dancers going. The heel-patting was a perfect tom-tom rhythm,
 and the hand clapping had various stimulating breaks. At any rate no
 one fell from exhaustion, though I know that even I, the youngest,
 could not have danced continuously on an ordinary dance floor unsup-
 ported by a partner for that length of time.

 Nearly all ended on the moment in a twitchy collapse, and the next
 most inspired prostrated himself and began his dance with the charac-
 teristic somersault. Death was being continuously besought to follow
 the footsteps of John Doe. There was no regular formula. They all
 "talked to him" in their own way, the others calling out to the dancer to
 "talk to him". Some of the postures were obscene in the extreme. Some
 were grotesque, limping steps of old men and women. Some were mere
 agile leapings. But the faces! That is where the dedication lay.

 When the fourth dancer had finished and lay upon the floor retching
 in every muscle, Ruth was taken. The call had come for her. I could not
 get upon the floor quickly enough for the others and was literally hurled
 before the altar. It got me there and I danced, I don't know how, but
 at any rate, when we sat about the table later, all agreed that Mother
 Ruth had done well to take me.

 I have neglected to say that one or two of the dancers remained upon
 the floor "in the spirit" after their dance and had to be lifted up and
 revived at the end.
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 Death had some of all the food placed before him. An uncorked pint
 of good whiskey was right under his nose. He was paid fifteen cents and
 remained on his throne until one o'clock that night. Then all of the food
 before him was taken up with the tablecloth on which it rested and was
 thrown into the Mississippi River.
 The person danced upon is not supposed to live more than nine days

 after the dance .I was very eager to see what would happen in this case.
 But five days after the dance John Doe deserted his bride for the com-
 forting arms of Rachael and she hurried to Mother Ruth to have the
 spell removed. She said he complained of breast pains and she was fear-
 fully afraid for him. So I was sent to get the beef heart out of the cemet-
 ery (see routine, p. 378), and John and Rachael made use of the new
 furniture bought for his bride. I think he feared that Rachael might have
 him fixed, so he probably fled to her as soon as the zest for a new wife
 had abated.

 Ruth began by teaching me various ways of bringing back a man or
 woman who had left his or her mate.

 I. Love.

 a. Use six red candles. Stick sixty pins in each candle - thirty on
 each side. Write the name of the person to be brought back three times
 on a small square of paper and stick it underneath the candle. Burn one
 of these prepared candles each night for six nights. Make six slips of
 paper and write the name of the wanderer once on each slip. Then put a
 pin in the paper on all four sides of the name. Each morning take the
 sixty pins left from the burning of the candle. Then smoke the slip of
 paper with the four pins in it in incense smoke and bury it with the pins
 under your door step. The piece of paper with the name written on it
 three times (upon which each candle stands while burning) must be kept
 each day until the last candle is burned. Then bury it in the same hole
 with the rest. When you are sticking the pins in the candles, keep repeat-
 ing: "Tumba Walla, Bumba Walla, bring (name of person desired) back
 to me."

 b. Write the name of the absent party six times on paper. Put the
 paper in a water glass with two tablespoons full of quicksilver on it.
 Write his or her name three times each on six candles and burn one on a

 window sill in the daytime for six days.
 c. (For a man only): Write his name three time. Dig a hole in the

 ground. Get a left-foot soiled sock from him secretly. His hatband may
 be used also. Put the paper with the name in the hole first. Then the sock
 or hatband. Then light a red candle ontop of it all and burn it. Put a spray
 of Sweet Basil in a glass of water beside the candle. Light the candle at
 noon and burn until one. Light it again at six P. M. and burn it till
 seven. (Always pinch out a candle - never blow it.) After the candle is
 lit, turn a barrel over the hole. When you get it in place, knock on it
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 three times to call the spirit and say: "Tumba Walla, Bumba Walla,
 bring (name) home to me."

 d. Use nine red candles. Write the absent name on each candle once.

 (Use a needle to write on candle.) Write it three times on paper. Put the
 paper in a cup. Put Van-Van in the cup on the paper and dress all the
 candles (wash them) with Van-Van. Burn one of these candles every day,
 beginning at a good hour.

 e. To rule a man head and feet: Get his sock. Take one silver dime,
 some hair from his head or his hatband. Lay the sock out on a table,
 bottom up. Write his name three times and put it on the sock. Place the
 dime on the name and the hair or hatband on the dime. Put a piece of
 "he" Lodestone on top of the hair and sprinkle it with steel dust. As you
 do this, say, "Feed the he, feed the she." That is what you calling feeding
 the Lodestone. Then fold the sock heel on the toe and roll it all up
 together tight. Pin the bundle by crossing two needles. Then wet it with
 whiskey and set it up over a door.

 f. For fussy husbands: Put a medal of St. Benedict up over your door
 and he will become as sweet as a lamb.

 g. If you and your husband are at a balance (out), take the following
 mixture and sprinkle it over nine lumps of loaf sugar: essence of Van-
 Van, essence of geranium, essence of lavender. Go nine blocks from the
 house and turn around and drop one lump of sugar in each block all the
 way back to the house, and he will make up with you.

 h. To change a man's mind about going away: Take the left shoe, set
 it up straight, then roll it one-half over first to the right, then to the left.
 Roll it to a coming-in door and point it straight in the door, and he can't
 leave. Hatband or sock can be made into a ball and rolled the same way;
 but it must be put under the sill or over the door.

 i. To make one love you: (I) Take nine days - wait till you see the
 new moon to begin. Take one teaspoon of your own urine each day and
 put it in his tea or coffee or anything, and you can lead him by the nose.

 (2) Soak your foot in warm water and scrape it and put the scrapings
 in water and put the water in his food, and you can be the boss. Scrape
 from the toe to the heel - that's coming to you all the time. Do this on
 the new moon.

 j. To make a man come home: Take nine deep red or pink candles.
 Write his name three times on each candle. Wash the candles with Van-

 Van. Put the name three times on paper and place under the candles,
 and call the name of the party three times as the candle is placed at the
 hours of seven, nine or eleven.

 k. To make people love you: Take nine lumps of starch, nine of sugar,
 nine teaspoons of steel dust. Wet it all with Jockey Club cologne. Take
 nine pieces of ribbon, blue, red or yellow. Take a desert spoonful and
 put it on a piece of ribbon and tie it in a bag. As each fold is gathered
 together call his name. As you wrap it with yellow thread call his name
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 till you finish. Make nine bags and place them under a rug, behind an
 armoire, under a step or over a door. They will love you and give you
 everything they can get. Distance makes no difference. Your mind is
 talking to his mind and nothing beats that.

 1. To break up a love affair: (I) Take nine needles, break each needle in
 three pieces. Write each person's name three times on paper. Write one
 name backwards and one forwards and lay the broken needles on the
 paper. Take five black candles, four red and three green.
 Tie a string across the door from it suspend a large candle upside down.

 It will hang low on the door; burn one each day for one hour. If you burn
 your first in the daytime, keep on in the day; if at night, continue at night.
 A tin plate with paper and needles in it must be placed to catch wax in.
 When the ninth day is finished, go out into the street and get some

 white or black dog dung. A dog only drops his dung in the street when
 he is running and barking, and whoever you curse will run and bark
 likewise. Put it in a bag with the paper and carry it to running water,
 and one of the parties will leave town.
 (2) Mix together two tablespoons cayenne pepper, three tablespoons

 black pepper, three tablespoons ground guinea pepper, three tablespoons
 ground mustard, and three tablespoons dirt dauber nest. Write the per-
 son's name as before, once with red ink and once with green. Put the
 mixture in a dirty tin can and write the name on a slip of paper three
 times. Put the paper in the bottom of the can. Set the can in the chimney
 and burn four red candles for war and burn also five green candles for
 separation. When you have it set, and burning, make your wish. Say,
 "I want fighting and destruction and perfect disgrace." To make sure,
 write B, Y, E, U, T on the paper with the names. These are the names
 of the spirits that will make them fight.

 2. Court Scrapes.

 a. Take the names of all the good witnesses (for your client), the judge
 and your client's lawyer. Put the names in a dish and pour sweet oil on
 them and burn a white candle each morning beside it for one hour, from
 nine to ten. The day of the trial when you put it upon the altar, don't
 take it down until the trial is over.

 Take the names of the opponent of your client, his witnesses and his
 lawyer. Take all of their names on one piece of paper. Put it between
 two whole bricks. Put the top brick crossways. On the day of the trial
 set a bucket or dishpan on top of the bricks with ice in it. That's to
 freeze them out so they can't talk.

 b. Take the names of your client's lawyer, witnesses and the judge.
 Write them on white cotton with pen and ink. Sprinkle steel dust in the
 cotton and wear it in the shoe till the case is over.

 Write the names of your opponent and his witnesses and lawyer on
 paper. Buy a beef tongue and split it from the base towards the tip,
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 thus separating top from bottom. Put the paper with names in the split
 tongue along with eighteen pods of hot pepper and pin it through and
 through with pins and needles. Put it in a tin pail with plenty of vinegar
 and keep it on ice until the day of court. That day, pour kerosene in the
 bucket and burn it, and they will destroy themselves in court.

 c. Put the names of the judge and all those for your client on paper.
 Take the names of the twelve apostles after Judas hung himself and
 write each apostle's name on a sage leaf. Take six candles and burn them
 standing in holy water. Have your client wear six of the sage leaves in
 each shoe and the jury will be for him.

 Write all the enemy's names on paper. Put them in a can. Then take
 soot and ashes from the chimney of your client and mix it with salt.
 Stick pins crosswise in the candles and burn them at a good hour. Put
 some ice in a bucket and set the can in it. Let your client recite the One
 Hundred Twentieth Psalm before court and in court.

 Never begin any of this work until the subpeona is served on your
 client.

 d. One spool of No. 8 white thread. Wind all the thread off the spool,
 tangle it all up and pin it in your bosom under your clothes. It will be
 thrown out of court.

 e. Use the one hundred fiftieth psalm. Write the judge's name and
 your lawyer's. Write all together on the same piece of paper.

 Now the ones that's against you, you write their name and the seventh
 psalm. Write one line of the psalm, then the enemy's name on a slip of
 paper. Make eighteen of these every day for nine days and each day
 nibble it up fine and curse the enemy as you throw the finely torn paper
 into the fire and burn it. They will fuss in the court and destroy them-
 selves with the judge.

 f. To keep police away: Take flaxseed and brown sugar and mix it, and
 throw it at the four corners of the block and officers will never come.

 3. Business Success.
 a. To bring a crowd: (i) Burn lump incense, dragon's blood, bay leaves

 and sugar together. Put the ashes in the corners of the room.
 (2) Powdered sulphur, sugar, black pepper (ground), and ground

 cinnamon. Mix well together and put in corners or sprinkle in the rug.
 (3) Get Van-Van, essence of geranium, essence of lavender. Mix them

 together, sprinkle it in the house. If a prostitute, sprinkle the bed.
 b. Prayer for money: Say, "I am money, I am love, I am the father's

 son." Say this at good hours for gamblers. Never gamble at bad hours.
 c. To rent a house: Have a picture of St. Roque tacked up over the

 door, and burn a candle in the middle of the floor to match his mantle,
 sleeves, etc., (dark blue, brown and pink).

 d. To pull a crowd in business: Boil one quart of water, put in a dime's
 worth of honey, ten cents of Japanese Fast Luck. Take one cup every
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 morning (or twelve at night), and throw it at the gate, and you will have
 great crowds.

 e. Powder to pull business to your door: Get the bark off the sun rise
 side of a sycamore tree and dry it in the sun, and make a powder. Strow
 it. First mix sand and sugar and strow it over the floor. Then sprinkle
 the sycamore powder mixed with Japanese Fast Luck.

 /. To make an employer have firm confidence: Take the name of every
 member- concerned. Use steel dust and powdered cinnamon. Take a
 bottle, put their names in it and put an A. H. A. Say, "In the name of
 Aha I bind you to me in spirit and in truth."

 g. To fix a creditor: You take fresh ground coffee that ain't been used
 and the same amount of sugar. Get a new bottle cork that ain't never
 been used - a large one. Get nine new needles, nine new pins, stick 'em
 all round in dat cork. Set dat cork in dat cup wid dat coffee grounds and
 sugar. Then you say EEL, call the person's name and say, "EEL, keep
 my creditors safe and quiet till I return." When he calls, he will put it
 off without speaking to you.

 h. To make a sale: Use three teaspoons of sugar, three of molasses,
 three teaspoons of gum incense and three of black incense. Put all on a
 tin plate and burn in the street and cause the smoke to go towards the
 house, and you will have customers by the dozen.

 i. To make a person progress: Take the names of all who he is going
 to buy from, or deal with, and the accounts they will have and just put
 'em under a light - three white, (peace); three blue, (true); three pink,
 (success). If it's a man, you burn the light to St. Anthony; if a woman,
 you burn to St. Ramond. If there is any competitor who tries to hurt you,
 take a fresh black hen's egg, make a hole big enough to get the egg out
 and take the names, pepper sauce and mustard and fill the egg up and
 soak it in War Water for nine days and throw ito ver the house, and it
 will cross the house and they will have to move away.

 j. To hold a congregation together (for a preacher): Take Shia seeds,
 mustard seeds, nine spoons of powdered sugar. Put in deep plate. Put
 blue candle in plate and put Shia seeds with sugar and mustard and burn
 one candle every day for three days, and put it at the four corners of
 block and people will flock there and never notice nothing he has done.

 k. To buy when the owner doesn't want to sell: Take they name, the
 person who owns the place and the person who wants to buy. Take
 three candles, blue, white or pink. Put the names in cup or saucer and
 pour Van-Van on them and burn candles in cup for seven to nine days.
 Then go to the person and they will agree.

 4. To Give People Work.
 a. Nine crumbs of bread, three slices of garlic, some steel dust and

 lodestone. Put that in a bag and give it to them to wear on the person.
 They cannot be refused a job.
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 b. If you are afraid the boss-man will fire you, write his name seven
 times on a piece of white cotton and wear it in your shoe, and he can't
 go against you.

 5. To Plant Yourself at a Place.
 (If another conjure doctor is working against you.)

 Take a three-edged file and a yard of linen tape and write his name
 seven to nine times on the tape. Wrap that tape around the file and bury
 it under a door or a step where you have to walk over it. Walking over
 it brings him under your control.

 6. To Move Neighbors.

 a. Buy War Water1 and break it at a person's door at twelve o'clock,
 day or night, and they will surely move.

 b. Write the name of the person you want to move eight times on
 paper. Put it in a dark bottle and add four tablespoons of vinegar, one
 tablespoon of whole black pepper, one guinea pepper, one cayenne pepper
 and hang the bottle where the sun can rise and set on it. They will move
 quickly.

 c. Sweep behind an undesirable roomer every time he goes out, or put
 hatred powder in the hatband and it will give him a wandering mind.

 d. Take their shoe and throw it in the graveyard - an abandoned
 graveyard. They will wander about and no one will pay any attention
 to them.

 7. To Make Sick or Punish An Enemy.
 Take a soiled undergarment of theirs, hang on a bare rafter and get

 some hackberry switches and whip the garment. They will be so sore
 they can't get out of bed.

 8. To Break a Friendship.
 Take three lemons and cut stem end off (squeeze some juice out).

 Write one name eight times one way on the paper and the other eight
 times across it. Roll it up and poke in the lemon, one in each lemon.
 Bury those lemons in the yard where the sun rises and sets on them.
 Every day at one o'clock pour one-half cup vinegar on the lemons.
 Those people will fight and part.

 9. To Keep a House Empty.
 a. Tie nine red peppers on a string and hang them up the chimney.
 b. Nine ten-penny nails driven in sill of the door.

 Io. To Make the Rectum Sore.
 Take dung of victim. Mix it with plenty red pepper and turpentine

 and keep a slow fire under it for eight or nine days.

 1 See p. 412.
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 ii. To Set Crazy.

 Cut the seat of the victim's underwear (or sanitary napkin, or hatband).
 Cut jet black rooster or hen open in the breast and put the piece of
 underwear in its breast and sew it up. Don't feed it and tie it to fence.
 Chicken will get light, so will victim.

 12. To Stop a Man from Wandering.
 Take a Barred Rock rooster, name it after the man and tie it with

 a long rope to the fence and shorten it one foot every day, and feed him
 there. Start with a five-foot rope and shorten it to a yard. Feed the
 chicken three days there at one yard, and the man will never wander.

 13. To Uncross.

 Put some whole cloves and whole spice and some lump incense into
 a saucer and smoke the party every morning for nine mornings. (Set the
 saucer on the floor and have him stand in the smoke.) Give a bath of
 bark of cinnamon (brewed) before the smoke. This is the treatment for
 lack of friends or lack of attention from the other sex.

 14. To Find Out Secret Enemies.

 (People who try to trip you.)

 a. Take a new white plate. Make twenty-one marks on the inside and
 fifty on the bottom outside. Put the plate where no light don't shine. If
 there is an enemy laying wait to trip you, the plate turns dark. Make
 marks with very small brush and lamp black. (This is for bootleggers or
 anyone hiding from police.)

 b. If you want to know if a man friend is coming back or wishes to
 send anything, take a white saucer and treat as the plate, and it will
 work on the mind and cause them to do what you want.

 For a woman you use a cup.

 15. To Run a Person.

 a. Take the names, make seven slips. Take a toad when the moon is
 wasting. Roll those names up in a small ball and give to the toad. Take
 the toad in a box over into another town and the person will leave and
 never return.

 b. Treat a rabbit the same way, but slit his skin, insert the half of
 paper and sew up the slit.

 16. To put worms, caterpillars, etc., in one: Feed the eggs in already
 cooked foods.

 z7. To Discover Poison.
 Either put a piece of silver money in the mouth of the patient or

 bind it on the flesh. If it turns black he is poison. If so, take a file and
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 file some silver off the money and give it to him to drink in white rum
 or milk from a red or black cow. Their milk is the strongest.

 z8. To revenge yourself upon a man.
 Hold a slice of onion on the tongue during intercourse. This will give

 the man bad disease. Then throw slice away and it will come.

 z9. To Keep Your Husband Home.
 a. If a man tends to wander, hang one of his shoes behind the door

 and it will tie him home.

 b. Tie a sock in a knot and hide it under a rug and it will keep your
 husband home.

 20o. To Kill.

 a. Take the intended victim's name eighteen times, eighteen red
 peppers, eighteen pins, eighteen needles, eighteen brass tacks, one round
 steak. Put the name on a steak and add the peppers; stick pins, needles
 and tacks through paper and peppers and fold steak over. Take one
 yard of new black calico and tie steak and all in it like a bundle. Knot it
 nine times. Take it to an old cemetery and throw it in broken grave with
 either a bottle of whiskey uncorked or fifteen cents, and ask the spirit in
 there to follow them for you. Say, "Spirit, I am paying you to follow
 that person."

 b. Put a beef heart in a pot with cloves and spice and let it keep hot
 till sundown. Put the name, pins, peppers, tacks, one big nail driven
 through the heart, or through a tongue or steak. Tie in black calico as
 above and bury in an open grave. Just as you wrap up the heart, light
 the black candle and let it burn out. The victim will live from one to six
 months.

 c. Get a tin-type picture of the person you want to hurt and bury it
 head down in a graveyard, and it will kill.

 21. Working Hours.

 The time of day that work is done is very important. Some hours are
 beneficent and some are evil.

 Good

 Two o'clock

 Four o'clock
 Five o'clock

 Six o'clock
 Seven o'clock
 Nine o'clock

 Eleven o'clock
 Twelve o'clock

 Bad

 Eight o'clock
 Three o'clock

 Ten o'clock

 One o'clock
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 Hours for Spirit Mediums
 Six A. M. to twelve M.
 Six to seven P. M.

 Three to four, any time

 One to six P. M.

 Seven to two P. M.

 Five to six A. M.

 22. Colors of Candles for Love Cases.

 Red is the strongest to bring love back.
 Pink is the strongest to make them love you.
 Green is the strongest to drive them off.

 23. Luck Pieces.

 (To carry on the person or keep in the house).

 I. John de Conquer.
 2. Kings root--he and she.
 3. Snake root.
 4. Violet root.
 5. Devil's Shoe Strings (a root).

 24. To Set a Feast.

 Have chicken, goose, coffee, tea, crackers and cheese and fried plan-
 tians, fried bananas, sweet and Irish potatoes, eggs. Have plenty of
 people invited at four A. M. New Year's morning. If you want the spirit
 to work with you never eat meat except at twelve noon - eat as little
 meat as possible. Keep fruit in house and on first of month buy plenty
 of fruit.

 25. Dance.

 Place a big bottle in the center of the floor with holy water and
 Jockey Club perfume, and give it out after the dance. Take a broomstick
 and tap a circle around the bottle four to five times-then dance. Sing:

 John O, John O, John O,
 I'm going away to leave you
 John 0, dance, John O.

 26. Mental Powers.

 Repeat: a. I sincerely send to you the thoughts of my forces at this
 hour (nine o'clock).

 b. I sincerely send to you my mental influence that I can overcome
 all obstacles and gain what I desire in all influence.

 Sit down at nine every morning and speak these thoughts. Close the
 eyes five to ten minutes - fingers on forehead, thumb on cheek bone.
 (Nine in the morning and seven at night--then you have one million
 to help you.)
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 27. War Powder.

 Ground flax seed, gumbo filet, copperas, blue stone, ground black
 pepper, ground guinea pepper, cayenne pepper and graveyard dirt,
 brimstone and gunpowder; beat it all up together.

 28. Beliefs.

 a. The spirits: There are seven spirits on the face of the earth.
 b. Always keep black hen's eggs, garlic and parsley around to cure

 folks that's poisoned.
 c. Snakes don't help in conjure.
 d. Cut broomsticks in foot lengths and gild them and cross them on

 the wall. Keep plenty flowers and lights.
 e. St. Roque church down at Raquet Green, where all the hoodoo

 dances used to be held, is a good place to burn candles for what you
 want. But you must walk down and back.

 FATHER SIMMS, THE FRIZZLY ROOSTER.

 I heard of the "Frizzly Rooster" from afar, from people for whom he
 had "worked" and their friends, and from people who attended his
 meetings held twice a week in Myrtle Wreath Hall in New Orleans. His
 name is "Father" Simms, which in itself attests his Catholic leanings,
 though he is formally a Protestant.

 On a given night I had a front seat in his hall. There were the usual
 camp-followers sitting upon the platform and bustling around performing
 chores. Two or three songs and a prayer were the preliminaries.

 At last Father Simms appeared in a satin garment of royal purple,
 belted by a gold cord. He had the figure for wearing that sort of thing
 and he probably knew it. Between prayers and songs he talked, setting
 forth his powers. He could curse anybody he wished - and make the
 curse stick. He could remove curses, no matter who had laid them on
 whom. Hence his title "The Frizzly Rooster". Many persons keep a
 frizzled chicken in the yard to locate and scratch up any hoodoo that
 may be buried for them. These chickens have, no doubt, earned this
 reputation by their ugly appearance - with all of their feathers set in
 backwards. He could "read" anybody at sight. He could "read" anyone
 who remained out of sight if they but stuck two fingers inside the door.
 He could "read" anyone, no matter how far away if he were given their
 height and color. He begged to be challenged.

 He predicted the hour and the minute, nineteen years hence, when
 he should die - without ever having been ill a moment in his whole life.
 God had told him.

 He sold some small packets of love powders before whose powers all
 opposition must break down. He announced some new keys that were
 guaranteed to unlock every door and remove every obstacle in the way
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 of success that the world knew. These keys had been sent to him by God
 through a small Jew boy. The old keys had been sent through a Jew
 man. They were powerful as long as they did not touch the floor - but
 if you ever dropped them, they lost their power. These new keys at five
 dollars each were not affected by being dropped, and were otherwise
 much more powerful.

 I lingered after the meeting and made an appointment with him for
 the next day at his home.

 So I became the pupil of Reverend Father George Simms, "The
 Frizzly Rooster" and his wife, Henrietta, who assisted him in all things.
 She was "round the altar". That is, while he talked with the clients,
 and usually decided on whatever "work" was to be done, she "set" the
 things on the altar and in the jars. There was one jar in the kitchen filled
 with honey and sugar. All the "sweet" works were set in this jar. That
 is, the names and the thing desired were written on paper and thrust
 into this jar to stay. Already four or five hundred slips of paper had
 accumulated in the jar. There was another jar called the "break up" jar.
 It held vinegar with some unsweetened coffee added. Papers were left in
 this one also.

 When finally it was agreed that I should come to study with them, I
 was put to running errands such as "dusting" houses, throwing pecans,
 rolling apples, as the case might be; but I was not told why the thing was
 being done. After two weeks of this I was taken off this phase and ini-
 tiated. This was the first step towards the door of the mysteries.

 My initiation consisted of the Pea Vine Candle Drill. I was told to
 remain five days without sexual intercourse. I must remain indoors all
 day the day before the initiation and fast. I might wet my throat when
 necessary, but I was not to swallow water.

 When I arrived at the house the next morning a little before nine, as
 per instructions, six other persons were there, so that there were nine of
 us - all in white except Father Simms who was in his purple robe. There
 was no talking. We went at once to the altar room. The altar was blazing.
 There were three candles around the vessel of holy water, three around
 the sacred sand pail, and one large cream candle burning in it. A picture
 of St. George and a large piece of brain coral were in the center. Father
 Simms dressed eight long blue candles and one black one, while the
 rest of us sat in the chairs around the wall. Then he lit the eight blue
 candles one by one from the altar and set them in the pattern shown
 below. Then I was called to the altar and both Father Simms and his

 wife laid hands on me. The black candle was placed in my hand; I was
 told to light it from all the other candles. I lit it at number one and
 pinched out the flame, and re-lit it at number two and so on till it had
 been lit by the eighth candle. Then I held the candle in my left hand,
 and by my right was conducted back to the altar by Father Simms. I
 was led through the maze of candles beginning at number eight. We

 26
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 circled numbers seven, five and three. When we reached the altar he
 lifted me upon the step. As I stood there, he called aloud, "Spirit! She's
 standing here without no home and no friends. She wants you to take
 her in." Then we began at number one and threaded back to number
 eight, circling three, five and seven. Then back to the altar again. Again
 he lifted me and placed me upon the step of the altar. Again the spirit
 was addressed as before. Then he lifted me down by placing his hands in
 my arm-pits. This time I did not walk at all. I was carried through the
 maze and I was to knock down each candle as I passed it with my foot.
 If I missed one, I was not to try again, but to knock it down on my way
 back to the altar. Arrived there the third time, I was lifted up and told
 to pinch out my black candle. "Now," Father told me, "You are made
 Boss of Candles. You have the power to light candles and put out candles,
 and to work with the spirits anywhere on earth."

 Then all of the candles on the floor were collected and one of them

 handed to each of the persons present. Father took the black candle
 himself and we formed a ring. Everybody was given two matches each.
 The candles were held in our left hands, matches in the right, at a signal
 everybody stooped at the same moment, the matches scratched in per-
 fect time and our candles lighted in concert. Then Father walked rhyth-
 mically around the person at his right, exchanged candles with her and
 went back to his place. Then that person did the same to the next so
 that the black candle went all around the circle and back to Father. I

 was then seated on a stool before the altar, sprinkled lightly with holy
 sand and water and confirmed as a Boss of Candles.

 Then conversation broke out. We went into the next room and had

 a breakfast that was mostly fruit and smothered chicken. Afterwards the
 nine candles used in the ceremony were wrapped up and given to me to
 keep. They were to be used for lighting other candles only, not to be
 just burned in the ordinary sense.

 After this ceremony I was put to work inside with Father and his
 wife so that I might learn everything. Their methods follow:

 i. To Punish.

 When you want a person who is indited punished, write the name of
 the person in jail on a slip of paper and put it in a sugar bowl, or some
 other receptacle of the kind. Put in red papper, black pepper, one 8
 penny nail, fifteen cents of ammonia and two keys. Drop one key down
 in the bowl and lean the other against the side of the bowl. Go to the
 bowl every day at twelve and turn the key that is standing against the
 side of the bowl to keep the person locked in jail. Every time you turn
 the key, add a little vinegar.

 2. To Rent a House.

 Tie up some rice and sycamore bark in a small piece of goods. Tie six
 fig leaves and a piece of John de Conquer root in another piece. Cheese-
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 cloth is good. Boil both bundles in a quart of water at the same time.
 Strain it out. Now sprinkle the rice and sycamore bark mixed together in
 front of the house. Put the fig leaves and John de Conquer root in a
 corner of the house and scrub the house with the water they were boiled
 in. Mix it with a pail of scrub water.

 3. To Dismiss a Person from the House.

 Take a red candle and burn it a little (just the tip). Cut it into three
 parts. Put them in a glass of holy water and say, "In the name of the
 Father, in the name of the Son, in the name of the Holy Ghost." Then
 shake the glass three times up and down, and the last time throw the
 glass to the ground and break it and say, "Dismiss this woman from this
 place." (Do this in front of the house. Don't stop, keep on walking and
 don't return that way.)

 4. To Get a Person Out of a House.

 For a woman: Take a flat onion. For a man: a sharp onion. Write
 the name five times on paper. Core the onion out and stuff paper in
 there and close it back with the cut-out onion, and when the party goes
 out, roll the onion behind him before anybody else crosses the door still.
 Make a wish at the same time.

 5. To Make Husbands Stay Home.
 Take sugar, cinnamon and mix together. Write name of husband and

 wife nine times. Roll paper with names and put in a bottle of holy water
 with sugar and honey. Lay it under the back step.

 6. For Separation.

 One-half bottle vinegar, one-half can red pepper, one-half dirt dauber
 nest, one tablespoon Epsom salts. Put name five times straight and four
 times cross. Put in a bottle and cork it tight. Make nine long steps,
 shake bottle with each step (up and down) and give it to the party,
 and he must put it in the corner of the house and go to it once every
 day and shake it once.

 7. To Break-up.
 (Bed and board separation.)

 Get one pair of pigeons. The she-pigeon has to be brown, the he-pigeon
 blue. Take two pieces of paper. Write on each the party's name three
 times. Tie one piece around each pigeons leg with a rubber band. Put
 them in a coop for three days before beginning the work. On the fourth
 day, pull from underneath the wing three feathers from each bird and
 turn them loose. As loving as the pigeons are, as loving will the parties
 be together. Give the party that's having the work done two feathers to
 wear on his or her person. Take a red candle and write the names three
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 times on paper and put in a saucer and sprinkle the paper with cinnamon
 and sugar (or honey). Put feathers on paper and the party lights the
 candle with the wish and stands it in the saucer on the paper to burn.

 8. To Keep a Person Down.
 Write name on paper with black ink. Rip open back of a doll and put

 the names in it. Sew it up with black thread. Put aloes, cayenne pepper
 in doll along with names. Tie the hands of the doll behind her and place
 her in a kneeling position in a corner, and keep her there where nobody
 will interrupt. They will be frustrated as long as she is not disturbed.
 Tie a black veil on her face and knot it in the back, so that the person
 will be blind and always do the things to keep himself from progressing.

 9. When You Get a Notice to Move.

 Put the notice in a plate. Light two candles on it and let it burn
 one-half inch. Put them out for a while. When you light it again, sprinkle
 a little stigar around it.

 (Get a picture of St. Expedite and light two red candles - color of
 his robe. He is for quick work. Silver is the" best kind of money to hand
 the landlord.)

 zo. To Hold a Man.
 Take a piece out of the seat of his drawers, tie a ring to it (any ring)

 and put a fig-leaf in the ring. Roll all this together, and carry it on you.

 ii. To Keep a Person On the Job.
 Write name of boss three times and workman's name four times

 across it. Set a red light, pour honey around the candle, also spice. Then
 light the candle.

 12. To Move an Enemy from Your Neighborhood.

 Buy three apples, take one and core it, put the name of the undesirable
 in it and stop up the apple. Roll it from corner to corner of the block
 where the enemy lives by kicking it, and let it stay there with your wish
 that they move out of the neighborhood.

 13. Paying the Way Back Home - (for a loved one who is at a distance).
 Take a new piece of white cloth three inches square. Put name of

 absent person three times and wrap three cents in it. That will pay their
 way back home. Tie with colored thread (lavender best), and put it in
 the lamp (down in the oil). Let the light burn dim and they will come.

 14. Court Scrape.

 a. Put each name concerned on a separate piece of paper. Put names
 of the witnesses against you and of the judge under a heavy weight to
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 make the tongues heavy, (under leg of sofa, for instance, where everyone
 comes to sit on it). Tell the clients to come back from court and get the
 papers from under the weight themselves. This never fails.

 b. Put the names of your clients, your witnesses, the judge, the district
 attorney and the jury, if possible, in a preserve jar of honey, and add
 sugar to cut it from being too sweet. (Leave this jar ready and put all
 your sweet work in this same jar.)

 (Put all bad work in a vinegar jar, etc., in "break-up" bottle. Now
 and then add a drop of coffee, too.)

 c. Put the names of your witnesses, lawyer, district attorney and jury,
 if possible, together with a fig leaf and three flax seeds, in the paper,
 and wrap up together with a silk thread like sachet. Put a little pan of
 water on a slow fire. The day of the trial, have your party at the'house.
 Make him walk back and forth while you pour the water from a pitcher
 into the glass where the paper is back and forth. Every time (three to
 nine he passes you, you pour from the glass to pitcher, or pitcher to
 glass. The last time he passes (toward outward door), his hat or coat, or
 whatever he has off, must be in easy reach so that he does not have to
 stop on his way out to the trial. The last time you pour, the paper must
 go into the glass and be turned quickly upside down in the pan. The
 pan must hold the whole pitcher of water. Keep it burning very slow
 all during the trial to keep things hot, but they must come back after the
 trial to let you know.

 z5. To Break-Up a Couple.

 Write the name of one party eight times and the name of the other
 party once across the name of the other. Take the heart out of a red
 onion and put in the paper, together with red pepper and salt. Put the
 heart back into the onion and bury it upside down with the onion
 showing slightly above the ground.

 i6. To Make a "Hand".

 Take a piece of fig leaf, sycamore bark, John de Conquer root, John
 de Conquer vine, three Paradise seeds. Take a piece of paper and draw
 a square and let the party write his wishes. Begin, "I want to be success-
 ful in all my undertakings". Then cut paper from around the square and
 let him tear it up fine and throw it in front of the business place or house,
 or wherever he wants. Put the square in the "hand" and sew all up in
 red flannel. Sew with a strong thread and when seams are closed, pass
 the thread back and forth through the bag till all the thread is used up.

 To pour on "hand": Oil of anise, oil of rose geranium, violet perfume,
 oil of lavender, verbena, bay rum (equal parts of each). Sell small
 amounts of this liquid for luck. "Hand" must be renewed every six
 months.
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 17. Break-Up and Drive Off.
 (As a sister-in-law or a mother-in-law from a house.)

 Get an egg shell from which chicks have hatched. Put a little bit in
 the toe of shoe where it will be before her all the time, or where she will
 walk over it, and she will certainly go away and have no hard words nor
 feelings towards you, and nobody can get her to come back.

 z8. To Stay on the Job.
 Have an altar in the house and let your client bring five cents worth

 of pecans. Both of you get before the altar. You eat one first, then your
 client. Then you eat them at the same time. Put all the hulls back in
 the bag and let her carry them back to work and throw them where
 they won't be swept away, as in the grass, etc., and nothing can move her.

 19. To Cause General Moving.

 Take three pecans. Write the name of the person you want moved
 around each pecan three times. Warm them over the fire and throw them
 against the house, and he will move even if he owns it.

 20. To Keep a House Vacant.
 Take five cents Epsom salts, some well water, and shake it up with

 a pinch of cayenne pepper. Throw against the walls before you move
 and no one will live in the house.

 21z. To Protect in Court.

 Always have chickens in the yard, including a rooster. When you have
 a big case in court, go to the chicken house before twelve o'clock and
 when the rooster crows, reach up under the wing and get a feather and
 stick it in the underclothes of your client. If he is in jail, let his wife send
 him fresh clothes that day with the feather in it. This is good, because
 Judas betrayed Christ at twelve o'clock.

 22. Treasures.

 Take a silver quarter from your client. Let all (if more than one)
 wash the face in a clear bowl of water. Take the quarter and stand off
 and flip it into the bowl; if the woman's head is up, a woman buried the
 treasure; if the eagle, a man buried it.

 To dig money you must go without a woman, or man, five days;
 get nine horseshoes to keep the evil spirits away. Take these horseshoes
 and paint them and sell them after the treasure-hunt is over. They
 are very lucky.

 During the digging you must not talk. The spirits left to guard the
 buried treasure will charge up to the ring in the shape of bulls and
 panthers and all kinds of wild beasts, but they can't come inside the
 ring. When the treasure has been dug up, the animals will disappear
 because they don't have to guard it any more.
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 23. To be invisible.

 You have to catch a black cat in the evening and boil him and close
 the lid down on the pot tightly. At twelve o'clock at night you pass
 every bone through your mouth till you get to the bitter bone, and that's
 the one. You have to sell yourself to the devil first. Then you can walk
 out of the sight of man.

 24. For Bad Work -(Death).
 Take a coconut that has three eyes. Take the name of the person you

 want to get rid of and write it on the paper like a coffin. (Put the name
 all over the coffin.) Put this down in the nut. (Pour out water.) Put beef
 gall and vinegar in the nut and the person's name all around the coconut.
 Stand nut up in sand and set one black candle on top of it. Number
 the days from one to fifteen days. Every day mark that coconut at
 twelve o'clock A. M. or P. M., and by the fifteenth day they will be
 gone. Never let the candle go out. You must light the new candle and
 set it on top of the old stub which has burnt down to a wafer.

 25. To Run Crazy.
 Get a live guinea, take three feathers from under each wing. Cut

 up fine and sprinkle into bottom of shoes, and he'll holler like a guinea.

 26. For Parties Hard to Get Together.

 Take one blue candle, cut off top and sharpen bottom. Take a new
 needle and write the name of loved one in spiral down candle. Leave no
 space between ends of name. Then write client's name in spiral also down
 candle. Light with two matches while client holds it. Pass between legs
 three times in spiral and each time hand it back to client as you pray
 for success. Give the client the needle the name was written with to

 stick behind the bed.

 27. To cause Eternal Headache.
 Get two strands of hair from the head of the person. Dampen it in

 Hoyts Cologne. Dig down to the root of a tree. Bore a hole in the root
 and put the hair in and stop the hole up. They will go crazy with the
 headache.

 DR. GRANT.

 Dr. Grant is a New Orleans hoodoo doctor, but he belongs to the small
 Protestant community of that city. He prides himself on being a "swam-
 per". A swamper is a root and conjure doctor who goes to the swamps
 and gathers his or her own herbs and roots. Most of the doctors buy their
 materials from regular supply houses.

 He took me to the woods with him many times in order that I might
 learn the herbs by sight and scent.
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 He is a man past fifty but very active. He believes his power is un-
 limited and that nothing can stand against his medicine.

 His specialty is law cases. People come to him from a great distance,
 and I know that he received a fee of one hundred and eighty-five
 dollars from James Beasley, who was in the Parish prison accused of
 assault with attempt to murder.

 For that particular case we went first to the cemetery. With his right
 hand he took dirt from the graves of nine children. I was not permitted
 to do any of this because I was only a beginner with him and had not
 the power to approach spirits directly. They might kill me for my
 audacity.

 The dirt was put in a new white bowl and carried back to the altar
 room and placed among the burning candles, facing the east. Then I
 was sent for sugar and sulphur. Three teaspoons each of sugar and
 sulphur were added to the graveyard dirt. Then he prayed over it,
 while I knelt opposite him. The spirits were asked to come with power
 unequal to man. Afterwards I was sent out to buy a cheap suit of men's
 underclothes. This we turned wrongside out and dressed with the
 prepared graveyard dust. I had been told to buy a new pair of tan socks
 also, and these were dressed in the same way.

 As soon as Dr. Grant had been retained, I had been sent to the prison
 with a dressed Bible and Beasley was instructed to read the Thirty-fifth
 Psalm every day until his case should be called.

 On the day he came up for trial, Dr. Grant took the new underclothes
 to the jail and put them on his client just before he started his march
 to the court room. The left sock was put on wrongside out.

 Dr. Grant, like all of the conjure masters, has more than one way of
 doing every job. People are different and what will win with one per-
 son has no effect upon another. We had occasion to use all of the other
 ways of winning law suits that follow.

 I. Going to Court.

 a. Write judge's name three times, prisoner's name three times, dis-
 trict attorney's name three times. Fold the paper small and wear it in
 your shoe. If the case is real hard, use three candles. Burn one each
 morning at nine with the names underneath.

 b. Get some oil of rose geranium, lavendar oil, verbena oil. Put three
 drops of oil of geranium in one-half ounce Jockey Club. Shake it and give
 to client. He must use seven to nine drops on his person in court, but
 you must dress his clothes, also. Go before court sets and dress the court
 room and jury box and judge's stand, etc., and have your client take
 perfume and rub on his hand and rub from his face down his whole front.

 c. To let John the Conqueror win your case, take one-half pint whiskey,
 nine pieces of John the Conqueror Root one inch long. Let it soak
 thirty-eight hours till all the strength is out. (Gather all roots before
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 September 21.) Shake up good and drain off roots in another bottle.
 Get one ounce of white rose or Jockey Club perfume and pour into the
 mixture. Dress your client with this before going to court.

 d. Take a beef tongue, nine pins, nine needles. Split the beef tongue.
 Write the names of those against you and cut the names out and cross
 them up in slit of tongue with red pepper and beef gall, and pin the slit
 up with crossed needles and pins. Hang the tongue up in chimney, tip
 up and smoke the tongue for thirty-six hours. Take it down and put it in
 ice and light it from three to four black candles stuck in ice. Have your
 client read the Twenty-Second Psalm and Thirty-fifth also, if for murder.
 Then you ask the spirits for power unequal to man.

 2. To Uncross and Make Triumphant.

 Take three matches crossed to light the incense. Wave the incense
 before the candles. Make client bow over the incense three times. Then

 circle him with the glass of water three times (repeat this three times).
 Fan him with the incense smoke three times - each time he bows his

 head. Then sprinkle him seven times with water, then lead him to and
 from the door and turn him around three times over incense that has

 been placed at door. Then seat the client and sprinkle every corner three
 times, three times down middle of room, then go to another room and do
 the same. Smoke his underclothes and dress them. Sprinkle three drops
 of oil of geranium in front of his drawers as you dress them. Don't turn
 client's hand loose as he steps over incense. Smoke him once at the door
 and three times at each corner. The room must be thoroughly smoked -
 even under the furniture - before the client leaves the room. After the

 evil has been driven out of him, it must also be driven from the room so
 it cannot return to him.

 3. To Send Away.

 Take the right foot track of the enemy and parch it. (Use dark bottle.)
 Take nine dirt dauber nests and parch and powder them, some ground
 red pepper, get a soiled sock or new piece of cotton goods, and tie all
 this up in it. Turn it from you as you work. Carry to river at twelve noon.
 When you get about forty feet from river, run fast and wheel suddenly
 at brink and hurl dirt over left shoulder and don't look back. Say, "Go
 and go quick, in the name of the Lord."

 4. To Kill and to Harm.

 Get bad vinegar, beef gall, filet gumbo with red pepper, and put
 names written across each other in bottles. Shake the bottle for nine

 mornings and talk and tell it what you want it to do. To kill the victim,
 turn it upside down and bury it breast deep, and he will die.
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 5. To Keep a Man From Leaving Town.

 Take his left foot sock and spit in it and put on a pot of water to boil.
 This must be done from twelve to one in the day. When the water is
 boiling hard, throw in the sock and say, "So-and-So, this is your town
 and I want you to stay in it." Say this three times. Then take out the
 sock and dry it towards the rising sun, and roll it into a bundle and put
 it over the door, and he can never cross the borders of the city.

 6. To Run Crazy.

 a. Cut piece out of cigar box in shape of coffin and place it back in
 box, or get a piece of clothing cut in shape of coffin. Write the name on
 the carved piece. Put cloth over it and bury it, and it will put him down.
 Throw it in water and it will carry him away from town. Bury it and it
 will turn his head down (kill him).

 b. Put salt and pepper in his shoe, bury it upside down in the cemetery.
 Call the spirit to run the victim crazy.

 7. To Read Them Through a Glass of Water.

 When people came to Dr. Grant sick or crossed he read them so that
 they could know why they were ill, or who had crossed them. He would
 take a glass of water and hand it to the person and instruct the client
 to talk into the glass and tell it the symptoms and what not.

 Then the doctor would take the glass in his right hand, with the middle
 finger underneath the glass, and hold it above his head. He would say
 to the glass, "I want you to tell me the truth. Tell me what is this man's
 trouble. What ails him and who have crossed him up? In the name of
 the Father (lower the glass before the eyes) and the Son (before the
 bosom), and the Holy Ghost (against the heart), do you hear me, Master ?"
 After a pause to listen to the spirit voices, he would read the client.

 8. Police.

 a. Bury three pieces of John the Conqueror at your gate. Talk to
 it - instruct it to keep the police away.

 b. Take an old razor, break the handle and write names crossed. Go
 to a grave and fill the slit in the handle with dust and wrap it up. Bury
 the razor sideways with the blade up, and the police will never cross
 your gate.

 DOCTOR BARNES.

 Doctor Barnes belongs to the small Catholic community of Marreo,
 La., but he is himself without religious affiliations. There was no real
 initiation ceremony. We went to the forks of the road at twelve o'clock
 and sat flat with joined hands and called upon the devil to aid us in all
 of our undertakings. It was very dark and eerie there at the forks of
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 the road in the woods, and I was genuinely frightened - not of the devil,
 but for fear some reptile or animal might come along. It was a very long
 hour. I hope never to meet its brother.

 I. Running Feet.
 To give anyone the running feet: Take sand out of one of his tracks

 and mix the sand with red pepper; throw some into a running stream
 of water and this will cause the person to run from place to place, until
 finally he runs himself to death.

 2. To Run a Person Crazy.
 Take a black snake of any kind. Place the snake in a dirty hat of the

 person you wish to hurt - the snake must be alive.

 3. To Prove if Your Friend has or is trying to Harm You.
 Place a silver dime in your mouth, and if the dime turns black the

 supposed friend is an enemy to you; if the dime remains white the friend
 is true and has not tried to hurt you.

 4. To Overpower Y our Enemies.
 Take thirteen nails - all different sizes. Place them all in a black

 bottle filled with well water. Write the names of your enemies thirteen
 times on separate pieces of paper and place them in the bottle. Bury
 the bottle up-side-down in front of the enemies' gate, under the steps
 or at the front gate.

 5. Prayer Against Enemies.

 Recite three times: "Oh, great strong and highest God! May it please
 thee to change the hearts of my enemies and opposers that they may do
 me good instead of evil, as thou didst in the day of Abraham when he
 called upon thee by this holy name, Amen." (While reciting the above
 prayer you can burn Temple or Oriental Incense.)

 6. To Make a Fuss and Fight.
 Take a small bit of the hair of a black cat and of a black dog and

 mix same with nine grains of red pepper seed and names of persons you
 wish to make fuss or fall out with each other. The names are written nine

 times crossed. Place this under their house, gallery or bury same at their
 gate. The articles can be sewed into a bag, and, if possible, place in the
 pillow or mattress.

 7. To Make Love Charms.
 Take powdered angle worm dust mixed with love powder and ground

 John the Conqueror root. Place the above articles in a small bag with
 a string on each end of the bag so as to meet around the waist. This
 charm will make your lover or sweetheart come to you and stay.
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 8. To Win the Love of a Young Girl.

 a. Take equal parts of cheese, flour and salt. Mix together and place
 in the room where she sleeps and she will hasten to accept your proposal.

 b. Take the skull of a full grown white rooster; dry it for nine days.
 Then take the feathers from the tail of another of any other color. Place
 the skull and feathers in a small silk bag and carry it in your left pocket.
 You will procure the love and good will of many young girls.

 9. To Find Out Whether a Young Girl or Maid is Chaste.

 Take a small piece of young radish, rub into the palm of either left
 or right hand, and she will reveal to you her secrets.

 Io. Cat Bone.
 Cut the skin from the forehead of a black cat and wrap it with silk

 thread. Wrap it towards you while making wishes. Then wrap a new
 dollar bill around it. Then make a silk bag to hold it. It must be carried
 in a pocketbook. Wet it occasionally with good perfume.

 ii. How to Have a Slick Hand with People.
 On the dark moon of any Friday night, dress yourself in black. Sit

 flat in the fork of a cross road at exactly twelve o'clock and sell yourself
 out to the devil. After which you shall have power to do anything you
 wish to do.

 12. To Commission an Egg.
 Take an egg and mark it north and south; cover it with mercury on

 one side, and tell the egg as you bury it what you want it to do. Bury
 it between eleven and twelve P. M., first and last Friday of each month,
 but month of May is best.

 13. Toad.
 Get a toad from under the briars, a reddish toad. Now, if you want

 to make a person move, wander, etc., take the name nine times and make
 nine crosses on paper and put it in the toad's mouth and make him swallow
 it. Take a dirty garment, hat band, hair, etc., cut a hole in left side of
 toad skin, and put it in and carry toad to a cross road turn him loose
 and say to the enemy: "Hop just as long as that toad."

 FLORIDA: RACHEL AND JERUSHA.

 The material that follows is from Protestant communities of Florida.

 It is to be noted that hoodoo is influenced by the religious background,
 and in Florida it lacks the Catholic elements that are present in New
 Orleans. However, the bareness of the Florida hoodoo material presented
 here is partly due to the fact that I had greater opportunity for study
 and greater leisure in New Orleans than in Florida.
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 RACHEL (SANFORD, FLO.).

 I. To draw your enemies to you (so that you may know who they are),
 clean out your stove, all the time keeping your wish in your mind, but
 don't speak it. Then break a stick into four pieces, all of them the same
 length, and pin them together in the middle like this and set them
 afire in the middle. Then go to the four corners of the room, with your
 wish in your heart and mind, (but don't say it), and sprinkle salt. Then,
 when you see your enemies coming, go outside your door and throw your
 broom down careless and step over it into the house and talk to them
 across it and they can't come in, but they can't help from coming to
 your gate.
 2. If you got a neighbor or anybody living by you that you don't

 like, if they got a black chicken, you ask them, say: "When your black
 hen lay, gimme a egg." They, not thinking: "I'll give it to you." You
 take dat egg and take a lead pencil and mark it all over, then you go out
 of your gate and throw it over your shoulder and never look back, and
 they'll sho move off. If they have no black hen, take the egg of a black
 hen of your own and get them to handle it in some way, then proceed as
 before.

 3. How to drive a person off, worried in mind: Walk behind them and
 take a knife and cut the left track from toe to heel along both edges of
 the sole; then cut it all up inside and pick up the middle of it and throw
 it in running water, and they'll wander off, worried in mind.

 4. To drive a person mad: Catch a rabbit and slit the skin of his fore-
 head and take some of the person's hair and put it in the slit and turn
 the rabbit loose in the woods, and they'll go mad to the woods.

 5. To make rain: Kill a black snake and hang him up in a tree.
 6. To kill by a slow wasting death: Take a ground puppy and starve

 it to death. Let it dry, then take it with some dead leaves of Jerusalem
 Oak and hair, and toe or fingernails of the person, and bury it all with
 rusty pins and needles under the victim's door steps and he will waste
 away and die, his blood will dry up. (Burying hair, nails, excreta, etc.,
 of victims is spoken of as "having him buried", or "having him in the
 dark" or "out of sight".)
 7. To have another's luck away from him or her: If you find where

 they have urinated on the ground, spit in it. To prevent this, always
 spit in it yourself as soon as you have finished - (a custom almost uni-
 versal.)

 8. To kill by rotting the anus: Get the dung of your enemy and burn
 it, and his anus will become sore immediately and unless a hoodoo doctor
 is called at once, it will rot away entirely.

 9. If a baby's fingernails are cut before he is a year old, he will become
 a thief - (an almost universal belief).
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 1o. If a woman wants to keep her husband away from other women,

 just take a dish rag to bed and, after intercourse, use it to dry his penis
 instead of a towel, and he can never have intercourse with another
 woman. He may have an erection, but as soon as he attempts the act,
 he will fall.

 II. Sprinkle mustard seed on the floor of your bedroom, before the
 door, and witches can't touch you, 'cause they come in through the
 keyhole and they got to pick up every mustard seed, 'cause they can't
 cross over them, and witches can't hold more than ten in their hands at
 a time. So fast as they gets ten, they drops some; and that keeps them
 busy until roosters crow for day; then they got to get back into their
 skins they left outside the door. You know they slips out of them and
 goes in and rides folks, but by daybreak they got to get back in their
 skins, else they can't get back in them at-all.

 "I caught a witch once myself. I knowed Old Lady Pringle was a witch
 and I knowed. she had a grudge against me over a pig. Every night,
 every night she used to ride me until I was nothing but skin and bones.
 I was told what to do, so when night come I sprinkled the mustard seed
 round the door inside and had me some salt and pepper all ready. Sure
 'nough, round midnight I heard the door rattling and in she come
 through the keyhole. She started after me on the bed, but she had to
 stop and pick up them seeds. So up I got wid the salt and pepper and
 went outside and filled her skin with salt and pepper and went back to
 bed. All night I laid there with her trying to get to me,-but she kept
 dropping them seeds as fast as she got ten in her hand. So when the
 roosters begin to crow for day, she dropped all the seeds and run back
 out the keyhole to get in her skin before daybreak. She tried to jump
 in her skin, but she couldn't cause that salt and pepper burnt her and
 shrunk it up, too. She turned it every which a-way. She tried and tried.
 She kept on saying, 'Old skin, don't you know me ?' But she couldn't get
 in, and there she was at sunup, so she got her back lashed and was
 drove off."

 JERUSHA (PALATICA, FLA.).

 I. To separate husband and wife, go to graveyard and get some dirt
 off of a fresh grave and put it in the four corners of the bedroom and
 say while you put it down: "Just fuss and fuss till you go way from
 here."

 2. If you want to drive anybody crazy, take his picture and put it
 in running stream of water, and he'll go crazy like the picture went down
 the creek.

 3. To get rid of your husband, sprinkle salt in the bedroom and be
 fussing while you put it down and sweep it out before it melts, and he
 will go away and never come back.

 4. To keep anybody out of your house you don't want in it: Take a
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 bowl of salt and sprinkle it in a line everywhere they walked in the house
 and sweep it right out behind them; but you mustn't speak to nobody
 while you doing it, and they'll never come back no more.

 5. To make a man love you, take the little bow out of his hat (off the
 sweatband) and wear it in your shoe, and he will go wild about you and
 can't quit.

 6. To make a man love you, (i. e. to bind him to you to cause him
 first to fall in love with you), put either urine or menstrual discharge in
 his food secretly.

 7. To make good luck come into your home, get up the first thing in
 the morning before you speak to a soul, take a bowl that you don't use
 for nothing and fill it full of salt, and go all over the house and sprinkle
 it around saying: "In the name of the Father, and the Son, and the
 Holy Ghost" and you'll get money from places you never thought,
 plenty of it.

 8. To avoid fusses and fights in the home, burn salt the first thing
 Monday morning.

 9. If you want to be sure to return (be welcomed) to any place, go
 away from it with your hat on backwards.

 io. It's bad luck for a screech ("squinch") owl to sit on the house or
 near enough to the house to be heard at night.

 11. It will make a baby steal (grow up to be a thief) to cut his nails
 before he is a year old.

 12. The best way to cure warts is to pick them until they bleed, then
 wipe the blood off with a rag and throw it over the shoulder as you go
 down the road, and never look back. The first person that steps over the
 rag will catch the warts.

 13. If rags saturated with menstrual flow are burned, the woman from
 whom it came will dry up and die.

 FLORIDA, MISCELLANEOUS.

 All up and down Florida one hears of the Blue Light.
 a. If a woman wishes to give a man syphillis, so that he will die of it,

 let her take a blue candle and name it for the man. Place it in a saucer

 full of vinegar. Light it at one o'clock at night and let it burn flat.
 When she goes to bed with the man she must take two pennies and hold
 them under her tongue while having intercourse, and hold her breath at
 the same time. After the intercourse she must save the cloth with which

 she wipes away the semen, and wipe the blade of a straight razor with it.
 Wrap up the razor and the pennies in the cloth and place the bundle up
 over the front door and he will have the copper pox (syphillis) which is
 incurable.

 b. Take a blue candle. Stick three pins in it. One near the top, middle
 and one near the bottom. Burn it to one-fourth inch above the middle
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 pin. Take the inside shoe sole of the person you want to bring back and
 wrap it with the candle in thin paper and bury it under the left hand
 corner of the house. (Miami).

 c. Take a blue candle. Put five pins in a spiral in the candle. Burn it
 flat. Take the remains and get some fecies of the person to be killed and
 burn it all together. (Cocoanut grove).

 Other practices:
 a. Put two aspirin tablets to one-half pint of whiskey and it will knock

 a man out. (Used in the houses of ill-fame so that men can be robbed.)
 b. Burn sulphur around a place if you want to get rid of some one. It

 drives off.

 c. Scatter ice cream salt around your house and no one can hurt you.

 WILLIAM JONES.

 William Jones belongs to the Protestant community of Mobile, Alabama.

 I. How to Get the Black Cat Bone.

 If you get a black cat's bone, you can travel out of the sight of people
 and do whatever you want to do. But to get it, you must sell yourself to
 the devil.

 First, get the oil of a heifer's hind foot in a vial. Then get the splinters
 where a thunderbolt has struck a tree and pound them up and put
 separate. Then catch a pure black cat alive. Put your water on and let
 it come to a boil and drop the cat in. He will holler three times and you
 must cuss him three times. When the meat boils off the bones, take a
 pane of glass and look into the pot and take out the bones and throw
 away all but the black bone, and put that in your pocket. When you
 want it to work, put some splinter dust in your hand and rub it, together
 with the oil, and put the bone in your mouth and you can disappear
 whenever you wish. It will also fix you so the white folks will never deny
 you - never refuse you anything.

 2. Snake Root.

 a. Samson snake root is powerful because it has a root with four
 prongs and there are four corners to the world. Tap root grows straight
 down, and that points to the center of the world.

 b. Black snake root is powerful because it is like a bunch of threads.
 Therefore it will bind together hearts and prosperity and will tangle up
 and hinder those you don't want to succed.

 3.
 If the white folks set bloodhounds on your trail, dress your feet with

 cayenne pepper and graveyard dust so they can't trail you, and they
 will neither come within fifty feet of you nor bark.
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 THE RELATION TO THE DEAD.

 All over the south and in the Bahamas the spirits of the dead have
 great power which is used chiefly to harm. It will be noted how fre-
 quently graveyard dust is required in the practice of hoodoo, goofer
 dust as it is often called.

 It is to be noted that in nearly all of the killing ceremonies the cemet-
 ery is used.

 The Ewe-speaking peoples of the west coast of Africa all make offerings
 of food and drink - particularly libations of palm wine and banana
 beer upon the graves of the ancestor. It is to be noted in America that
 the spirit is always given a pint of good whiskey. He is frequently also
 paid for his labor in cash.

 It is well known that church members are buried with their feet to

 the east so that they will arise on that last day facing the rising sun.
 Sinners are buried facing on the opposite direction. The theory is that
 sunlight will do them harm rather than good, as they will no doubt wish
 to hide their faces from an angry god.

 Ghosts cannot cross water - so that if a hoodoo doctor wishes to sic

 a dead spirit upon a man who lives across water, he must first hold the
 mirror ceremony (see Albert's routines) to fetch the victim from across
 the water.

 People who die from the sick bed may walk any night, but Friday
 night is the night of the people who died in the dark - that is, who were
 executed. These people have never been into the light. They died with
 the black cap over the face. Thus, they are blind. On Friday nights they
 visit the folks who died from sick beds and they lead the blind ones about
 wherever they wish to visit.

 Ghosts feel hot and smell faintish. According to testimony all except
 those who died in the dark may visit their former homes every night
 at twelve o'clock. But they must be back in the cemetery at two o'clock
 sharp or they will be shut out by the watchman and must wander about
 for the rest of the night. That is why the living are frightened by seeing
 ghosts at times. Some spirit has lingered too long with the living person
 it still loves and has been shut out from home.

 Pop Drummond of Fernandina, Fla., says they are not asleep at all.
 They "sings and has church and has a happy time, but some are spiteful
 and show themselves to scare folks." Their voices are high and thin. Some
 ghosts grow very fat if they get plenty to eat. They are very fond of
 honey. Some who have been to the holy place wear seven-starred crowns
 and are very "suscautious" and sensible.

 Dirt from sinners' graves is supposed to be very powerful, but some
 hoodoo doctors will use only that from the graves of infants. They say
 that the sinner's grave is powerful to kill, but his spirit is likely to get
 unruly and kill others for the pleasure of killing. It is too dangerous to
 commission.

 27
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 The spirit newly released from the body is likely to be destructive.
 This is why a cloth is thrown over the face of a clock in the death chamber
 and the looking glass is covered over. The clock will never run again, nor
 will the mirror ever cast any more reflections, if they are not covered so
 that the spirit cannot see them.

 When it rains at a funeral it is said that God wishes to wash their

 tracks off the face of the earth, they were so displeasing to him.
 If a murder victim is buried in a sitting position, 'the murderer will

 be speedily brought to justice. The victim stitting before the throne is able
 to demand that justice be done. If he is lying prone he cannot do this.

 A fresh egg in the hand of a murder victim will prevent the murderer's
 going far from the scene. The egg represents life, and so the dead victim
 is holding the life of the murderer in his hand.

 Sometimes the dead are offended by acts of the living and slap the
 face of the living. When this happens, the head is slapped one-sided and
 the victim can never straighten his neck. Speak gently to ghosts, and
 do not abuse the children of the dead.

 It is not good to answer the first time that your name is called. It
 may be a spirit and if you answer it, you will die shortly. They never call
 more than once at a time, so by waiting you will miss probable death.

 Larkins White, Loughman, Fla., tells these two stories of spirit activ-
 ities.

 Two men were passing a cemetery late at night. They saw a light
 moving about a tombstone. They fired two or three shots from a pistol
 at the light and the light went out. But the bullets were thrown back
 into the road with great force. The men ran and the last bullet was hurled
 up the road behind them.

 My father had gone to town to get some supplies. Night overtook him
 on his way back, so he decided to spend the night in a deserted house just
 off the road. He found everything convenient and made a fire and mixed
 up some meal for a hoe-cake. As soon as he put it in the spider (iron
 skillet) an old man came and sat beside the fire chewing tobacco. He
 spat across the bread into the fire and my father told him to stop what
 he was doing and told him not to do that again. Next time he spat right
 on the bread, so my father didn't ask no boot - he just reached over and
 grabbed him and started to fight. That old man took my father and
 throwed him up in the ceiling and when he fell back he caught him and
 chunked him up in first one corner, then the other. He'd catch him every
 time and chunk him agin. Way after while my father hit the floor and he
 hit running. He kept right on out to the barn hitched up them mules and
 took out for home.

 It is generally held in the Bahamas that strong obeah men can cause
 a death-like sleep to fall upon whom they will. The person is buried for
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 dead and then the obeah sends his helpers to dig him up and Le, or she,
 is put to work. He is fed on fresh food so that he remains submissive. If
 he is given salt he regains his mental powers and revolts. Salt has a very
 strong place in conjure, both in America and in the Bahamas. It is
 stated that even a normal person who was fed on unsalted food for three
 weeks will lose his or her mental powers.

 Several persons who were dead were alleged to have been carried
 away. "They ain't dead. No. They are picking coffee for Tufa Jarb."
 "Who is Tufa Jarb?"
 "Tufa Jarb is the greatest obeah that ever lived. He lives in Hayti,

 but he's everywhere. All you need to do is to write him a letter and put
 the money in it for the work you want done and put it on your dresser.
 The next morning it will be gone. In just the time it takes for a letter to
 come from Hayti to where you are, you will get a letter thanking you
 for the money and the work will be done, too, just as you wrote in the
 letter.

 "The only way one of these captives can get release is to get another
 obeah man to release him. But if Tufa gets you, he'll hafta do that
 himself because nobody can overcome his obeah.

 "The United States Marines heard about Tufa's cave. It is so big
 he's got coffee plantations and plantations of canes (sugar cane) inside
 his cave. So they went there to his gate - which is a big rock like the side
 of a mountain, and blowed it up. But they couldn't find a soul inside,
 and the next morning that big rock that fills up the opening of his cave
 was right back in place again just like it was before. So they let him
 alone."

 Concerning Sudden Death.
 (Florida.)

 I. Put an egg in a murdered man's hand and the murderer can't get
 away. He will wander right around the scene:

 2. If a murder victim falls on his face, the murderer can't escape
 punishment. He will usually be executed.

 3. If the blood of the victim is put in a jug and buried at the north
 corner of his house, the murderer will be caught and convicted.

 4. Bury the victim with his hat on and the murderer will never get
 away.

 5. If you kill and step backwards over the body, they will never catch
 you.

 6. If you are murdered or commit suicide, you are dead before your
 time comes. God is not ready for you, and so your soul must prowl about
 until your time comes. (Bahamas.)

 7. If you suspect that a person has been killed by hoodoo, put a
 cassava stick in the hand and he will punish the murderer. If he is killed
 by violence, put the stick in one hand and a knife and fork in the other.

 27*
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 The spirit of the murdered one will first drive the slayer insane and then
 kill him with great violence. (Bahamas.)

 8. If people die wishing to see someone, they will stay limp and warm
 for days. They are waiting.

 9. If a person dies who has not had his fling in this world, he will turn
 on his face in the grave.

 ro. If a person dies without speaking his mind about matters, he will
 purge (foam at the month after death). Hence the expression: "I ain't
 goin' to purge when I die (I shall speak my mind)."

 CONJURE STORIES.

 OLD MAN MASSEY.

 Because that was not his name, we'll call him Old Man Massey. South
 Central Florida Negroes heard a lot about him. These are some of the
 stories told of his powers.

 I. The Case of Minnie Jones.

 Minnie was quite seductive in a fleshy way. She could have married
 just about anybody around there. She got engaged to one boy, but just
 before the wedding day she changed her mind. She just couldn't be
 persuaded to marry that boy. A great deal of bitterness sprang up
 between the two families. So somebody went to see Old Man Massey
 and he, for a consideration, put the loveless curse on Minnie. No man,
 the curse said, would ever live with Minnie more than twenty-eight
 days. No matter how much they might love her, when the moon came
 around to a certain phase, the man would change - that's all.

 Minnie went right on attracting fellows and she had so many admirers
 that for a time nobody noticed anything. But as many as she attracted,
 she lost such numbers that folks began to notice that all of her Sunday
 nights were not taken any more. She didn't marry either - several
 engagements, but no marriage. She was unmistakably jilted twice.

 One Saturday Minnie went to Orlando with a man known locally
 as "Springy-leg" Smith. He was an orange picker who had come to town
 a week before. They got married, nobody could see why. The husband
 had no looks, no money, no clothes, and some said no sense. And he
 walked as if he had buggy springs in his knees. What had come over
 pretty Minnie nobody could understand. But a month later "Springy-
 leg" was gone, nobody knew where. Five men since then have eagerly
 led Minnie to the license bureau, but not one of them has stayed with
 her longer than the twenty-eight days.

 2. The Case of John Wesley Roberts.

 John Wesley Roberts was a hotel waiter. He came a stranger to the
 hotel in Orange County. Soon he was knee-deep in an affair with a
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 village miss. When she discovered that she was to become a mother,
 she was the kind that expected marriage and let him know. It was
 funny to him. No little country girl was going to clip his wings. He had
 been everywhere and seen things. He chose to regard it as a frame-up
 to rope him in. She and her mammy (used in derision) could think again
 if they thought they could hog-tie Mr. J. W. Roberts of New York,
 Chicago and spots and places. What could he do with her? There was
 just nothing he could put her to doing. What about all of his affectionate
 oaths and promises? "Oh, don't try to act crazy, girlie. A man will say
 anything at times. You ought not to swallow everything you hear.
 You're too old for that. I know you must have had more experience than
 you make out. You were too easy to have been a virgin. If you are crazy
 to get married and hard up for a husband, grab some of these country
 jokers. Don't try to pull that old stuff on me. Anyhow I got a wife
 already."
 So Janie went home alone and her mother had to know. For a week

 Janie huddled on her bed with her face turned to the wall, sobbing and
 weeping between snatches of sleep.
 Her mother was kindly silent. But it ripped open her bosom to lie

 to the neighbors about Janie. Her daughter's salty tears dripped on her
 heart. John Wesley was flying around with another local miss, even
 passed the door and glared in insolently.
 At the end of the week, her heart under the drip-drip from her daugh-

 ter's eyes had turned to stone. She got her things quietly one night and
 stole out to the house of Old Man Massey.
 It is said that he swung the door open for her as she mounted the

 steps. When he closed the door behind her he offered her a seat and gave
 her a moment to breathe. Then he asked her: "Now, how do you want
 him kilt ?"

 She was surprised that he knew why she had come. It was too sudden
 for her. "I don't know," she told him.

 He got up and placed a pail of water before her with a drinking gourd
 in it. He dusted off a huge mirror against the wall and set the lamp
 before it, and placed a pistol and a dirk on the cluttered table before her.

 "Now", he said, "take a dipper of water, swallow some of it and squirt
 the rest on the floor. By that time you will know what you want to do."

 She took up the dipper of water and just as soon as she could squirt
 the water out of her mouth she said: "I want to shoot him."

 "All right. Now, do what I tell you. Then sit in this chair right in
 front of 'this looking glass. Get the pistol in your hand and cock it.
 When you see your man, shoot. Aim at the heart."

 She sat there, don't know how long. After a while the looking glass
 got cloudy like it was steamed. As it cleared, she saw John Wesley walk
 into the mirror life-size and stand before her. She leveled the gun and
 fired, and the mirror went steamy again, then cleared. Massey took her
 money, opened the door for her and she ran fearfully home.
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 Early the next morning the news came to her that Roberts had
 dropped dead in the hotel grounds while he flirted with a chambermaid.
 Doctor said heart disease.

 3.

 In Florida they work with all kinds of beasts. One man used to work
 with alligators. Somebody wanted a girl out of the way. One day a big
 'gator with a red handkerchief around his neck walked up to her house
 and called her name. She ran to the front door to see who it was; but she
 didn't see nobody but the 'gator. He called her again and turned around
 and went back to the lake. She was dead in three days.

 4.

 The teller of this story used to be a ship's carpenter. Once he had a
 run between Inauga, Bahama, and Port de Paix, Hayti. When the ship
 was about ready to sail from Port de Paix to Inauga, the captain sent
 a man ashore with money to lay in a supply of cigars for the trip. It is
 about a sixteen-hour sail in good weather between the two points.

 All of the crew had been cautioned against making enemies in Port
 de Paix, and this man who was sent for the tobacco was told to hurry
 and be careful.

 The community was evidently very honest, for in most of the stores
 the money was left piled on the counter until closing time. Now, while
 the woman who kept the shop was wrapping the cigars with her back
 to him, the sailor snatched a bundle of paper bills and stuffed them into
 his bosom, got the cigars and hurried to the ship. It weighed anchor
 at once; but before it could get under way a row boat came alongside
 with the woman shopkeeper. She gesticulated so wildly, the captain
 ordered her lifted over the side.

 She accused the sailor, but he, of course, denied the theft. She said,
 "It will never do him any good, so he had better return it - more for
 his own good than mine." She said this many times.

 The captain ordered the man and his sea-bag searched, but nothing
 could be found. The woman said, "He's got it. I know he has it. It will
 never do him any- good. He'll never be able to spend it. He'd better
 return it for his own good."

 She went over the side and the ship got under way. The accused
 sailor belonged to the mate's watch, so that he was in bed the early
 part of the night. When the watch changed towards morning all members
 of his watch came up except the accused sailor. None of the crew would
 go below to call him-so the captain went.

 He found him dead in his bunk with the bundle of money clasped in
 his hands.

 The boat was in sight of Inauga, but the captain ordered her about
 and sailed back to Port de Paix and returned the money himself to the
 woman, lest something else happen aboard his ship.
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 5.

 One girl name Dinks go with a woman husband so much. The woman
 can't stop her. So she go see Andangie Dewoe and tell her to turn her
 to a man so she leave her husband alone. She did, too. She had what
 man had before she died. (Nassau, Bahamas.)

 6.

 The woman had so many mens and her husband told her to stop or
 he would catch her. "I believe you cheatin' on me."

 She say, "No."
 He say, "Mind you, if you doing it. I gwine find you out."
 She don't think so. So he catch a dog and kill it and cook the liver

 nice and put it in the ice box. She come home so glad supper ready.
 So glad to get liver, don't know what kind it is.

 So next day she and the fellow was cocking a lost drive and they
 got hung like dogs and couldn't get loose. So the husband found them.
 They were taken to Jackson Memorial Hospital, N. W. I7th Street,
 and were an exhibition until she died. (Nassau, Bahamas.)

 7. Pumpkin.
 All I know about de punkin - my old granddaddy he was ninety years

 old. Someone went in his field to steal his punkin. Well, they pick a
 basket of punkin, a head load. Joe Davie picked 'em. He cut up.de
 punkin and put it in de pot. Soon as it git hot it jump out de pot piece
 by piece and he pick it up and put it back in de pot. Den set de led on
 de pot. Den de punkin kicked de led off de pot. Den he pick up de
 punkin and put it back in de pot and set on de led and let de punkin
 cook, and he eat it. (Nassau, Bahamas.)

 8.

 Bunkie Rolls, his mother-in-law was coming by and working in a
 family where they didn't had much to eat. She pass by her daughter's
 field and she see some fine melons, so she pick one and eat it right dere.

 She took sick right after she get home and she keep suffering and they
 don't imagine what it is, till she told 'em she got de melon out her
 daughter's field. De field was set - fixed wid a bottle.

 The daughter run out to de field and pulled the stopper quick, and her
 mother died. She had cut her breath. If she had worked the stopper
 slow, she would have lived. (Nassau, Bahamas.)

 9. When the Smile Went Down.
 The granddaughter of Andangie Dewoe loved a sailor. He loved her

 for a while, but deserted her when she needed him most and sailed away
 to Inauga on the Smile.

 When the Smile was due back in port, Andangie took a bottle she had
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 fixed and went down to the shore. Her eyes were failing, so she took
 someone with her to search the horizon for the Smile.

 Finally it was sighted. It sailed nearer and nearer. At last she said,
 "Is it made its last tack yet ?"

 "Yes, it's made its last tack."
 Andangie took her bottle in her mouth and bent way over till her

 head nearly touched the ground. She turned all of her clothes over her
 head and the Smile went to the bottom of the sea as if it had been

 torpedoed. (Nassau, Bahamas.)

 I0.

 Aunt Judy Cox was Old Man Massey's rival. She thought so anyway.
 Massey laughed at the very thought, but things finally got critical. She
 began to boast about being able to "throw back" his work on him.
 They had quit speaking.
 One evening before sundown, Aunt Judy went fishing. That was

 something strange. She never fished. But she made her grandchildren
 fix her up a bait pole and a trout pole and set out to Blue Sink alone.
 When it got good and dark and she did not come home, her folks got

 bothered about her. Then one of the village men said he had heard a
 woman cry out as he passed along the road near the lake. So they went
 to look for her.

 They found her lying in the lake in shallow water having a hard time
 holding her old neck above the water for so long a time. She couldn't get
 up. So they lifted her and carried her home. A large alligator was lying
 beside her, but dived away when the lantern flashed in his face.

 Aunt Judy said that she hadn't wanted to go fishing to begin with,
 but that something had commanded her to go. She couldn't help herself.
 She had fished until the sun got very low; she started to come home,
 but somehow she couldn't, even though she was afraid to be down on
 the lake after dark. Furthermore, she was afraid to walk home when she
 couldn't see well for fear of snakes. But she couldn't leave the lake. When

 it was finally dark, she said some force struck her like lightning and threw
 her into the water. She screamed and called for help, holding her head
 above the water by supporting the upper part of her body with her hands.

 Then the whole surface of the lake lit up with a dull blue light with
 a red path across it, and Old Man Massey walked to her upon the lake
 and thousands upon thousands of alligators swam along on each side
 of him as he walked down this red path of light to where she was and
 spoke.

 "Hush!" he commanded. "Be quiet, or I'll make an end of you right
 now."'

 She hushed. She was too scared to move her tongue. Then he asked
 her: "Where is all that power you make out you got ? I brought you to
 the lake and made you stay here till I got ready for you. I throwed you in,
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 and you can't come out till I say so. When you acknowledge to yourself
 that I am your top-superior, then you can come out the water. I got to
 go about my business, but I'm going to leave a watchman, and the first
 time you holler he'll tear you to pieces. The minute you change your
 mind - I'll send help to you."

 He vanished and the big 'gator slid up beside her. She didn't know
 how long she had been in the water, but it seemed hours. But she made
 up her mind to give up root-working all together before she was rescued.
 The doctor from Orlando said that she had had a stroke. She recovered

 to the point where she crept about her yard and garden, but she never
 did any more "work". (Eatonville, Florida.)

 II.

 But Aunt Judy was not unsung. The people had not forgotten how
 she fixed Horace Carter.

 Horace was a husband eternally searching for love outside his home.
 He spent every cent he could rake and scrape on his clothes, on hair
 pomades and walking sticks, and the like.

 When he brutally impressed his wife with the fact that there was
 nothing, absolutely nothing she could do about it, she said to him one
 Sunday in desperation: ' Horace, if you don't mind your ways I'm going
 to take your case to Aunt Judy."

 He laughed. "Tell her, sell her; turn her up and smell her." He went
 on about his business.

 She did tell Aunt Judy and it is said she laid a hearing on Mr. Horace.
 He had a new suit in the post office. (It is customary to order clothes
 C. O. D. from mail-order houses, and they remain in the post office until
 paid out.) He was bragging about how swell he would look in it. An out-
 of-town girl was coming over the first Sunday after he got his suit out
 to help him switch it around. That was the next Sunday after he had
 laughed at his wife and Aunt Judy.

 So he got his suit out. He had a hat, shoes and everything to match.
 He put the suit on and strolled over to the depot to meet the train,

 but before it came he took sick. He seemed to be vomiting so violently
 that it was running out of his nose as well as his mouth. His clothes
 were ruined and a great swarm of flies followed him. Before he could
 reach home, it was discovered that he was defecating through his mouth
 and nose. This kept up, off and on, for six months. He couldn't tell when
 it would start, nor stop. So he kept himself hidden most of the time.

 Aunt Judy said, "The dirty puppy! I'll show him how to talk under
 my clothes! Turn me up and smell me, hunh ? I'll turn him up, and
 they'll sho smell him."

 They say he paid her to take it off him after a while.
 (Eatonville, Florida.)
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 12.

 Mr. Coaker was a prosperous, easy-going man. He had no children
 of his own, but his two nieces lived with him and his wife. Gertrude,
 the elder niece, was a little wild and the uncle was stern, so they fre-
 quently clashed. He gave her a severe whipping after hearing some
 scandal about her, and two weeks later he went crazy. He crowed like
 a rooster and barked like a dog. All the while he complained of a severe
 headache. The doctors seemed to do him no good and said the only
 thing to do was to confine him in the asylum.

 Mrs. Coaker, as a last resort, called in Aunt Judy. She came and asked
 for a cup of coffee. They gave it to her. As she sat in the kitchen drinking
 the coffee and dipping her bread in it, she told Mrs. Coaker to take the
 scissors and rip open the pillows on the bed and bring her the bottle in
 one of them. Mrs. Coaker came back and said, "There is no bottle there."

 "Well, go back and look in the bolster."
 She soon returned with a small vial full of something. Aunt Judy

 told Mrs. Coaker to call her nieces. They came. Aunt Judy said, "Now,
 one of you three put this bottle in Coaker's pillow and I'm going to turn
 it back on the one that did it."

 That same day Gertrude complained of a headache, but nothing else
 happened to her. However, Mr. Coaker got well. (New Orleans, La.)

 I3.
 Hennie Garner jibed at Old Judy's deformity one day, and she put

 the curse on her of always breaking wind. So the children coined a very
 cruel jibe in the form of a name for Hennie. Aunt Judy took ill before
 she took it off, and when Hennie moved North she was still disgracing
 herself. (Eatonville, Fla.)

 14.

 Old Veronica was old. No more joys came to her. By day she sat
 behind the closed shutters of her house and peeped out into the street,
 watching, watching eternally to see that none of her enemies "dusted"
 her steps.

 As soon as night fell she would lift her gross body in bed and call to
 her nephew: "Come, Pierre, give me my eyes." Her "eyes" were a deck
 of cards. She'd shuffle eagerly - riss, riss, riss! and cut them and spread
 them. "See!" she'd cry. "See that bitch! See 'em! Look at all my
 enemies working and plotting against me!" She'd keep this up till the
 early hours of the morning. (New Orleans, La.)

 15.

 Old Lady Celestine went next door one day and asked her neighbor
 to lend her a quarter, all in nickels. The woman didn't have five nickels,
 so she sent over to the store and got change and gave it to Celestine.
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 About an hour later, the son of the neighbor happened to go past
 Celestine's door and glanced in through the crack. There in mid-summer
 was the chimney ablaze with black candles, a cup in front of each
 candle. A large pair of shears stuck into the center of a round, old-
 fashioned sieve, and the old woman was lying on her belly with her
 head almost in the fireplace twirling that sieve and muttering the name
 of his mother.

 He ran back home and called his mother. She burst into old Celestine's

 house without ceremony, and the Treme heard all about the fight that
 followed.

 (Note: If you want to hurt anyone it is best to get something from
 him by (I) gift; failing in that, (2) loan; (3) theft. Small change is the
 thing most often sought. The cups held the money and any other ob-
 jects that had been handled by the woman whose death she sought.
 The stuck-in shears were to pierce her.) (New Orleans, La.)

 16.

 Mrs. Grant lived down below Canal Street and was a faithful disciple
 of Dr. Saul, a popular hoodoo doctor who lived on Urquhart Street near
 St. Claude.

 One hot summer night Mr. Grant couldn't sleep, so he sat on the upper
 balcony in his underwear chewing tobacco. Mrs. Grant was in bed.

 A tall black woman lived two blocks down the street. She and Mrs.

 Grant had had some words a few days past and the black woman had
 been to a hoodoo doctor and bought a powder to throw at Mrs. Grant's
 door. She had waited till the still hour of two in the morning to do it.
 Just as she was "dusting" the door, Mr. Grant on the balcony spit and
 some of the tobacco juice struck the woman.

 She had no business at the Grant house at all, let alone at two o'clock
 in the morning throwing War Powder against the door. But even so,
 she stepped back and gave Mr. Grant a piece of her mind that was
 highly seasoned. It was a splendid bit of Creole invective art. He was
 very apologetic, but Mrs. Grant came to the door to see what was the
 trouble.

 Her enemy had retreated, but as soon as she opened the door she saw
 the white powder against the door and on the steps. Moreover, there
 was an egg shell on each step.

 Mrs. Grant shrieked in terror and slammed the door shut. She grabbed
 the chamber pot and ran out of the back door. Next door were three
 boys. She climbed into their back yard and woke up the family. She
 must have some urine from the boys. This she carried through the
 neighbor's front gate to her own door and dashed it over the door and
 steps. One of the boys was paid to take the egg shells away. She could
 not enter her front door until the conjure was removed. The neighbor-
 hood was aroused - she must have a can of lye. She must have some river
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 water in which to dissolve the lye. All this was dashed against the door
 and steps.

 Early next morning she was at the door of Dr. Saul. He congratulated
 her on the steps she had already taken, but told her that to be sure
 she had counteracted all the bad work, she must draw the enemy's
 "wine". That is, she must injure her enemy enough to draw blood.

 So Mrs. Grant hurried home and half-filled three quart bottles with
 water. She put these in a basket, and the basket on her arm, and set
 out for the restaurant where the night-sprinkler-of-powders was a cook.

 She asked to speak toher, and as soon as she appeared- bam! bam!
 bam! went the bottles over her head and the "wine" flowed. But she

 fought back and in the fracas she bit Mrs. Grant's thumb severely,
 drawing her "wine".

 This complicated affairs again. Something must be done to neutralize
 this loss of blood. She hurried home and called one of the boys next door
 and said: "Son, here's five dollars. Go get me a black chicken - not
 a white feather on him - and keep the change for your trouble."

 The chicken was brought. She seized her husband's razor and split
 the live bird down the breast and thrust her fist inside. As the hot blood

 and entrails enveloped her hand, she went into a sort of frenzy, shouting:
 "I got her, I got her, I got her now!" (New Orleans, La.)

 17.

 A wealthy planter in Middle Georgia was very arrogant in his demeanor
 towards his Negro servants. He boasted of being "unreconstructed" and
 that he didn't allow no niggers to sass him.

 A Negro family lived on his place and worked for him. The father,
 it seems, was the yard man, the mother the cook. The boys worked in
 the field and a daughter worked in the house and waited on the table.

 There was a huge rib-roast of beef one night for dinner. The white
 man spoke very sharply for some reason to the girl and she sassed right
 back. He jumped to his feet and seized the half-eaten roast by the naked
 ribs and struck her with the vertebrate end. The blow landed squarely
 on her temple and she dropped dead.

 The cook was attracted to the dining room door by the tumult. The
 white man had resumed his seat and was replenishing his plate. He coolly
 told the mother of the dead girl to "call Dave and you all take that
 sow up off the floor".

 Dave came and the parents bore away the body of their daughter,
 the mother weeping.

 Now Dave was known to dabble in hoodoo. The Negroes around both
 depended upon him and feared him.

 He came back to clear away the blood of the murdered girl. He came
 with a pail and scrubbing brush. But first he sopped his handkerchief in
 the blood and put it into his pocket. Then he washed up the floor.
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 That night the Negro family moved away. They knew better than to
 expect any justice. They knew better than to make too much fuss about
 what had happened.

 But less than two weeks later, the planter looked out of his window
 one night and thought he saw Dave running across the lawn away from
 the house. He put up the window and called to demand what he was
 doing on his place, but the figure disappeared in the trees. He shut the
 window and went to his wife's room to tell her about it and found her in

 laughing hysteria. She laughed for three days despite all that the doctors
 did to quiet her. On the fourth day she became maniacal and attacked
 her husband. Shortly it was realized that she was hopelessly insane and
 she had to be put in an institution. She made no attempt to hurt anyone
 except her husband. She was gentleness itself with her two children.

 The plantation became intolerable to the planter, so he decided to
 move to more cheerful surroundings with his children. He had some
 friends in South Carolina, so he withdrew his large account at the bank
 and transferred it to South Carolina and set up a good home with the
 help of a housekeeper.

 Two years passed and he became more cheerful. Then one night he
 heard steps outside his window and looked out. He saw a man - a Negro.
 He was sure it was Old Dave. The man ran away as before. He called
 and ran from the house in pursuit. He was determined to kill him if he
 caught him, for he began to fear ambush from the family of the girl he
 had murdered. He ran back to get his son, his gun and the dogs to trail
 the Negro.

 As he burst into the front door, he was knocked down by a blow on
 the head, but was not unconscious. His twenty year old son was raving
 and screaming above him with a poker in his hand. He struck blow after
 blow, his father dodging and covering himself as best he could. The
 housekeeper rushed up and caught the poker from behind and saved the
 man on the floor. The boy was led away weeping by the woman, but
 renewed his attack upon his father later in the night. This kept up for
 more than a month before the devoted parent would consent to his
 confinement in an institution for the criminally insane.

 This was a crushing blow to the proud and wealthy ex-planter. He
 once more gathered up his goods and moved away. But a year later the
 visitation returned. He saw Dave. He was sure of it. This time he locked

 himself in his room and asked the housekeeper through the door about
 his daughter. She reported the girl missing. He decided at once that his
 black enemies had carried off his daughter Abbie. He made ready to
 pursue. He unlocked his door and stepped into the hall to put on his
 overcoat. When he opened the closet door his daughter pointed a gun in
 his face and pulled the trigger. The gun snapped but it happened to be
 unloaded. She had hidden in the closet to shoot him whenever he emerged
 from his room. Her disordered brain had overlooked the cartridges.
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 So he moved to Baltimore - out in a fashionable neighborhood. The
 nurse who came to look after his deranged daughter had become his
 mistress. He skulked about, fearful of every Negro man he saw. At no
 time must any Negro man come upon his premises. He kept guns loaded
 and handy, but hidden from his giggling, simpering daughter Abbie,
 who now and then attacked him with her fists. His love for his children

 was tremendous. He even contrived to have his son released in his charge.
 But two weeks later as he drove the family out, the young man sitting
 in the rear seat attacked him from behind and would have killed him

 but for the paramour and a traffic officer. (Georgia).

 18.

 When I was a boy about ten years old there was a man named Levi
 Conway whom I knew well. He operated a ferry and had money and was
 highly respected by all. He was very careful about what he wore. He was
 tall and brown and wore a pompadour. He usually wore a broad-brimmed
 Stetson.

 He began to change. People thought he was going crazy. He owned
 lots of residential property but he quickly lost everything in some way
 that nobody seemed to understand. He grew careless in his dress and
 became positively untidy. He even got to the point where he'd buy ten
 cents worth of whiskey and drink it right out of the bottle.

 He began to pick up junk - old boilers, stones, wheels, pieces of
 harness, etc., and drag it around for miles every day. Then he'd bring it
 home and pile it in his back yard. This kept up for ten years or more.

 Finally he got sick in bed and couldn't get up.
 Tante Lida kept house for him. She was worried over his sickness, so

 she decided to get a woman from the Treme to find out what was wrong.
 The woman came. She was about fifty with a sore on her nose.

 She looked at Levi in the bed. Then she came out to Tante Lida.
 "Sure, something has been done. I don't believe I can do anything to
 save him now, but I can tell you who did the work. You fix a place for
 me to stay here tonight and in the morning I will tell you."

 Early next morning she sent for a heart of sheep or beef. She had them
 get her a package of needles and a new kettle. She lit a wood fire in the
 yard and filled the kettle one-third full of water and stood over the pot
 with the heart. She stuck the needles in one by one, muttering and
 murmuring as she stuck them in. When the water was boiling hard she
 dropped the heart in. It was about eleven o'clock in the morning.

 "Now we shall know who has done this thing to Levi. In a few minutes
 the one who did it will come and ask for two things. Don't let him have
 either."

 In a few minutes in came Pere Voltaire, a man whom all of us knew.
 He asked how Levi was. They told him pretty bad! He asked would
 they let him have two eggs and they said they had none. Then he asked
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 would they lend him the wheelbarrow, and they said it wasn't there.
 The old woman winked and said, "That is he."

 He went on off. Then she told them to look into the pot, and they did.
 The heart was gone.

 A week later Levi died.

 This is the funny part. Some time after that my older brother, my
 cousin and I rowed over to the west bank of the river. Just knocking
 about as boys will, we found an old leaky boat turned upside down on
 the bank just out of reach of the water. I wondered who owned the
 piece of trash. My brother told me it belonged to Pere Voltaire. I said:
 "Why doesn't he get a decent boat ? This is too rotten to float."

 I turned it over and found a great deal of junk under it - bundles tied
 up in rags, old bottles and cans and the like. So I started to throwing the
 stuff into the water and my cousin helped me. We pushed the boat in,
 too. My brother tried to stop us.

 I forget now how it was that he knew we did that. But two days later
 I began to shake as if I had an ague. Nothing the doctors could do
 stopped me. Two days later, my cousin began to shake and two days
 after that my brother started to shake. It was three or four months
 before we could be stopped. But my brother stopped first. Then my
 cousin, then at last I stopped. Pierre Landeau, New Orleans, La.

 PARAPHERNALIA OF CONJURE.

 It would be impossible for anyone to find out all the things that are
 being used in conjure in America. Anything may be conjure and nothing
 may be conjure, according to the doctor, the time and the use of the
 article.

 What is set down here are the things most commonly used.
 I. Fast Luck: Aqueous solution of oil of Citronella.

 It is put in scrub water to scrub the house. It brings luck in business
 by pulling customers into a store.

 2. Red Fast Luck: Oil of Cinnamon and Oil of Vanilla, with wintergreen.
 Used as above to bring quick luck.

 3. Essence of Van Van: Ten percent Oil of Lemon Grass in alcohol.
 (Different doctors specify either grain, mentholated, or wood
 alcohol), used for luck and power of all kinds. It is the most popular
 conjure drug in Louisiana.

 4. Fast Scrubbing Essence: A mixture of thirteen oils.
 It is burned with incense for fish-fry luck, i. e. business success. It
 includes:

 Essence Cinnamon

 Essence Wintergreen
 Essence Geranium

 Essence Bergamot
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 Essence Orange Flowers; used also in initiation baths
 Essence Lavender; used also in initiation baths
 Essence Anice
 Essence St. Michael

 Essence Rosemary.
 5. Water Notre Dame: Oil of White Rose and water.

 Sprinkle it about the home to make peace.
 6. War Water: Oil of Tar in water (filtered).

 Break a glass of it on the steps wherever you wish to create strife.
 (It is sometimes made of creolin in water).

 7. Four Thieves Vinegar. It is used for breaking up homes, for making
 a person run crazy, for driving off. It is sometimes put with a name
 in a bottle and the bottle thrown into moving water. It is used also
 to "dress" cocoanuts to kill and drive crazy.

 8. Egyptian Paradise Seed (Amonium Melegreta). This is used in seeking
 success. Take a picture of St. Peter and put it at the front door
 and a picture of St. Michael at the back door. Put the Paradise
 seeds in little bags and put one behind each saint. It is known as
 "feeding the saint".

 9. Guinea Paradise seed. Use as above.
 I0. Guinea pepper. This may also be used for feeding saints; also for

 breaking up homes or protecting one from conjure.
 II. White Mustard seed. For protection against harm.
 12. Black Mustard seed. For causing disturbance and strife.
 13. Has-no-harra: Jasmine lotion. Brings luck to gamblers.
 14. Carnation, a perfume. As above.
 15. Three Jacks and a King. A perfume. As above.
 16. Narcisse. As above but mild.

 17. Nutmegs, bored and stuffed with quicksilver and sealed with wax,
 and rolled in Argentorium are very lucky for gamblers.

 18. Lucky Dog is best of all for gamblers' use.
 19. Essence of Bend-over. Used to rule and have your way.
 20. Cleo-May, a perfume. To compel men to love you.
 21. Jockey Club, a perfume. To make love and get work.
 22. Jasmine Perfume. For luck in general.
 23. White Rose. To make peace.
 24. French Lilac. Best for vampires.
 25. Taper Oil: perfumed olive oil. To burn candles in.
 26. St. Joseph's Mixture:

 Buds from the Garden of Gilead
 Berries of the Fish

 Wishing Beans
 Juniper Berries
 Japanese scented Lucky Beans
 Large Star Anice
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 27. Steel dust is sprinkled over black load stone in certain ceremonies.
 It is called "feeding the he, feeding the she".

 28. Steel dust is attracted by a horse-shoe magnet to draw people to you.
 Used to get love, trade, etc.

 29. Gold and silver magnetic sand. Powdered gold gilt and powdered
 silver gilt are used with a magnet to draw people to you.

 30. Salt Petre is dissolved in water and sprinkled about to ward off
 conjure.

 31. Scrub waters other than the Fast Lucks (see above, I and 2) are
 colored and perfumed and used as follows:
 red, for luck and protection
 yellow, for money
 blue (always colored with copperas), for protection and friends.

 32. Roots and Herbs are used freely under wide-spread names:
 Big John the Conquerer.
 Little John the Conquerer. It is also put in Notre Dame Water or

 Waterloo in order to win.

 World-wonder Root. It is used in treasure hunts. Bury a piece in
 the four corners of the field; also hide it in the four corners of
 your house to keep things in your favor.

 Ruler's Root. Used as above.

 Rattlesnake Root.

 Dragon's Blood (red root fibres). Crushed. Used for many purposes.
 Valerian Root. Put a piece in your pillow to quiet nerves.-
 Adam and Eve roots (pair). Sew together in bag and carry on

 person for protection.
 Five-fingered grass. Used to uncross. Make tea, strain it and bathe

 in it nine times.

 Waste Away Tea. Same as above.
 33. Pictures of Saints, etc. are used also.

 St. Michael, the Archangel. To conquer.
 St. Expedite. For quick work.
 St. Mary. For cure in sickness.
 St. Joseph with infant Jesus. To get a job.
 St. Peter without the key. For success.
 St. Peter with the key. For great and speedy success.
 St. Anthony de Padua. For luck.
 St. Mary Magdalene. For luck in love (for women).
 Sacred Heart of Jesus. For organic diseases.

 34. Crosses. For luck.
 35. Scapular. For protection.
 36. Medals. For success.
 37. Candles are used with set meanings for the different colors. They are

 often very large, one candle costing as much as six dollars.
 White. For peace and to uncross and for weddings.

 28
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 Red. For victory.
 Pink. For love (some say for drawing success).
 Green. To drive off (some say for success).
 Blue. For success and protection (for causing death also).
 Yellow. For money.
 Brown. For drawing money and people.
 Lavender. To cause harm (to indicate triumph also).
 Black. Always for evil or death.
 Valive candles. For making Novenas.

 38. The Bible. All hold that the Bible is the greatest conjure book in the
 world. Moses is honored as the greatest conjurer. "The names he
 knowed to call God by was what give him the power to conquer
 Pharoah and divide the Red Sea."

 PRESCRIPTIONS OF ROOT DOCTORS.

 Folk medicine is practiced by a great number of persons. On the "jobs",
 that is, in the sawmill camps, the turpentine stills, mining camps and
 among the lowly generally, doctors are not generally called to prescribe
 for illnesses, certainly, nor for the social diseases. Nearly all of the
 conjure doctors practice "roots", but some of the root doctors are not
 hoodoo doctors. One of these latter at Bogaloosa, Louisiana, and one at
 Bartow, Florida, enjoy a huge patronage. They make medicine only,
 and white and colored swarm about them claiming cures.
 The following are some prescriptions gathered hIere and there in

 Florida, Alabama and Louisiana:

 i. Ghonorrhea.

 a. Fifty cents of iodide potash in two quarts of water. Boil down to
 one quart. Add two teaspoons of Epsom salts. Take a big swallow three
 times a day.

 b. Fifty cents iodide potash to one quart sarsaparilla. Take three
 teaspoons three times a day in water.

 c. A good handful of May pop roots; one pint ribbon cane syrup; one-
 half plug of Brown's Mule tobacco cut up. Add fifty cents iodide potash.
 Take this three times a day as a tonic.

 d. Parch egg shells and drink the tea.
 e. For Running Range (Claps): Take blackberry root, sheep weed, boil

 together. Put a little blueing in (a pinch) and a pinch of laundry soap.
 Put all this in a quart of water. Take one-half glass three times a day
 and drink one-half glass of water behind it.

 f. One quart water, one handful of blackberry root, one pinch of alum,
 one pinch of yellow soap. Boil together. Put in last nine drops of turpen-
 tine. Drink it for water until it goes through the bladder.
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 2. Syphillis.

 a. Ashes of one good cigar, fifteen cents worth of blue ointment. Mix
 and put on the sores.

 b. Get the heart of a rotten log and powder it fine. Tie it up in a
 muslin cloth. Wash the sores with good castile soap and powder them
 with the wood dust.

 c. When there are blue-balls (bubos), smear the swellings with mashed
 up granddaddies (daddy-long-legs) and it will bring them to a head.

 d. Take a gum ball, cigar, soda and rice. Burn the gum ball and cigar
 and parch the rice. Powder it and sift and mix with vaseline. It is ready
 for use.

 e. Boil red oak bark, palmetto root, fig root, two pinches of alum,
 nine drops of turpentine, two quarts of water together to one quart.
 Take one-half cup at a time. (Use no other water.)

 3. For Bladder Trouble.

 One pint of boiling water, two tablespoons of flaxseed, two tablespoons
 of cream of tartar. Drink one-half glass in the morning and one-half at
 night.

 4. Fistula.
 Sweet gum bark and mullen cooked down with lard. Make a salve.

 5. Rheumatism.

 Take mullen leaves (five or six) and steep in one quart of water. Drink
 three to four wine glasses a day.

 6. Swelling.

 Oil of white rose (fifteen cents), oil of lavender (fifteen cents), Jockey
 Club (fifteen cents),. Japenese honeysuckle (fifteen cents.) Rub.

 7. For Blindness.

 a. Slate dust and pulverized sugar. Blow it in the eyes. (It must be
 finely pulverized to remove film.)

 b. Get somebody to catch a catfish. Get the gall and put it in a bottle.
 Drop one drop in each eye. Cut the skin off. It gives the sight a free look.

 8. Lock-Jaw.

 a. Draw out the nail. Beat the wound and squeeze out all the blood
 possible. Then take a piece of fat bacon, some tobacco and a penny and
 tie it on the wound.

 b. Draw out the nail and drive it in a green tree on the sunrise side,
 and the place will heal.

 9. Flooding.

 One grated nutmeg, pinch of alum in a quart of water (cooked). Take
 one-half glass three times daily.

 23*
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 416 7fournal of American Folk-Lore.

 io. Sick at Stomach.

 Make a tea of parched rice and bay leaves (six). Give a cup at a time.
 Drink no other water.

 ii. Live Things in Stomach (Fits).
 Take a silver quarter with a woman's head on it. Stand her on her head

 and file it in one-half cup of sweet milk. Add nine parts of garlic. Boil
 and give to drink after straining.

 12. Medicine to Purge.

 Jack of War tea, one tablespoon to a cup of water with a pinch of
 soda after it is ready to drink.

 14. Loss of Mind.

 Sheep weed leaves, bay leaf, sarsaparilla root. Take the bark and
 cut it all up fine. Make a tea. Take one tablespoon and put in two cups
 of water and strain and sweeten. You drink some and give some to
 patient.

 Put a fig leaf and poison oak in shoe. (Get fig leaves off a tree that
 hasn't borne fruit. Stem them so that nobody will know.)

 z6. To Make a Tonic.
 One quart of wine, three pinches of raw rice, three dusts of cinnamon

 (about one heaping teaspoon), five small pieces of the hull of pomegranate
 about the size of a fingernail, five tablespoons of sugar. Let it come to a
 boil, set one-half hour and strain. Dose: one tablespoon.

 (When the pomegranate is in season, gather all the hulls you can for
 use at other times in the year.)

 17. Poisons.
 There are few instances of actual poisoning. When a conjure doctor

 tells one of his patients, "Youse poisoned nearly to death," he does not
 necessarily mean that poison has been swallowed. He might mean that,
 but the instances are rare. He means that something has been put down
 for the patient. He may be: (I) "buried in the graveyard"; (2) "throwed
 in de river"; (3) "nailed up in a tree"; (4) put into a snake, rabbit, frog
 or chicken; (5) just buried in his own yard; (6) or hung up and punished.
 Juice of the nightshade, extract of polk root, and juice of the milkweed
 have been used as vegetable poisons, and poisonous spiders and powdered
 worms and insects are used as animal poisons. I have heard of one case
 of the poison sac of the rattle-snake being placed in the water pail of an
 enemy. But this sort of poisoning is rare.
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 In the Bahamas, dogwood root in water, Manjanee externally, or
 stinking peal at the window are said to be used.

 It is firmly held in such cases that doctor's medicine can do the patient
 no good. What he needs is a "two-headed" doctor, that is, the conjure
 man. In some cases the hoodoo man does effect a cure where the phys-
 ician fails because he has faith working with him. Often the patient is
 organically sound. He is afraid that he has been "fixed", and there is
 nothing that a medical doctor can do to remove that fear. Besides, some
 poisons of a low order, like decomposed reptiles and the like, are not
 listed in the American pharmacopoeia. The doctor would never suspect
 their presence nor be prepared to treat the patient if he did.

 1 Stinking-pea at the window poisons the air in the room and kills
 the sleeper within.
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